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Preface

Mass spectrometry (MS) is one of the most used analytical tools for analyzing 
complex organic and inorganic samples. Analyses of biological samples in life sci-
ences, medical sciences, clinical laboratories, food processing, research, and quality 
control in the pharmaceutical industry are routinely performed using different 
MS approaches. Furthermore, MS is applied for controlling the origin of food and 
identifying mislabeled products and toxins in foods [1–4]. Identification of illicit 
substances and drugs of abuse relies heavily on MS, and its use is widely reported 
[5–11]. Technological innovations, such as improved ion transfer, improved ion-
ization efficiency, and mass resolution of mass spectrometers, have significantly 
improved the data generated and widened the field of use.

A significant number of analytical methods for MS in clinical laboratories have 
been developed in the recent past. Development of these methods has rapidly 
increased as the COVID-19 pandemic holds humankind in its grip, and techniques 
for fast high-performance liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS) 
have been developed and applied.

In the chapter “Mass Spectrometry in Clinical Laboratories,” Miletić Vukajlović and 
Panić-Janković discuss the development of MS methods for newborn screening 
and detection of modifications in the metabolome of amino acids that can lead to 
severe health conditions. Identifying such changes has helped develop more effec-
tive treatment methods. The authors further discuss the detection and analysis of 
antibiotics in clinical samples, which is an important topic considering the growing 
resistance of bacteria against the antibiotics currently in use.

In the chapter “Identification of Peptides and Proteins in Illegally Distributed 
Products by MALDI-TOF-MS,” Amini et al. address and discuss using MAlDI MS to 
trace illegal products. The market for illegal medical products, pharmaceuticals, and 
food is an ever-growing one, and counterfeit products are a severe threat to human 
health. Proteins and peptides can be identified and characterized quickly by apply-
ing MALDI, and illicit products can be traced and eliminated from the market. 

Research and analysis of stem cells has given hope to many regarding the treatment 
of rare diseases and significant health conditions. Vaňhara et al. discuss the mass 
spectrometry methods for analyzing and characterizing the single intact embryonic 
stem cell before being used for a patient’s treatment In the chapter “Intact Cell 
Mass Spectrometry for Embryonic Stem Cell Biotyping,” Vaňhara et al. discuss 
MS methods for analyzing and characterizing a single, intact embryonic stem cell 
before using it to treat patients. MALDI-TOF MS, based on the principle of mass 
spectrometric “biotyping” of bacteria, is currently being used to analyze single 
cells. Mass spectra generated by MALDI contain information that helps to reveal 
the cell’s immunophenotype and activation state. Results from MS allow for the 
identification of changes and posttranslational modifications associated with the 
molecular phenotype of the applied cell lines.
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König et al. describes HPLC hyphenated to M.S. for Identification of 
Protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) that can serve as a potential biomarker for cancer 
screening in neurological cancer, especially the neuroblastoma In the chapter 
“Protoporphyrin IX Analysis from Blood and Serum in the Context of Neurosurgery 
of Glioblastoma” König et al. describe HPLC for identifying protoporphyrin IX 
(PPIX), which is a potential biomarker for cancer screening in neurological cancer, 
especially neuroblastoma. The benefit of using MS to analyze a complex biological 
sample is shown in its ability to detect different forms of metal-conjugated PPIX 
based on fragmentation mass spectra. The methods described also show that MS 
has a significant advantage over the traditionally used fluorescence-based methods.

One of the fields with the most dynamic growth in the clinical application of MS 
is mass spectrometry imaging (MSI). The improvement of laser technology with 
better and more sensitive detectors has shown the enormous potential of this 
technology. MSI in the clinical field is still overwhelmingly used for digital pathol-
ogy, particularly for brain imaging. In the chapter “Mass Spectrometry Imaging of 
Neurotransmitters,” Stumpo describes the use of MSI for imaging neurotransmit-
ters, which have broad and significant implications due to their involvement in the 
complex biological processes that occur in the brain.

The most advanced analytical instrumentation cannot fix the mistakes made during 
sample preparation for HPLC-MS analysis. Dapić et al. address this critical topic 
In the chapter “Trends in Sample Preparation for Proteome Analysis,” Dapić et al. 
addresses this critical topic. Depending on the analysis to be performed, different 
types of sample preparation are utilized. This step is the key to successful research 
in proteomics. However, there is still no consensus in the proteomics and clinical 
community on how to treat the biological sample and which set-up should be used 
to prepare proteins from clinical samples. This chapter focuses on sample prepara-
tion for bottom-up proteome profiling using MS and, especially, for preparing 
tissue samples from fresh frozen and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded material.

MS is a powerful analytical technique that still has not developed its full potential 
for use in clinical laboratories, although its use is growing. Different MS-based 
devices have been approved for screening newborns, identifying microbes and 
fungus in cultures of human cells, and detecting and measuring the concentrations 
of drugs (therapeutic and illicit) in body fluids. The development of large and 
integrated HPLC-MS systems for detecting and measuring peptides or proteins in 
clinical laboratories is still yet to happen. However, MS has already gained access to 
all areas of medical research and diagnostics.

Goran Mitulović
Medical University of Vienna,

Austria
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: A Tool for 
Aided Advanced Diagnostics and 
Deep View into Biological Sample
Goran Mitulović

1. Introduction

The mass spectrometry (MS) is a technology enabling the measurement and 
analysis of multiple analytes with very high sensitivity and selectivity. The MS “use 
for purpose” includes the analysis of proteins and their modifications using either 
the top-down or the bottom-up approach, the analysis of multiple parameters 
for toxicology research, targeted analysis of active pharmaceutical compounds in 
patients’ samples.

Recent years has brought a significant improvement of technology for ion-trap, 
the time-of-fligt, and triple quadrupole instruments resulting with a surge in 
applications for the medical, biological, and inorganic field. One of the greatest 
challenges for the MS was how to solve the problem of the insufficient ion transfer 
from the ionization source through different mass filters and to the detector. This 
challenge can be considered essentially solved due to changes in the design of 
ion-sources and subsequent mass filters such as ion funnels of different design, 
which enabled hugely improved ion focusing and ion transfer. However, there is still 
enough space to further improve the design of the interface to enable handling of 
larger ion currents generated by more powerful and more intense electrospray (ESI) 
ion sources. That would make bulky, expensive, and complex pumping systems 
obsolete. Actually, the greatest challenge of improving the MS is the ionization step, 
particularly when MS is used in combination with the liquid chromatography (LC). 
The combination of LC and MS (LC–MS) has advanced to the main workhorse in 
many laboratories, especially in biotechnology and medical laboratories. Since the 
low LC flow rate significantly increases the efficiency, the sensitivity, and the stabil-
ity of the ESI, the use of separation columns with small inner diameters is recom-
mended for the hyphenation of the two technologies. In cases with very low flow 
rates, e.g. 5–50 nl/min, a complete ionization of a substance can be achieved. On 
the other side, the use of such a low flow rates causes problems with flow’s stability, 
reproducible flow gradient mixing, and stable ESI performance.

2. Clinical laboratory and mass spectrometry

The laboratory medicine along with medical imaging procedures is one of 
the pillars of the modern diagnostics. The laboratory medicine has significantly 
benefitted from technical and technological development of analytical chemistry, 
miniaturization of instruments, and optimization of analytical methods.

Colorimeter and spectromphoter were the first modern analytical instruments 
to be used in a clinical laboratory. Since the time of their introduction, the art of 
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performing analyses and tests has significantly changed. In the 1950’s additional 
developments were made and, in 1957 and 1959, respectively, the autoanalyzer, 
which is the precursor to the modern analytical systems, and the first RIA (immu-
noassay) for analysis of insulin were introduced. The introduction of RIA, which 
is still widely used, for insulin has significantly improved and changed the art of 
measuring a large of compounds.

The introduction of the mass spectrometry (MS) into the clinical laboratory 
had had the same revolutionary impact as the previously mentioned methods. A 
brief search for “mass spectrometry” and “clinical” from 1950 until 1970 results 
with only 9 publications! During the next 20 years, until 1990, the number of 
publications referring to the use of MS for different analyses in clinical laboratory 
jumped to 798! From the early 1990’s until today, the steep rise of MS methods and 
approaches for analyses in clinical laboratory has steeply raised with more than 
5000 publications from January 1st, 2020 – February 1st, 2021.

The significant rise in use of different MS approaches for clinical analyses cor-
relates with improvements in ionization technologies, miniaturization of separation 
systems, notably of chromatographic systems (HPLC) [1], the significant and excit-
ing improvements in sample preparation even of a single cell [2], and bioinformatic 
analysis. The mass spectrometry is applied for both “classical” clinical laboratory 
analyses and for analyzing samples for personalized and precision medicine. 
Undoubtly, the approaches and methods describe in current book are only a small 
part of possible applications.

In clinical laboratories, the analysis of clinical samples and monitoring levels of 
active compounds and their metabolites in e.g. patients’ blood and urine samples 
are the main application fields. It is possible to perform specific detection of target 
analytes by applying MRM/SRM (multiple-reaction monitoring/selected-reaction 
monitoring) or SIM (single-ion monitoring) thus significantly enhancing the 
selectivity and sensitivity of the analytical method and provide targeted and highly 
specific analytical approach.

3. Separation approaches

Analytes of interest in complex biological samples must be separated prior 
to mass spectrometric detection and analysis and chromatography is the most 
widely used separation method for biological samples prior to MS. A number of 
Companies, e.g. Chromsystems (https://www.chromsystems.com/), ThermoFisher 
Scientific (https://www.thermofisher.com/at/en/home/clinical/diagnostic-testing/
clinical-chemistry-drug-toxicology-testing/therapeutic-drug-monitoring.html), 
Biocrates (https://biocrates.com/) or BioRad (www.bio-rad.com) developed 
analytical systems for a broad range of analyses of important clinical parameters. 
Integrated HPLC–MS clinical systems were also developed but they never really 
did find broad acceptance. Sciex introduced the Topaz® system (https://www.
businesswire.com/news/home/20170731005050/en/First-Fully-Integrated-LC-
MS-System-for-Clinical-Diagnostics-Announce-by-SCIEX) and Thermo Fisher 
introduced the Cascadion SM lab analyzer (https://www.labmedica.com/aacc-2017/
articles/294770271/worlds-first-fully-integrated-lc-ms-ms-clinical-analyzer-un-
veiled.html) in order to lower the barriers of many laboratories to adopt LC–MS.

The hyphenation of chromatography and mass spectrometry has its primary 
values in relatively fast detection and analysis of multiple analytes in a single 
sample with high sensitivity and high selectivity - the key challenge and require-
ment to detect and quantify low-concentration analytes. Currently, the most widely 
used separation columns for the HPLC–MS in a clinical laboratory have an inner 
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diameter of 2 mm. The quality of electrospray is highly dependable on separation 
conditions, i.e. mobile phase, presence or absence of salts, flow speed, column’s 
inner diameter, etc. In proteomics, the use of separation columns with 50 μm or 
75 μm ID is state-of-the-art; however, the columns operated at a low flow rate of 
several hundreds of nanoliters/minute are still rare in clinical analysis although 
they can provide a significant increase of sensitivity. Currently, the use of nanoflow 
separation still cannot cope with the demand for high sample throughput and 
robustness in clinical applications. Currently, the closest compromise between 
sensitivity and throughput is the use of the microbore and the capillary columns of 
300 μm – 500 μm and 1 mm – 2 mm inner diameter.

A new and exciting application of mass spectrometry in the clinical environment is 
the use of “live-MS” during surgical operations. Further development of this approach 
will revolutionize the diagnostics and help surgeons in extracting e.g. tumors with 
higher accuracy and better prognosis for the patient following the surgery [3–5].

In addition of analyzing small molecules in a targeted approach, the mass 
spectrometry can be applied in a clinical laboratory for a more widely screening 
approaches, e.g. screening of the human metabolome. The metabolome shed a light 
on our biological life story, reviling changes and processes that happened due to our 
genetics and due to the influence of the environment and the lifestyle. The measure-
ment, detection, and analysis of metabolites is a step towards profiling an individu-
als’ metabolic profile at any given time. That information can help understanding 
and, eventually, predicting the impact of environmental factors on the health. 
Therefore, metabolomics, in combination with other omics methods is a potent 
addition to developing personalized medical approaches.

A number of analytical methods for mass spectrometry in clinical laboratories 
were developed during the recent past, and the development gains additional 
momentum as the CoVID-19 pandemics holds the mankind in grip and methods for 
fast HPLC–MS have been developed and applied [6–15].

4. Clinical proteomics

The use of MS technology for measurement and analysis of clinically important 
peptides and protein biomarkers will definitively increase with further improving 
MS technology. It is clear that personalized medicine will become the major field of 
further development of targeted therapy and MS will be one of the major players 
in identifying both therapeutically targets and therapeutical agents. It is with great 
certainty that MS applications for evaluation of protein and peptide-based, or even 
the mRNA-based therapeutics, will play a crucial part for the quality control of the 
therapeutics, evaluating drug efficacy, or investigating therapeutic response.

Another issue is the miniaturization of MS and LC–MS systems that can be 
used portable systems or be applied in smaller field-laboratories. Certain advances 
were already achieved on developing such devises [16–23] that are being used in a 
number of analyses.

To conclude, mass spectrometry is a powerful analytical technology that still 
has not developed her full potential for use in clinical laboratory although its’ use 
is growing. Different mass spectrometry-based devices have been approved for 
screening newborns, identifying microbes and fungus in cultures of human cells 
or for detecting measuring the concentrations of drugs (therapeutic and illicit) 
in body fluids. The development of large and integrated HPLC–MS systems for 
detecting and measuring peptides or proteins in clinical laboratories is still waiting 
to happen but mass spectrometry has already gained access to all areas of medical 
research and diagnostics.
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Chapter 2

Trends in Sample Preparation for 
Proteome Analysis
Jakub Faktor, David R. Goodlett and Irena Dapic

Abstract

Sample preparation is a key step in proteomics, however there is no consensus in 
the community about the standard method for preparation of proteins from clinical 
samples like tissues or biofluids. In this chapter, we will discuss some important 
steps in sample preparation used for bottom-up proteome profiling with mass 
spectrometry (MS). Specifically, tissues, which are an important source of biologi-
cal information, are of interest because of their availability. Tissues are most often 
stored as fresh frozen (FF) or formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE). While 
FF tissues are more readily available, paraffin embedding has historically been 
routinely used for tissue preservation. However, formaldehyde induced crosslinks 
during FFPE tissue preservation present a challenge to the protocols used for 
protein retrieval. Moreover, in our view, an important aspect to consider is also the 
amount of material available at the start of a protocol since this is directly related 
to the choice of protocol in order to minimize sample loss and maximize detection 
of peptides by MS. This “MS sensitivity” is of special importance when working 
with patient samples that are unique and often available in limited amounts making 
optimization of methods to analyze the proteins therein important given that their 
molecular information can be used in a patients’ diagnosis and treatment.

Keywords: sample preparation, tissue, digestion, mass spectrometry, proteomics

1. Introduction

Proteomics is an important tool in the study of human biological material with 
the aim to extract knowledge that can improve a patients’ treatment outcomes. 
Molecular information obtained from patient samples can be complementary to 
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challenge in their isolation and analysis. Their amphipathic nature may require use of 
appropriate enrichment procedures all with the goal to achieve better detection.

Further, sample loss during most standard preparation procedures is inevi-
table, and it is even more accentuated when minute amounts of material are being 
processed. To minimize sample loss and thus increase sensitivity of the analysis at 
the MS step there have recently been several technologies developed. Specifically, 
improvement in technologies that allow detection of proteins down to a single cell 
have become available. Some of these technologies, such as nanoPOTS and micro-
POTS, have already been applied to human tissues. These new possibilities to anal-
yse small regions of tissue samples with sufficient sensitivity is opening the door 
to many applications such as profiling of selected regions of a tumorous zone or 
detection of proteins from subcellular populations. These new applications aimed 
at working with 1 to 100s or 1000s of cells will likely have increasing importance in 
clinics, but only if they can be developed into routine and robust methods.

2. Tissue preservation

Human tissue samples are a valuable source of information for diagnostics, 
therefore a lot of effort has gone into best preservation methods that minimize 
changes that can occur over time in storage. For example, following clinical surgery 
tissues need to be stored according to the protocols that minimize chemical, enzy-
matic, mechanical or thermal degradation and protect their molecular content. 
Today, tissues are most often preserved as fresh frozen (FF) or formalin-fixed 
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues.

2.1 Fresh frozen tissues

FF tissues are obtained usually with snap freezing of tissues where the temperature 
achieved is below −70°C, most often in dry ice or liquid nitrogen (Figure 1B). To 
minimize variability between the samples storage and thus to minimize potential 
effect on molecular structure and integrity of the tissue, the European Human Frozen 
Tumour tissue bank (TuBa-Frost) has standardized tissue preservation by freezing 
in 2006 [1, 2]. An important aspect in preservation of tissues by the FF method is 
prevention of formation of artefacts that might result in changes to the tissue structure 
and morphology. For example, ice crystals that can disrupt structures within the tissue 
may form as a consequence of the freezing procedure due to moisture present within 
the tissue [3]. An alternative to snap freezing is the optimal cutting temperature 
(OCT) compound, which is used for tissue embedding and contains polyvinyl alcohol, 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) and benzalonium chloride. The OCT substance preserves 
tissue and enables optimal microdissection of the tissue. However, where samples will 
later be analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS), OCT compounds must be removed 
prior to analysis. This is usually achieved by washing the tissue with a special grade of 
alcohol or Carnoy’s fluid [4] or with the use of other protocols for sample purification.

2.2 Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues

An alternative to preservation of tissue by the FF process is the use of FFPE 
methods (Figure 1A), which are routinely used by pathologists around the globe 
to preserve tissue by embedding in paraffin. The FFPE process preserves tissues by 
chemical fixation most often in 10% of formalin and is followed later by embed-
ding in paraffin to form a tissue block for subsequent slicing. The combination of 
formalin fixation with paraffin embedding allows for long term storage of tissues. 
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Also, FFPE tissues are often used for histopathological studies, a routine process in 
examination of a patient’s biopsies and clinical material [5]. Moreover, it is known 
that formalin leads to chemical modification of proteins in the fixed tissues caus-
ing cross-linking between proteins and modifications most often as methylation 
(+14 Da) as well as formation of methylene and methylol adducts to a lesser extent. 
As a consequence of formaldehyde induced modifications, the molecular weight or 
physicochemical properties of fixed proteins can be altered.

3. Preparation of the sample for bottom-up proteomics

Protein extraction and the subsequent preparation for LC–MS analysis represents 
one of the key steps in proteomics (Figure 2). While there have been numerous 
protocols reported, they have mainly focused on preparation from large amounts 
(i.e. micrograms to milligrams) of material, which limits their utility in the study of 
patient clinical samples. Notably, protein extraction from FFPE preserved tissues 
requires removal of formaldehyde-formed cross links, which is usually carried 
out by heating samples in a buffered solution at an elevated temperature (95°C or 
100°C). The most common buffers used for protein extraction are ammonium bicar-
bonate, tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), and Radioimmunoprecipitation 
assay (RIPA) buffer. Addition of detergents to the buffer composition (e.g. sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), sodium dodecyl cholate (SDC), RapiGest SF surfactant™ 
(Waters), PPS Silent Surfactant™ (Expedeon) have been routinely used to improve 
protein solubilization efficiency and thus enhance protein extraction. In addition 
to optimization of the extraction buffers many studies also optimized other param-
eters like incubation time of the extraction and/or addition of various proteases to 
improve protein coverage during subsequent LC–MS/MS analysis.

Figure 1. 
Overview of tissue sample processing prior to proteomic experiments. A) Tissues can be preserved and stored for 
long periods of time by formalin fixation and paraffin embedding which has been routinely used for decades. 
Proteomic analysis of FFPE tissues can be accompanied with laser capture microdissection (LCM) which helps 
to retrieve regions of interest on tissue sections. Further steps involve isolation of the proteins from the sections in 
appropriate lysis buffers and further processing for protein analysis by MS. B) Tissues can be preserved by freezing 
and further stored at low temperatures. Tissue should be frozen as soon as possible after retrieval and tissue can 
be sectioned prior to proteomic sample preparation. Tissue sections are further prepared for protein isolation, but 
also single cell isolation protocols could be employed to retrieve limited cell subsets prior protein extraction.
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3.1 Detergents

Traditional detergents and chaotropes such as SDS and urea have been widely 
used for protein solubilization, however they are also well known to inhibit diges-
tion at higher concentrations and are incompatible with reversed phase chroma-
tography separation (RPLC) used to introduce samples for MS analysis. Therefore, 
their concentration must be kept low at the time of proteolysis in order to preserve 
the effectiveness of proteases used for protein digestion. Failure to do so often 
leads to incomplete protein solubilization and denaturation. Also, presence of 
detergents in the sample might interfere with later instrumental analysis, therefore 
there have been different purification methods developed for detergent removal 
to improve LC–MS outcome. The choice of the most effective procedure depends 
on the physicochemical properties of the detergent. Some of the procedures might 
include detergent removal on the basis of size exclusion (i.e. molecular weight 
cut-off filters) or with the use of spin columns containing appropriate resins for 
detergent removal. Moreover, heating of the sample in urea buffers often leads to 
covalent modification of proteins via carbamylation, which might affect peptide 
retention time during RPLC separation and if not accounted for will interfere with 
identification. In order to circumvent these problems caused by mass spectrometry 
incompatible detergents significant effort went into development of reagents that 
avoid these complications. To this end, acid labile detergents such as RapiGest SF 
surfactant™ (Waters) and PPS Silent Surfactant™ (Expedeon) were developed that 
could be easily removed after proteolysis by simple measures like decreasing the 
pH. For example, the MS compatible surfactant ProteaseMAX™ (Promega) surfac-
tant enhances tryptic, chymotryptic and LysC digestion and then degrades during 
the course of a digestion reaction. Another compound, Invitrosol™ (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) is a homogenous surfactant that does not impact tryptic digestion and 
elutes during RPLC in three peaks well separated from where peptides elute [6].

3.2 Sample digestion

Classical bottom-up proteomic sample preparation aims to turn protein extracts 
into peptides via a process of protein cleavage or digestion with proteases. Notably, 
proteins extracted from biological material tend to keep their native tertiary 
 structure mostly held by non-covalent interactions of amino acid side groups [7].  

Figure 2. 
Overview of sample preparation for bottom-up proteomic analysis by tandem mass spectrometry. A) Sample 
lysis: proteins are extracted from biological matrix in lysis buffer. Mechanical disintegration or sonification 
is used to homogenize rigid structures present within samples such as is common in mammalian tissue. B) 
Protein digestion: proteins are proteolytically digested into peptides, usually by the protease trypsin. C) Peptide 
fractionation: optionally, the complexity of the peptide sample is decreased by addition of fractionation steps 
orthogonal to methods used in the next step. D) Mass spectrometry analysis: desalted peptide samples are 
dissolved in an appropriate buffer and introduced into a tandem mass spectrometer. Most often reversed phase 
liquid chromatography separation is used in this final step to enable sequential introduction of peptides into the 
tandem mass spectrometer.
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It is thus essential to disrupt the tertiary structure and linearize the protein 
sequence to ease the accessibility of proteases to cleavage sites. Protein tertiary 
structure is frequently disrupted by chaotropic and denaturing reagents. Disulfide 
bonding contributes to tertiary structure as well via a covalent bond between 
cysteine side chain groups also termed an S-S bridge. Disulphide bonds are most 
often broken by use of reducing agents leaving free sulfhydryl groups available that 
allow the protein to unfold more fully. Dithiothreitol (DTT), tris (2-carboxyethyl) 
phosphine (TCEP), tris (3-hydroxypropyl) phosphine (THPP) and 2-mercapto-
ethanol (2-ME) are the most commonly used reducing agents. Sulphur containing 
reagents such as 2-ME and DTT break the S-S bridge by thiol-disulfide exchange, 
while phosphorus containing reagents form a phosphine oxide as a result of disul-
phide bond reduction [8]. Reduction is commonly followed by free sulfhydryl 
group alkylation to prevent disulphide bond reformation. In this chemistry a free 
sulfhydryl group performs a nucleophilic attack on the alpha carbon of an alkylat-
ing reagent creating a covalent bond between the alkyl group and cysteine. There 
is a wide palette of alkylating reagents that may be used, but in proteomic sample 
preparation the most commonly used reagents include iodoacetamide, iodoacetic 
acid, N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) and S-methyl methanethiosulfonate. Covalent 
modification of a free sulfhydryl group leaves a mass tag on each cysteine that must 
be considered as a mass shift to cysteine during interpretation of peptide tandem 
mass spectra. Alkylated proteins are then further processed by proteolytic cleavage, 
to shorter segments; peptides, which are then easily detected in a bottom-up experi-
ment carried out by LC–MS/MS analysis. As mentioned above peptides may be pro-
duced by enzymatic methods but also chemical methods that can be either specific 
or unspecific (Table 1). In both cases there are a variety of protocols available to 
digest proteins into peptides for mass spectrometry-based proteomic analysis.

Bottom-up proteomics frequently relies on proteolytic enzymes that digest a 
protein at specific sites. Having predictable digestion rules for a given protease 
results in a faster database search process that also makes it computationally less 
demanding and more accurate. Trypsin is the most common protease in bottom-up 
proteomics cleaving peptide bonds at the C-terminus of arginine and lysine when 
not followed by proline [16]. Notably, maintaining an optimal temperature of 37°C 
at a pH optimum between 7 and 8 in the presence of Ca2+ ions in the digestion buffer 
is important for the reaction to proceed efficiently [17]. The optimal enzyme to sub-
strate ratio is also important and for trypsin this is often from 1:20 to 1:100 (w:w). 
In some instances LysC endoproteinase, which is isolated from Lysobacter enzymo-
genes, is often combined with trypsin to provide cleavage at lysine C-terminus. This 
combination of multiple enzymes is used to enhance peptide sequence coverage by 
producing overlapping peptides. The addition of chymotrypsin and pepsin produce 
the most orthogonal peptides to trypsin. Chymotrypsin is a serine protease which 
cleaves a peptide bond at the C-terminus of large hydrophobic side chain amino 
acids such as phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine and leucine. Chymotrypsin 
performs best in a 1:50 (w:w) enzyme to substrate ratio at basic pH and a tempera-
ture around 37°C. Chymotrypsin is also activated and stabilized by the presence of 
Ca2+ ions, therefore it is beneficial to use digestion buffers containing calcium ions 
(e.g. CaCl2) [18]. Pepsin is an endopeptidase that is secreted in gastric chief cells 
as an inactive precursor called pepsinogen that becomes activated by cleavage of 
an N-terminal pro-segment in acidic conditions. The optimal enzymatic activity 
of pepsin is achieved at pH 1.5–2.5 and 37°C. Pepsin cleaves at the C-terminus of 
phenylalanine, leucine and rarely after histidine and lysine, unless they are adjacent 
to leucine or phenylalanine. Pepsin is frequently used for on-column protein diges-
tion in hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments (HDX), but also an application 
in off-line pressure assisted protein digestion has been reported [19].
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GluC, ArgC, LysN, AspN are also popular proteases in bottom-up proteomics 
as they predictably produce complementary or orthogonal peptides to trypsin with 
different substrate affinities. GluC is a serine protease isolated from Staphylococcus 
aureus with specificity dependent on the digestion buffer composition. For example, 
performing proteolysis in phosphate buffers will lead to cleavage at the C-terminus 
of glutamic acid and asparatic acid, but only cleavage at the C-terminus of glutamic 
acid will be catalysed in ammonium acetate (pH 4.0) and ammonium bicarbonate 
(pH 7.8) buffers [20]. GluC is known to perform optimally under pH 4.0 and pH 7.8 
at 37°C while it is stable in denaturing conditions. ArgC, isolated from Clostridium 
histolyticum, is a cysteine endopeptidase cleaving at the C-terminus of arginine and 
sometimes at the C-terminus of lysine. Its pH optimum is 7.6 and Ca2+ ions also 
enhance its activity. ArgC digestion has recently been considered an alternative to 
the conventional trypsin digestion as it cleaves at the C-terminus of arginine. LysN 
is a metalloprotease that cleaves at the N-terminus of lysine and it is resistant to 
denaturation allowing digests to proceed even at temperatures higher than men-
tioned above. AspN is a selective metalloproteinase isolated from Flavobacterium 
menigosepticum requiring zinc atoms for its catalytical activity [21]. Its endopepti-
dase activity is specific to the N-terminus of aspartic acid or cysteic acid. To main-
tain optimal enzymatic activity it is recommended to include ZnSO4 in the digestion 
solution buffered between pH 6.5–8.0 at a temperature of 40°C. Combining AspN 
with trypsin digestion increases data quality and increases protein coverage [22]. 
WaLP and MaLP are less known proteases cleaving at aliphatic amino acids, which 
makes them popular for membrane proteomic applications. Meyer et al. demon-
strated that combination of data from trypsin, LysC, WaLP and MaLP digestion 
leads to an increase in membrane proteome coverage by 101%, compared to cover-
age achieved by trypsin digestion alone [23].

Broad specificity protease digestion is less common to bottom-up sample prepa-
ration, nevertheless it is used to digest rigid protein structures that resist digestion 
using common proteases. Proteinase K is one such serine endopeptidase isolated 
from fungus Engyodontium album that cleaves protein sequences with a broad 
specificity and like others discussed above requires Ca2+ ions for activity. Generally, 
it cleaves at the C-terminus of aromatic or aliphatic amino acids and is able to digest 
proteins in their native state or in presence of detergent such as SDS and Triton-X 
100, but works best at alkaline pH 7.5–12.0 and 37°C. Most frequently, it is used for 
nucleic acid purification to remove proteins, but it is also suitable for some pro-
teomic applications such as non-specific digestion of membrane proteins, protease 
footprinting or prion digestion. As the name implies thermolysin is a thermostable 
metalloproteinase isolated from Bacillus thermoproteolyticus. Thermolysin requires 
zinc and calcium ions for proteolytic activity but remains active in temperatures 
from 65–85°C and between pH 5.0 to 8.5. It cleaves at the N-terminus of alanine, 
methionine, isoleucine, leucine, valine and phenylalanine and is often used to 
digest proteins that resist proteolysis using conventional proteases [24]. Papain and 
elastase have endopeptidase activity and broad specificity that while available are 
rarely used in bottom-up sample preparation. Elastase is a serine endopeptidase that 
cleaves at the C-terminus of small hydrophobic side chains such as glycine, valine, 
isoleucine and leucine. While, papain is cysteine endopeptidase that cleaves at the 
C-terminus of arginine and lysine if it is preceded by hydrophobic amino acid, but 
not succeeded by valine. Subtilisin is a serine endopeptidase isolated from soil bac-
teria (e.g. Bacillus licheniformis) that is known to non-specifically cleave the peptide 
bond with a preference for large uncharged amino acids, although amino acids with 
basic side chains can be accepted in alternate binding mode [25]. Subtilisin remains 
active and stable under denaturing and alkaline conditions ranging from pH 8–12 
and Ca2+ ions stabilize subtilisin structure, therefore it is essential to include CaCl2 
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GluC, ArgC, LysN, AspN are also popular proteases in bottom-up proteomics 
as they predictably produce complementary or orthogonal peptides to trypsin with 
different substrate affinities. GluC is a serine protease isolated from Staphylococcus 
aureus with specificity dependent on the digestion buffer composition. For example, 
performing proteolysis in phosphate buffers will lead to cleavage at the C-terminus 
of glutamic acid and asparatic acid, but only cleavage at the C-terminus of glutamic 
acid will be catalysed in ammonium acetate (pH 4.0) and ammonium bicarbonate 
(pH 7.8) buffers [20]. GluC is known to perform optimally under pH 4.0 and pH 7.8 
at 37°C while it is stable in denaturing conditions. ArgC, isolated from Clostridium 
histolyticum, is a cysteine endopeptidase cleaving at the C-terminus of arginine and 
sometimes at the C-terminus of lysine. Its pH optimum is 7.6 and Ca2+ ions also 
enhance its activity. ArgC digestion has recently been considered an alternative to 
the conventional trypsin digestion as it cleaves at the C-terminus of arginine. LysN 
is a metalloprotease that cleaves at the N-terminus of lysine and it is resistant to 
denaturation allowing digests to proceed even at temperatures higher than men-
tioned above. AspN is a selective metalloproteinase isolated from Flavobacterium 
menigosepticum requiring zinc atoms for its catalytical activity [21]. Its endopepti-
dase activity is specific to the N-terminus of aspartic acid or cysteic acid. To main-
tain optimal enzymatic activity it is recommended to include ZnSO4 in the digestion 
solution buffered between pH 6.5–8.0 at a temperature of 40°C. Combining AspN 
with trypsin digestion increases data quality and increases protein coverage [22]. 
WaLP and MaLP are less known proteases cleaving at aliphatic amino acids, which 
makes them popular for membrane proteomic applications. Meyer et al. demon-
strated that combination of data from trypsin, LysC, WaLP and MaLP digestion 
leads to an increase in membrane proteome coverage by 101%, compared to cover-
age achieved by trypsin digestion alone [23].

Broad specificity protease digestion is less common to bottom-up sample prepa-
ration, nevertheless it is used to digest rigid protein structures that resist digestion 
using common proteases. Proteinase K is one such serine endopeptidase isolated 
from fungus Engyodontium album that cleaves protein sequences with a broad 
specificity and like others discussed above requires Ca2+ ions for activity. Generally, 
it cleaves at the C-terminus of aromatic or aliphatic amino acids and is able to digest 
proteins in their native state or in presence of detergent such as SDS and Triton-X 
100, but works best at alkaline pH 7.5–12.0 and 37°C. Most frequently, it is used for 
nucleic acid purification to remove proteins, but it is also suitable for some pro-
teomic applications such as non-specific digestion of membrane proteins, protease 
footprinting or prion digestion. As the name implies thermolysin is a thermostable 
metalloproteinase isolated from Bacillus thermoproteolyticus. Thermolysin requires 
zinc and calcium ions for proteolytic activity but remains active in temperatures 
from 65–85°C and between pH 5.0 to 8.5. It cleaves at the N-terminus of alanine, 
methionine, isoleucine, leucine, valine and phenylalanine and is often used to 
digest proteins that resist proteolysis using conventional proteases [24]. Papain and 
elastase have endopeptidase activity and broad specificity that while available are 
rarely used in bottom-up sample preparation. Elastase is a serine endopeptidase that 
cleaves at the C-terminus of small hydrophobic side chains such as glycine, valine, 
isoleucine and leucine. While, papain is cysteine endopeptidase that cleaves at the 
C-terminus of arginine and lysine if it is preceded by hydrophobic amino acid, but 
not succeeded by valine. Subtilisin is a serine endopeptidase isolated from soil bac-
teria (e.g. Bacillus licheniformis) that is known to non-specifically cleave the peptide 
bond with a preference for large uncharged amino acids, although amino acids with 
basic side chains can be accepted in alternate binding mode [25]. Subtilisin remains 
active and stable under denaturing and alkaline conditions ranging from pH 8–12 
and Ca2+ ions stabilize subtilisin structure, therefore it is essential to include CaCl2 
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in a digestion buffer. Subtilisin’s use in bottom-up proteomics is quite limited due 
to its wide range of specificity, nevertheless it has been reported that it could be 
used to reveal previously hidden areas of the proteome [26]. Cathepsins form a 
large group of proteases with endopeptidase activity. Their use in proteomics is not 
frequent but nevertheless some uses have been reported. Cathepsin L is a cysteine 
protease located in lysosomes, it is physiologically involved in tissue remodeling and 
in diseases such as cancer metastasis. Cathepsin L is catalytically active at pH 3.0–
6.5 in the presence of thiol compounds [27]. Digestion using Cathepsin L has been 
reported in research of histone N-termini. Cathepsin C is a N-terminal dipeptidase 
physiologically involved in activation of serine proteases and inflammatory cells 
[28]. Its use in proteomic sample preparation is limited, as its cleavage is unspecific. 
Nevertheless, it could serve as a potent tool to generate peptides orthogonal to 
conventional proteases.

Thrombin is a serine protease which is proteolytically activated during the 
clotting process from an inactive prothrombin precursor. It is exclusively specific 
towards the Leu-Val-Pro-Arg-Gly-Ser motif. Therefore, it is most often used to 
cleave a specific linker tethered to another peptide with this sequence motif inserted 
into recombinant fusion protein constructs. There is a wide palette of these type of 
protein tag removal endopeptidases; namely Factor Xa cleaving Leu-Val-Pro-Arg-
Gly-Ser motif, Enteropeptidase cleaving Asp-Asp-Asp-Asp-Lys motif, TEV Protease 
cleaving Glu-Asn-Leu-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Gly motif, Rhinovirus 3C Protease cleaving 
Leu-Glu-Val-Leu-Phe-Gln-Gly-Pro motif and several others [29]. Further details of 
protein tag removal proteases will not be discussed as it does not fall within scope of 
this chapter.

Finally, it should be noted that reproducible protein cleavage could be achieved 
even in non-enzymatic reactions mediated by chemical reagents. The most frequent 
chemical reagents to cleave peptide bond are dilute acids, such as hydrochloric 
acid, formic acid and acetic acid or other reagents such as cyanogen bromide 
(CNBr), hydroxylamine and 2-nitro-5-thiocyanobenzoate (NTCB) [30]. Exposure 
of proteins to dilute acids results in kinetically favored cleavage of peptide bonds 
at asparagine but with time others as well, while CNBr cleaves at less abundant 
methionine [31]. NTCB is specific towards cysteine, while hydroxyl amine reagent 
cleaves peptide bonds at asparagine and glycine. Generally, chemical mediated 
cleavage targets peptide bonds of less common amino acids producing long peptides 
useful in middle-down proteomics [30].

4. Technologies for analysis of limited sample amounts

Given that there is no technology to amplify proteins as may be done for nucleic 
acids with polymerase chain reaction, historically proteomics has faced limita-
tions in terms of the amount of starting material required for success. Traditional 
proteomics approaches to sample preparation such as filter-aided sample prepara-
tion (FASP), in-gel digestion, and in-solution digestion typically require at least 
several micrograms of a protein sample, which can be complicated to retrieve from 
representative clinical samples that are by default limited in availability. Therefore, 
the traditional method of defining proteomes has generally produced knowledge on 
the underlying biology that reflect averages rendered from analysis of mixtures of 
cells of different types present in tissue.

As proteomics and the requisite mass spectrometry instrumentation have 
evolved, microscale proteomic pipelines that decrease the amount of protein 
required to sub-microgram levels have become available. Microscale proteomics 
pipelines rely on modifications of traditional proteomics pipelines frequently 
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accompanied with cell sorting, laser capture tissue microdissection (LCM) or single 
cell extraction methods. Microdevices such as nano-capillary columns, microfluidic 
chips, miniaturised ESI introduction interfaces and miniaturised enzyme reac-
tors are often required [32]. Introducing microscale proteomics provides a clearer 
picture of reality as it substantially increases sensitivity, spatial proteome resolution 
and leads to better understanding of how protein networks coincide on microscopic 
level. Despite obvious benefits, microscale proteomics still requires special instru-
mentation making implementation of these protocols for the moment some what 
difficult across laboratories worldwide.

One recent promising such technology is nanoPOTS (nanodroplet processing 
in one pot for trace samples) (Figure 3A). The nanoPOTS platform is intended for 
processing small cell populations in nanoliter volumes. NanoPOTS benefits from 
downscaling the processing volumes that in turn substantially reduces surface asso-
ciated sample losses. The final step of nanoPOTS is accompanied with solid phase 
extraction (SPE) that concentrates, desalts and efficiently introduces a sample to 
nanoLC fluidics. Recently, a modification of nanoPOTS termed microPOTS was 
reported that is a more adoptable variant not requiring a robotic platform [33]. It 
has been reported that nanoPOTS could identify >3000 proteins from 10 cultured 
mammalian cells, while microPOTS has been reported to reproducibly identify up 
to 1200 and 1800 proteins from 25 HeLa cells and 50 mm square mouse liver tissue, 
respectively [33]. Several nanoPOTS modifications have been reported since it was 

Figure 3. 
Modern limited proteomic sample preparation approaches. (A) NanoPOTS; A limited proteomic sample 
preparation protocol that uses an automated robotic platform operating with nanoliter volumes. Sample is 
processed in a nano-well patterned slide. Sample preparation is based on principles of classical in-solution 
protein digestion. Protein digest is then transferred into SPE cartridge, where peptides are desalted and 
concentrated. Following, peptides are separated and analysed using mass spectrometry. (B) SCoPE-MS; a single 
cell proteome analysis platform. Carrier proteome is used to overcome sample losses accompanied due to peptide 
adsorption to surfaces. TMT labelling identifies the carrier and analysed proteomes. It could also serve for 
relative quantification of compared proteomes (SCoPE-MS2). Protein presence in the investigated sample and 
its quantity is determined based on reporter ion intensity.
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in a digestion buffer. Subtilisin’s use in bottom-up proteomics is quite limited due 
to its wide range of specificity, nevertheless it has been reported that it could be 
used to reveal previously hidden areas of the proteome [26]. Cathepsins form a 
large group of proteases with endopeptidase activity. Their use in proteomics is not 
frequent but nevertheless some uses have been reported. Cathepsin L is a cysteine 
protease located in lysosomes, it is physiologically involved in tissue remodeling and 
in diseases such as cancer metastasis. Cathepsin L is catalytically active at pH 3.0–
6.5 in the presence of thiol compounds [27]. Digestion using Cathepsin L has been 
reported in research of histone N-termini. Cathepsin C is a N-terminal dipeptidase 
physiologically involved in activation of serine proteases and inflammatory cells 
[28]. Its use in proteomic sample preparation is limited, as its cleavage is unspecific. 
Nevertheless, it could serve as a potent tool to generate peptides orthogonal to 
conventional proteases.

Thrombin is a serine protease which is proteolytically activated during the 
clotting process from an inactive prothrombin precursor. It is exclusively specific 
towards the Leu-Val-Pro-Arg-Gly-Ser motif. Therefore, it is most often used to 
cleave a specific linker tethered to another peptide with this sequence motif inserted 
into recombinant fusion protein constructs. There is a wide palette of these type of 
protein tag removal endopeptidases; namely Factor Xa cleaving Leu-Val-Pro-Arg-
Gly-Ser motif, Enteropeptidase cleaving Asp-Asp-Asp-Asp-Lys motif, TEV Protease 
cleaving Glu-Asn-Leu-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Gly motif, Rhinovirus 3C Protease cleaving 
Leu-Glu-Val-Leu-Phe-Gln-Gly-Pro motif and several others [29]. Further details of 
protein tag removal proteases will not be discussed as it does not fall within scope of 
this chapter.

Finally, it should be noted that reproducible protein cleavage could be achieved 
even in non-enzymatic reactions mediated by chemical reagents. The most frequent 
chemical reagents to cleave peptide bond are dilute acids, such as hydrochloric 
acid, formic acid and acetic acid or other reagents such as cyanogen bromide 
(CNBr), hydroxylamine and 2-nitro-5-thiocyanobenzoate (NTCB) [30]. Exposure 
of proteins to dilute acids results in kinetically favored cleavage of peptide bonds 
at asparagine but with time others as well, while CNBr cleaves at less abundant 
methionine [31]. NTCB is specific towards cysteine, while hydroxyl amine reagent 
cleaves peptide bonds at asparagine and glycine. Generally, chemical mediated 
cleavage targets peptide bonds of less common amino acids producing long peptides 
useful in middle-down proteomics [30].

4. Technologies for analysis of limited sample amounts

Given that there is no technology to amplify proteins as may be done for nucleic 
acids with polymerase chain reaction, historically proteomics has faced limita-
tions in terms of the amount of starting material required for success. Traditional 
proteomics approaches to sample preparation such as filter-aided sample prepara-
tion (FASP), in-gel digestion, and in-solution digestion typically require at least 
several micrograms of a protein sample, which can be complicated to retrieve from 
representative clinical samples that are by default limited in availability. Therefore, 
the traditional method of defining proteomes has generally produced knowledge on 
the underlying biology that reflect averages rendered from analysis of mixtures of 
cells of different types present in tissue.

As proteomics and the requisite mass spectrometry instrumentation have 
evolved, microscale proteomic pipelines that decrease the amount of protein 
required to sub-microgram levels have become available. Microscale proteomics 
pipelines rely on modifications of traditional proteomics pipelines frequently 
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accompanied with cell sorting, laser capture tissue microdissection (LCM) or single 
cell extraction methods. Microdevices such as nano-capillary columns, microfluidic 
chips, miniaturised ESI introduction interfaces and miniaturised enzyme reac-
tors are often required [32]. Introducing microscale proteomics provides a clearer 
picture of reality as it substantially increases sensitivity, spatial proteome resolution 
and leads to better understanding of how protein networks coincide on microscopic 
level. Despite obvious benefits, microscale proteomics still requires special instru-
mentation making implementation of these protocols for the moment some what 
difficult across laboratories worldwide.

One recent promising such technology is nanoPOTS (nanodroplet processing 
in one pot for trace samples) (Figure 3A). The nanoPOTS platform is intended for 
processing small cell populations in nanoliter volumes. NanoPOTS benefits from 
downscaling the processing volumes that in turn substantially reduces surface asso-
ciated sample losses. The final step of nanoPOTS is accompanied with solid phase 
extraction (SPE) that concentrates, desalts and efficiently introduces a sample to 
nanoLC fluidics. Recently, a modification of nanoPOTS termed microPOTS was 
reported that is a more adoptable variant not requiring a robotic platform [33]. It 
has been reported that nanoPOTS could identify >3000 proteins from 10 cultured 
mammalian cells, while microPOTS has been reported to reproducibly identify up 
to 1200 and 1800 proteins from 25 HeLa cells and 50 mm square mouse liver tissue, 
respectively [33]. Several nanoPOTS modifications have been reported since it was 

Figure 3. 
Modern limited proteomic sample preparation approaches. (A) NanoPOTS; A limited proteomic sample 
preparation protocol that uses an automated robotic platform operating with nanoliter volumes. Sample is 
processed in a nano-well patterned slide. Sample preparation is based on principles of classical in-solution 
protein digestion. Protein digest is then transferred into SPE cartridge, where peptides are desalted and 
concentrated. Following, peptides are separated and analysed using mass spectrometry. (B) SCoPE-MS; a single 
cell proteome analysis platform. Carrier proteome is used to overcome sample losses accompanied due to peptide 
adsorption to surfaces. TMT labelling identifies the carrier and analysed proteomes. It could also serve for 
relative quantification of compared proteomes (SCoPE-MS2). Protein presence in the investigated sample and 
its quantity is determined based on reporter ion intensity.
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introduced. For example, Zhu et al. claim that a combination of nanoPOTS with 
fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) could detect 670 protein groups from a 
single mammalian cell [34]. Later a combination of nanoPOTS, nanoLC separation 
operated at 20 nL/min and Orbitrap Eclipse and Tribrid mass spectrometer led even 
to a slight increase in sensitivity identifying ~1000 protein groups from a single 
HeLa cell [35]. Extraordinary low sample requirements predispose nanoPOTS to 
being useful for LC–MS/MS tissue imaging. Spatially resolved proteomic maps of a 
mouse blastocyst embedding into placenta have been produced using a combination 
of nanoPOTS and LCM. The nanoPOTS - LCM combination produced quantitative 
tissue images for >2000 proteins with 100-μm spatial resolution which substantially 
outperformed classical protein imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) [36]. The univer-
sality of nanoPOTS is well documented in several publications summarising results 
from pancreas, liver brain tissue thin sections as well as plant samples.

Achieving submicrogram detection limits has also been reached by introducing a 
carrier proteome to decrease adsorption of the proteome of interest in combination 
with TMT labelling (Figure 3B). The carrier proteome spike-in helped the method 
known as Single-Cell-ProtEomics-by-Mass-Spectrometry (SCoPE MS) to over-
come extensive losses due to adsorption of proteins to surfaces (e.g. LC columns) 
while the addition of TMT labelling identifies the carrier and analysed proteomes. 
Moreover, TMT labels enable relative protein quantitation of multiple samples/
conditions per one LC–MS run. The SCoPE MS approach has enabled detection 
of >1000 proteins from a single mouse embryonic stem cell [37]. Specht et al. 
further exploited quantitative potential of TMT labels and claimed to reproducibly 
quantitate >1000 proteins in a SCoPE MS experiment investigating differentiating 
monocytes heterogeneity [38].

Introducing on-column immobilised protease digestion (IMER) downscales 
sample requirements up to the sub-microgram level, especially when combined 
with miniaturised column diameter. Utilising various nanostructured materials 
such as nanoporous material, nanoparticles, nanofibers and nanotubes succeeded in 
IMER nanobiocatalysis as it has led to enzyme stabilisation and increasing apparent 
enzyme activity per unit mass of immobilisation host [39]. Several sub-microgram 
proteomic setups combining IMER with downstream microfluidic platforms have 
been reported [40–42].

The microfluidic platform termed Open tubular lab-on-column combines 
LysC and trypsin enzymatic digestion on 20 mm inner diameter (ID) column with 
on-line connected nano LC–MS/MS system. Open tubular lab-on-column benefits 
from very narrow capillary ID and IMER column ID that prevent excessive peptide 
dilution and adsorption to fluidics. The authors detected a biomarker Axin 1 in 
10 ng of HCT15 colon cancer cells [40]. Huang et al. characterised 348 proteins 
from 25 mice blastocysts on a platform termed SNaPP coupling enzymatic digestion 
on 150 mm ID IMER to nanofluidics [41]. Naldi et al. coupled SCX column-based 
IMER proteomic reactor to nano-proteomic platform capable of protein capture, 
reduction, alkylation, digestion and the first dimensional SCX peptide pre-separa-
tion followed by LC–MS/MS. These authors claim that the platform performs with 
as low as 200 ng protein starting material [42]. Moreover, the integrated Proteome 
Analysis Device (iPAD) couples a 10 port valve, digestion loop and SPE trap column 
in a microfluidic setup that is intended for micro sample preparation prior to mass 
spectrometry. The authors claim that the iPAD approach is capable of identifying 
813 proteins in approx. 100 Duke’s type C colorectal adenocarcinoma [43].

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is an efficient and sensitive separation tech-
nique reliably resolving proteins or peptides. Historically, it has been less robust 
than nanoLC but recently this has begun to change. Specifically, the introduction 
of CE-ESI interfaces that do not lead to an excessive peptide dilution have made 
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CE-MS applicable in microproteomics [44]. Several reports describe various pro-
teomic pipelines coupling CE to MS. An ultrasensitive electrokinetically pumped 
nanospray ionization source coupled with CE was able to identify 283 proteins from 
80 ng of MCF7 breast cancer cells. Moreover, the detection limit of spiked-in angio-
tensin II in bovine serum albumin digest was 2 attomole/injection [45]. Although 
animal proteomics does not fall within scope of this chapter it is worth mentioning 
that CE-MS input allowed analysis down to 50 ng of Xenopus laevis eggs in a single 
protein extract. The authors of this study used linear polyacrylamide coating and 
sulfonate-silica hybrid strong cation exchange monolith for SPE followed by CE-MS 
[46]. Combining SPE with CE in 2D manner is a promising candidate for the future 
development of microscale CE-MS proteomics.

5. Conclusions and future perspectives

Developments in proteomics to identify clinically relevant proteins has been 
widely used in scientific research. Sample preparation has been considered as one of 
the key steps during analysis, and as such a variety of protocols to minimize vari-
ability and to obtain best sensitivity and protein recovery from the material have 
been used.

Constant development of technologies that could be applied in a medical 
context and potentially used for screening of patient samples have been rising in 
recent years. Technological evolution has also had an impact to provide platforms 
for proteome screening of limited cell numbers, i.e. some technologies have clearly 
demonstrated success on the single cell level. Cellular heterogeneity at the cellular 
level results during tumour development that can confound analysis. Therefore, 
advancement of the tools for profiling of cellular subpopulations or regions of 
tumours has great potential to provide novel insight in mechanisms of tumour 
growth. Moreover, integration of developed tools with machine learning algorithms 
to discover and map molecules that manifest pathological development will likely 
lead to a better understanding of mechanisms of oncogenesis and potentially 
uncover therapeutic targets.
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tumours has great potential to provide novel insight in mechanisms of tumour 
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Abstract

An analytical strategy based on matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization 
(MALDI) time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MS) for identification of peptides 
and proteins in illegally distributed products is presented. The identified compounds 
include human growth hormone (hGH), human somatoliberin, anti-obesity drug 
(AOD), growth hormone releasing peptides (GHRP-2 and GHRP-6), Glycine-GHRP-2 
and Glycine-GHRP-6, ipamorelin, insulin aspart and porcine, delta sleep-inducing 
peptide (DSIP), thymosin β4, insulin like growth factor (IGF), mechano growth 
factor (MGF), human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), melanotan II, bremelanotide, 
dermorphin and body protecting compound (BPC 157). The identification of proteins 
was mainly based on peptide mass fingerprinting, i.e., bottom up approach, while the 
smaller peptides were identified through de-novo sequencing. In cases when a reference 
standard was available, complementary identification was performed by capillary 
electrophoresis in double-injection mode (DICE), where a suspicious product was 
compared with the reference standard through two consecutive injections within the 
same electrophoretic run.

Keywords: matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry, double-injection capillary electrophoresis, illegally distributed proteins 
and peptides

1. Introduction

A broad range of proteins and peptides, for various purposes of enhancement, 
such as human growth hormone (hGH), i.e., somatropin, can be obtained from the 
illicit market. These products are mainly marketed as lyophilized formulations in 
small glass containers often without labelling. The customers are exposed to a range 
of potential harms, besides from the active components, including bacterial and 
fungal or viral infections which may arise from the fact that they are administered 
parenterally.

Figure 1A illustrates the total number of injection vials containing white 
lyophilized product cake being seized by the Swedish Customs during nine years in 
the past, i.e., 2010–2018. A large proportion of these samples, i.e., 64%, contained 
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human growth hormone or melanotan II. About a third of the seized vials, i.e., 27%, 
did not contain any active peptide or protein, while the remaining 9% of the vials 
contained other compounds (Figure 1B).

The concept of a proteolytic peptide pattern, i.e., protein peptide mapping 
(PPM), being characteristic of a protein was first demonstrated by SDS-PAGE [1]. 
In 1989, peptide sequencing by automated Edman degradation had a cycle-time of 
nearly one hour per amino acid residue. Samples of interest often contained com-
plex mixtures of proteins, which usually required separation by SDS-PAGE followed 
by electroblotting onto a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane [2]. However, 
a more rapid approach to peptide sequencing is “peptide mass fingerprinting” 
(PMF). By PMF, proteins are enzymatically cleaved in a predictable manner and 
the sizes of the generated peptide fragments are specific for different proteins. 

Figure 1. 
Schematic illustration of the number of seized illicit products during 2010–2018 in Sweden (A), as well as the 
active peptides/proteins that have been identified in theses samples (B).
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Subsequent analysis of the obtained peptides by mass spectrometry (MS) generates 
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) values in the mass spectrum which in turn give rise to 
a characteristic “peptide mass fingerprint” of the protein [3, 4]. The fingerprint 
serves to identify the protein by comparison with in silico digests, i.e., search 
engines attempt to match peptides from in silico digested proteins to those measured 
by the mass spectrometer [5–9]. Peptide mass fingerprinting with MS, which was 
first demonstrated with fast atom bombardment ionization in 1981, provides the 
possibility of identifying a protein at nanogram-level [5, 10–12]. Trypsin is a com-
monly used proteolytic enzyme for PMF, since it is relatively cheap, highly selec-
tive, and generates peptides with an average size of about 8–10 amino acids which 
are ideally suited for analysis by MS. It cleaves principally on the C-terminal side 
of arginine and lysine with the exception of Arg-Pro and Lys-Pro [2]. Limitations 
to protein identification by PMF include; I) The protein sequence must be present 
in a database for a successful protein identification. II) Proteins with extensive 
post-translational modifications may fail to yield good matches [13]. III) Different 
isoforms of a protein or alternatively spliced proteins may not be distinguished if 
the unique sequence regions are not observed in the peptide map. IV) Incomplete 
proteolytic digestion and differences in peptide ionization provide an incomplete 
mass fingerprint of the protein. Therefore, a complementary approach to PMF for 
protein identification is the use of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), whereby 
tryptic peptide ions from the first stage of MS are dissociated along the backbone 
and then separated and detected in a second stage of MS to identify primary amino 
acid sequences [14–16]. Tandem mass spectrometry in conjunction with PMF 
provides even more specificity, thereby facilitating the identification [17, 18].

Since the innovation of sensitive commercial instrumentation based on MALDI-
TOF MS in 1992, the technique has been widely used for protein identification due 
to its high sensitivity and mass accuracy, speed, extremely low material consump-
tion, absence of multiple charge mass signals and relatively high tolerance toward 
additives and contaminants such as salts, matrix components and excipients 
[19–26]. Furthermore, MALDI is a micro-destructive analytical technique and the 
remaining material on the MALDI target plate can be archived for later analysis. 
The high sensitivity of MALDI implies that only a small aliquot of the digested 
protein is required for mass analysis, and the remainder can be used for alternative 
measurements. MALDI provides additional information regarding the primary 
structure of the protein by sequencing of selected tryptic peptide ions in post 
source decay (PSD) mode [27–34]. MALDI in-source decay (ISD) is another attrac-
tive method which generates partial sequence information of intact proteins with 
up to 20–50 amino acid residues [35] (Figure 2).

The sequence information from MALDI-PSD or MALDI-ISD analyses can 
be used to validate protein identification. The singly charged ions generated by 
MALDI-TOF-MS are a mixture of b-, y- and a-ions accompanied by ions resulting 
from neutral loss of ammonia or water [36–39].

PMF-based protein identification is accomplished by searching a protein 
sequence database using different search engines such as ProFound [40], Mascot 
[41], or SEQUEST [15]. A value-based scoring system has been developed that 
facilitates the identification without accompanying amino acid data [42, 43]. 
Parameters which are considered to be important for the identification include; 
molecular mass, protein sequence coverage and the number of matching peptides 
[42]. However, presence of a signature peptide, being unique for a protein, facili-
tates the PMF-based identifications [44]. Prior reports suggest that a minimum of 
four matching peptides and a sequence coverage of at least 20% is necessary for 
positive PMF-based protein identification [45, 46]. The other alternative strategy 
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tryptic peptide ions from the first stage of MS are dissociated along the backbone 
and then separated and detected in a second stage of MS to identify primary amino 
acid sequences [14–16]. Tandem mass spectrometry in conjunction with PMF 
provides even more specificity, thereby facilitating the identification [17, 18].
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be used to validate protein identification. The singly charged ions generated by 
MALDI-TOF-MS are a mixture of b-, y- and a-ions accompanied by ions resulting 
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PMF-based protein identification is accomplished by searching a protein 
sequence database using different search engines such as ProFound [40], Mascot 
[41], or SEQUEST [15]. A value-based scoring system has been developed that 
facilitates the identification without accompanying amino acid data [42, 43]. 
Parameters which are considered to be important for the identification include; 
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for protein identification is the top down approach, where intact molecule ions are 
subjected to gas-phase fragmentation [47].

Proteins with posttranslational modifications, such as glycosylation, pres-
ent additional challenges since the masses of the modified peptides are different 
and thus do not contribute to the identification. In such cases, the protein can be 
analyzed by capillary electrophoresis (CE), in order to explore the heterogeneity 
of the protein followed by comparison of its electropherogram with that of the 
corresponding reference standard [13, 48].

2. Experimental

2.1 Sample preparation

MALDI-TOF-MS is very tolerant to salts and sample matrices, hence it is seldom 
necessary to desalt the sample. However, sometimes it is necessary to use a C18 
micro-column in order to fractionate a complex sample or enhance the target analyte 
concentration.

The sample to be analyzed is mixed with a matrix solution (1:1, v:v), e.g. 
sinapinic acid (SA) or alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (ACHCA). One μl of 
the mixture is deposited on the MALDI target plate and allowed to air-dry (i.e., the 
dried-droplet method) before being placed in the mass spectrometer [19, 49].

2.2 Proteolysis

The analyte to be digested is dissolved in ammonium bicarbonate (50 mM, 
pH 7.9). The intact sample is directly analyzed by MALDI in order to determine the 
molecular mass of the analyte. Then, 200 μl of the solution is digested by addition 
of 2–10 μl trypsin (200 μg/ml in 10 mM HCl). The reaction is carried out at room 
temperature or at 37°C for 30 minutes up to 24 hours, depending on peptide or pro-
tein in question. It has been found that 30 minutes digestion of somatropin at room 
temperature generated enough tryptic fragments for the MALDI analyses [50]. For 
more complex proteins, such as human chorionic gonadotropin, the required time 

Figure 2. 
MALDI in source decay analysis of a suspected illegal somatropin sample. The blue marked amino acid asp 
(D) is the deamidated form of Asn (N).
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period for proteolysis is found to be 24 hours at 37°C. Insulin porcine is digested at 
37°C for 12 hours, while other peptides are digested at 37°C for 4 hours. In order 
to enable alkylation of the cysteine residues in a protein or peptide, it is reduced 
by using DTT or 2-mercaptoethanol (ME) followed by labelling of the free thiol 
groups with 2-iodoacetamide. The alkylation is carried out through the following 
procedure:

1. 2.5 μl 100 mM ME is added to 10 μl of the protein solution.

2. The protein is then incubated at 50°C for 15 minutes to reduce the S-S linkages.

3. 2.5 μl 2-iodoacetamide (100 mM) is added into the mixture to interact with 
free sulfide groups of the cysteine residues at +4°C for 15 to 60 minutes in 
darkness.

4. 2.5 μl (10 μg/mL) trypsin is added to the mixture for the digestion. The reaction 
is performed at room temperature or at 37°C [13, 50].

2.3 Apparatus and operating conditions

MALDI-TOF analyses are performed using either an Autoflex or an Autoflex Max 
(Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) reflector type time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eter, equipped with a pulsed nitrogen laser working at 337 nm and a smartbeam II 
laser working at 355 nm, respectively. The Autoflex instrument is operated in the 
positive ion mode with delayed extraction at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a 
variable voltage reflectron. The parameter settings are optimized to analyze peptides 
in reflectron mode. Before analysis, the instrument is externally calibrated with 
Bruker Daltonics standard peptide or protein mixtures. Peptide mass peaks occur-
ring due to autolysis of trypsin (porcine) such as 842.51 and 2211.10 Da are also used 
for internal calibration. Mass spectra are obtained by averaging 250 laser shots (5× 50 
shots) at different positions on the sample surface. All samples being used for post 
source decay (PSD) analysis are analyzed in the reflectron mode. The autoflex Max 
instrument TOF/TOF (2 kHz MS and 200 Hz MS/MS) operates in the positive ion 
mode. Metastable fragmentation is induced by laser (355 nm) without the further 
use of collision gas. The lyophilized samples are dissolved in 300 μL ammonium 
bicarbonate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). The liquid samples are diluted with same buffer. 
The wells of MALDI plate are spotted with 1 μl sample/matrix solution (1:1, v:v) and 
allowed to air dry before being placed in the mass spectrometer. ACHCA is used for 
analysis of peptides. About 20 mg of ACHCA is mixed in 1 ml of ethanol: acetonitrile 
(ACN) (1: 1 v/v) and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). SA is used for protein analysis. 
Two different solutions of SA in water and ethanol are made as follows: 1 - Saturated 
solution of SA in ethanol and 0.1% TFA; 2 - Saturated solution of SA in 50% acetoni-
trile (ACN) and 0.1% TFA. Solution 1 is first applied on the MALDI plate on which 
the sample mixed with SA in 50% ACN and 0.1% TFA (1: 1) is then applied.

3. Results and discussion

Illegally distributed lyophilized or liquid products being suspected to contain 
pharmacologically active peptides were seized by the Swedish customs. The analyte 
to be identified is analyzed in both reflectron and linear modes in order to deter-
mine its molecular mass (Figure 3). Large peptides and proteins are then exposed 
to trypsin digestion in order to obtain peptide-mass map upon MALDI analysis in 
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concentration.

The sample to be analyzed is mixed with a matrix solution (1:1, v:v), e.g. 
sinapinic acid (SA) or alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (ACHCA). One μl of 
the mixture is deposited on the MALDI target plate and allowed to air-dry (i.e., the 
dried-droplet method) before being placed in the mass spectrometer [19, 49].

2.2 Proteolysis

The analyte to be digested is dissolved in ammonium bicarbonate (50 mM, 
pH 7.9). The intact sample is directly analyzed by MALDI in order to determine the 
molecular mass of the analyte. Then, 200 μl of the solution is digested by addition 
of 2–10 μl trypsin (200 μg/ml in 10 mM HCl). The reaction is carried out at room 
temperature or at 37°C for 30 minutes up to 24 hours, depending on peptide or pro-
tein in question. It has been found that 30 minutes digestion of somatropin at room 
temperature generated enough tryptic fragments for the MALDI analyses [50]. For 
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period for proteolysis is found to be 24 hours at 37°C. Insulin porcine is digested at 
37°C for 12 hours, while other peptides are digested at 37°C for 4 hours. In order 
to enable alkylation of the cysteine residues in a protein or peptide, it is reduced 
by using DTT or 2-mercaptoethanol (ME) followed by labelling of the free thiol 
groups with 2-iodoacetamide. The alkylation is carried out through the following 
procedure:

1. 2.5 μl 100 mM ME is added to 10 μl of the protein solution.

2. The protein is then incubated at 50°C for 15 minutes to reduce the S-S linkages.

3. 2.5 μl 2-iodoacetamide (100 mM) is added into the mixture to interact with 
free sulfide groups of the cysteine residues at +4°C for 15 to 60 minutes in 
darkness.

4. 2.5 μl (10 μg/mL) trypsin is added to the mixture for the digestion. The reaction 
is performed at room temperature or at 37°C [13, 50].

2.3 Apparatus and operating conditions

MALDI-TOF analyses are performed using either an Autoflex or an Autoflex Max 
(Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) reflector type time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eter, equipped with a pulsed nitrogen laser working at 337 nm and a smartbeam II 
laser working at 355 nm, respectively. The Autoflex instrument is operated in the 
positive ion mode with delayed extraction at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a 
variable voltage reflectron. The parameter settings are optimized to analyze peptides 
in reflectron mode. Before analysis, the instrument is externally calibrated with 
Bruker Daltonics standard peptide or protein mixtures. Peptide mass peaks occur-
ring due to autolysis of trypsin (porcine) such as 842.51 and 2211.10 Da are also used 
for internal calibration. Mass spectra are obtained by averaging 250 laser shots (5× 50 
shots) at different positions on the sample surface. All samples being used for post 
source decay (PSD) analysis are analyzed in the reflectron mode. The autoflex Max 
instrument TOF/TOF (2 kHz MS and 200 Hz MS/MS) operates in the positive ion 
mode. Metastable fragmentation is induced by laser (355 nm) without the further 
use of collision gas. The lyophilized samples are dissolved in 300 μL ammonium 
bicarbonate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). The liquid samples are diluted with same buffer. 
The wells of MALDI plate are spotted with 1 μl sample/matrix solution (1:1, v:v) and 
allowed to air dry before being placed in the mass spectrometer. ACHCA is used for 
analysis of peptides. About 20 mg of ACHCA is mixed in 1 ml of ethanol: acetonitrile 
(ACN) (1: 1 v/v) and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). SA is used for protein analysis. 
Two different solutions of SA in water and ethanol are made as follows: 1 - Saturated 
solution of SA in ethanol and 0.1% TFA; 2 - Saturated solution of SA in 50% acetoni-
trile (ACN) and 0.1% TFA. Solution 1 is first applied on the MALDI plate on which 
the sample mixed with SA in 50% ACN and 0.1% TFA (1: 1) is then applied.

3. Results and discussion

Illegally distributed lyophilized or liquid products being suspected to contain 
pharmacologically active peptides were seized by the Swedish customs. The analyte 
to be identified is analyzed in both reflectron and linear modes in order to deter-
mine its molecular mass (Figure 3). Large peptides and proteins are then exposed 
to trypsin digestion in order to obtain peptide-mass map upon MALDI analysis in 
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reflectron mode. Small peptides are, on the other hand, analyzed in reflectron mode 
and/or PSD mode directly. This strategy was applied to the identification of the 
following peptides and proteins (Figure 4 and Table 1).

3.1 Identification of somatropin (hGH)

Recombinant hGH or somatropin consists of 191 amino acids with two disulfide 
bridges (Cys53-Cys165 and Cys182-Cys189) and promotes proteinogenesis as well as 

Figure 3. 
The sample to be identified is analyzed in both reflectron and linear modes in order to determine the molecular 
mass of the analyte. Depending on the size of the molecule it will be exposed to enzymatic digestion in order to 
be identified through PMF. Small peptides used to be identified by de novo sequencing in PSD mode.

Figure 4. 
The primary structure of the analyzed peptides. (A) Somatoliberin, (B) AOD, (C) GHRP-2, (D) glycine-
GHRP-2, (E) GHRP-6, (F) glycine-GHRP-2, (G) Ipamorelin, (H) MGF, (I) long-R3-IGF (disulfide bridges: 
C6-C48; C47-C52 and C18-C61; asp at position 3 is replaced by Arg), (J) insulin Aspart, (K) insulin porcine,  
(L) DSIP, (M) Thymosine β4, (N) Melanotan II, (O) Bremelanotide, (P) Dermorphin and (Q ) BPC 157. For 
molecular structures of somatropin and hCG see references [13, 50].
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fat mobilization and oxidation [51–53]. Recombinant hGH is used as a prescription 
drug to treat children’s growth disorders and adult growth hormone deficiency. In 
the belief that the beneficial impact of somatropin on the growth can be extrapo-
lated to healthy individuals, it is abused by bodybuilders and athletes [54]. However, 
many users are unaware of the correct dosage and how to prepare the solution for 
giving an injection. It has been demonstrated that supra-physiological dosages can 
have fatal consequences [55]. Apart from the undesired consequences following 
the abuse of somatropin, our investigations have shown that the illegally marketed 
products contained high levels of impurities such as endotoxins [50]. Endotoxins are 
associated with Gram-negative bacteria which can cause severe immune response 
and diseases in humans [56, 57]. Somatropin was identified through PMF and 
MALDI-ISD (see Figure 2)[48, 58, 59]. The availability of a compendial reference 

Peptide Mmass PMFa PSDb ISDc DICZEd NMR LC/MS

Somatropin 22115.07
22128.68e

X — X X X X

Human 
Somatoliberin

3366.866 X X — — — —

AOD (Anti Obesity 
Drug) HGH 
fragment 177–191

1813.850 X X — — — —

GHRP-2 817.397 — X — — — —

Gly-GHRP-2 874.419 — X — — — —

GHRP-6 872.433 — X — — — —

Gly-GHRP-6 929.455 — X — — — —

Ipamorelin 711.385 — X — — — —

MGF 2866.469 X X — — — —

Long-R3-IGF 9105.385
9111.576e

X X — — — —

Insulin Porcine 5772.766 X X — X X X

Insulin Aspart 5821.611 X X — X X X

DSIP 848.318 — X — — — —

Thymosin-β4 4960.474 X X — — — —

hCG α - Chain
β - Chain
α + β

13,431e

23,114e 
36,341e

X X — X — —

Melanotan-II 1023.502 — X — — X —

Bremelanotide 1024.510 — X — — X —

Dermorphin 802.337 — X — — X X

BPC-157 1418.692 — X — — X X

Albumin bovinef > 66,000e X — — — — —
aIdentification by peptide mass fingerprinting using enzymatic degradation as well as other modifications.
bDe novo sequencing by MALDI- post source decay.
cProtein sequencing by MALDI- in source decay.
dIdentification and/or impurity profiling by double injection capillary zone electrophoresis.
eAverage molecular mass.
fBovin albumin was detected in some of the samples.

Table 1. 
Illegally distributed peptides and proteins that have been analyzed by MALDI-ToF-MS and DICZE. The 
monoisotopic mass (Mmass) of the analytes and the employed analytical methodology is indicated.
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fat mobilization and oxidation [51–53]. Recombinant hGH is used as a prescription 
drug to treat children’s growth disorders and adult growth hormone deficiency. In 
the belief that the beneficial impact of somatropin on the growth can be extrapo-
lated to healthy individuals, it is abused by bodybuilders and athletes [54]. However, 
many users are unaware of the correct dosage and how to prepare the solution for 
giving an injection. It has been demonstrated that supra-physiological dosages can 
have fatal consequences [55]. Apart from the undesired consequences following 
the abuse of somatropin, our investigations have shown that the illegally marketed 
products contained high levels of impurities such as endotoxins [50]. Endotoxins are 
associated with Gram-negative bacteria which can cause severe immune response 
and diseases in humans [56, 57]. Somatropin was identified through PMF and 
MALDI-ISD (see Figure 2)[48, 58, 59]. The availability of a compendial reference 
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1813.850 X X — — — —

GHRP-2 817.397 — X — — — —

Gly-GHRP-2 874.419 — X — — — —

GHRP-6 872.433 — X — — — —

Gly-GHRP-6 929.455 — X — — — —

Ipamorelin 711.385 — X — — — —
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13,431e
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X X — X — —

Melanotan-II 1023.502 — X — — X —
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aIdentification by peptide mass fingerprinting using enzymatic degradation as well as other modifications.
bDe novo sequencing by MALDI- post source decay.
cProtein sequencing by MALDI- in source decay.
dIdentification and/or impurity profiling by double injection capillary zone electrophoresis.
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fBovin albumin was detected in some of the samples.
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Illegally distributed peptides and proteins that have been analyzed by MALDI-ToF-MS and DICZE. The 
monoisotopic mass (Mmass) of the analytes and the employed analytical methodology is indicated.
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standard has made it possible to apply double injection capillary zone electropho-
resis (DICZE) for both identification and impurity determination of somatropin 
products [50, 58, 59]. The DICZE-method provided complementary information on 
the native protein, providing a side by side comparison between the electrophoretic 
patterns of the reference standard and the analyte to be identified [50].

3.2 Identification of human somatoliberin

Human somatoliberin, growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH), consti-
tutes of 44 amino acids without any post-translational modification or disulfide 
bridge. Somatoliberin was first isolated from two pancreatic islet cell tumors, and 
subsequently from normal human hypothalamus [60–62]. The MALDI results from 
determination of the molecular mass, PMF and amino acid sequence revealed that 
the Asn8 (N), Gly15 (G) and Met27 (M) residues have, respectively, been replaced by 
Gln8 (Q ), Ala15 (A) and Leu27 (L) during the synthesis (see Figures 4 and 5). The 
peptide was successfully identified by PMF and de-novo sequencing of three of the 
tryptic peptides.

3.3 Identification of an anti-obesity drug (AOD)

The AOD peptide is a fragment of the C-terminus of human growth hormone 
(fragment 177–191) where a tyrosine is added at the N-terminus. It is a cyclic 
peptide consisting of 16 amino acids with a disulfide bridge between cysteine 
residues at positions 7 and 14 in the peptide chain [63] (Figure 4 and Table 1). The 
fragment is the minimum length of the hGH sequence that retains the lipolytic 
and antilipogenic properties of hGH [63–65]. The molecular peptide masses of its 
tryptic peptides complied with the peptide map of hGH fragment 177–191. The 
existence of the disulfide bridge between C7 and C14 was confirmed upon analysis of 
the non-reduced tryptic sample (Figure 6). This peptide has also been employed as 
a signature peptide for the identification of hGH [48, 50]. The amino acid sequences 
of three selected tryptic peptides were also confirmed.

3.4 Identification of growth hormone releasing peptides (GHRP)

GHRP, including GHRP-2, GHRP-6, Gly-GHRP-2, Gly-GHRP-6 and ipamorelin, 
as an agonist of the gut peptide ghrelin is an endogenous ligand for the growth 

Figure 5. 
MALDI-PMF (A) and MALDI-PSD (B) analysis of somatoliberin.
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hormone secretagogue receptor [66, 67]. Ghrelin strongly stimulates food intake 
and GH release in humans [68–70]. These peptides were identified through de-
novo sequencing. The amino acid sequence of GHRP-6 differs slightly from that of 
GHRP-2, i.e., the amino acid residues dA and Naphthyl alanine (NalA) in GHRP2 
are replaced by H and dW in GHRP-6 (Figure 4 and Table 1) [70].

Ipamorelin is a penta-peptide, being derived from GHRP-1 [71]. Ipamorelin 
like the other GHR-peptides, stimulates production of growth hormone [72]. 
Incorporation of aminoisobutyric acid (Aib) in the peptide chain increases the 
stability of the peptide (Figure 4) [73].

3.5  Identification of mechano growth factor (MGF) and long-R3 insulin-like 
growth factor (IGF-1)

MGF is a unique, spliced variant of IGF-1. MGF induces muscle cell prolifera-
tion in response to muscle stress and injury [74]. MGF and Long-R3-IGF1 were 
identified in several confiscated samples. Long-R3-IGF-1, an analogue of IGF-1, 
has 13 additional amino acids at its N-terminus (Figure 4 and Table 1). IGF-1 
mediates the anabolic and mitogenic activity of GH [75–77]. MGF and Long-
R3-IGF1 were identified by sequence coverages of 100% and 43%, respectively 
(Table 2 and Figure 7).

3.6 Identification of insulin porcine and insulin aspart

Insulin regulates the cellular uptake, utilization, and storage of glucose, 
amino acids, and fatty acids and inhibits the breakdown of glycogen, protein, 
and fat. Since more than one decade ago the illegal use of insulin has been noticed 

Figure 6. 
MALDI-PSD analysis of AOD.
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hormone secretagogue receptor [66, 67]. Ghrelin strongly stimulates food intake 
and GH release in humans [68–70]. These peptides were identified through de-
novo sequencing. The amino acid sequence of GHRP-6 differs slightly from that of 
GHRP-2, i.e., the amino acid residues dA and Naphthyl alanine (NalA) in GHRP2 
are replaced by H and dW in GHRP-6 (Figure 4 and Table 1) [70].

Ipamorelin is a penta-peptide, being derived from GHRP-1 [71]. Ipamorelin 
like the other GHR-peptides, stimulates production of growth hormone [72]. 
Incorporation of aminoisobutyric acid (Aib) in the peptide chain increases the 
stability of the peptide (Figure 4) [73].

3.5  Identification of mechano growth factor (MGF) and long-R3 insulin-like 
growth factor (IGF-1)

MGF is a unique, spliced variant of IGF-1. MGF induces muscle cell prolifera-
tion in response to muscle stress and injury [74]. MGF and Long-R3-IGF1 were 
identified in several confiscated samples. Long-R3-IGF-1, an analogue of IGF-1, 
has 13 additional amino acids at its N-terminus (Figure 4 and Table 1). IGF-1 
mediates the anabolic and mitogenic activity of GH [75–77]. MGF and Long-
R3-IGF1 were identified by sequence coverages of 100% and 43%, respectively 
(Table 2 and Figure 7).

3.6 Identification of insulin porcine and insulin aspart

Insulin regulates the cellular uptake, utilization, and storage of glucose, 
amino acids, and fatty acids and inhibits the breakdown of glycogen, protein, 
and fat. Since more than one decade ago the illegal use of insulin has been noticed 

Figure 6. 
MALDI-PSD analysis of AOD.
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[78]. However, the misuse and wrong administration of insulin could cause the, 
so called, dead in the bed syndrome [79]. In bodybuilding, insulin works such 
as testosterone or hGH to consolidate muscle tissue. Insulin also prevents break-
down of muscles and vanishes rapidly from the body, since it has a very short 
half-time (t1/2) [80].

Figure 7. 
MALDI analysis of intact long-R3-IGF and MALDI-PSD analysis of two tryptic peptides, i.e., m/z 1667.771 
and m/z 1763.887.

Peptide fragments Theoretical m/z
[M + H]+

Determined m/z
[M + H]+

YQPPSTNKNTKSQRRKGSTFEERK 2869.169 2869.422

Glu-C digestion of the peptidea:

YQPPSTNKNTKSQRRKGSTFEE 2584.809 2584.816

Trypsin digestion of the peptide:

GSTFEERKb 953.458 953.574

YQPPSTNKb 934.453 934.525

GSTFEERb 825.363 825.469

SQRb 390.199 390.186

NTKb 362.193 362.302
aGlu-C cleaves at the C-terminus of either aspartic or glutamic acid residues.
bThe amino acid sequence of the peptide was determined.

Table 2. 
MALDI peptide mass fingerprinting-data from analysis of mechano growth factor.
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Several illegal products containing insulin porcine or aspart have been analyzed. 
Insulin is composed of two peptide chains, i.e., A and B, which are joined by two 
inter-chain disulfide bonds. The A chain also contains an intra-chain disulfide bond 
(Figure 4). The results summarized in Table 3, demonstrate the applied strategy 
for the identification of porcine and insulin aspart. The insulin molecules were 
reduced using a potent reducing agent, i.e., 2-mercaptoethanol (ME). MS-analysis 
of the reduced samples resulted in a mass spectrum consisting of several signals 
from both reduced A and B chains. The A and B chains generated three and four 
signals, respectively, corresponding to the ME-modified peptide as described in 
Table 3. It is to be noted that the amino acid residues P and A at positions 28 and 
30 in the B-chain, respectively, have been replaced by D and T in insulin aspart. 
Therefore, these insulin molecules are distinguished upon these differences. The 
tryptic digestion of the B chain yielded three peptide fragments of different sizes 
(Figure 8 and Table 3). The molecular masses of these peptides were determined 
accurately, and the amino acid sequence of the tryptic peptides were determined in 
PSD-mode.

Insulin Theoretical m/z
[M + H]+

Determined m/z
[M + H]+

Porcine (intact) 5774.635 5774.632

Aspart (intact) 5822.612 5822.618

Peptide chains from Insulin porcine:

[A-chain + Na]+ 2404.990 2404.758

[A-chain +1ME + Na]+a 2480.988 2480.769

[B-chain + H]+ 3398.682 3398.460

[B-chain +1ME + H]+a 3474.680 3474.486

Peptide chain from Insulin aspart:b

[B-chain + H]+ 3446.667 3446.434

[B-chain + Na]+ 3468.648 3468.487

[B-chain +1ME + H]+a 3522.665 3522.422

[B-chain - (GFFYTDKT) + H]+c 2487.228 2487.030

[B-chain - (GFFYTDKT) + 1ME + H]+a, c 2563.226 2563.302

Tryptic peptides from Insulin aspart:

[GFFYTDK + H]+ 877.399 877.317

[GFFYTDKT + H]+ 978.457 978.446

[B-chain - (GFFYTDKT) + H]+c, d 2487.217 2487.030

Tryptic peptides from Insulin porcine:

[GFFYTPK + H]+ 859.425 859.345

[GFFYTPKA + H]+ 930.462 930.337

[B-chain - (GFFYTPKA) + H]+c 2487.228 2487.234

[B-chain-(GFFYTPKA) + 1ME + H]+ a, c 2563.226 2563.129
aBeta mercaptoethanol (ME) was used as reducing agent.
bThe A-chains of insulin aspart and Insulin porcine are identical.
cTrypsinated B-chain.
dThese peptides originate from insulin aspart, see Figure 8.

Table 3. 
MALDI-TOF-MS analysis of insulin porcine and aspart.
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Double-injection capillary electrophoresis has also been applied for the identifi-
cation of insulin molecules [81].

3.7 Identification of delta sleep-inducing peptide (DSIP)

The nonapeptide delta DSIP was first isolated from the cerebral venous blood 
of rabbits in an induced state of sleep during the mid-70s [82]. It was primarily 
believed to be involved in sleep regulation due to its apparent ability to induce slow-
wave sleep in rabbits. However, it has been demonstrated that short-term treatment 
of chronic insomnia with DSIP is not likely to be of major therapeutic benefit [83]. 
The peptide is marketed illegally presumably for the treatment of insomnia. The 
peptide was directly exposed to the PSD analysis in order to confirm its molecular 
mass and amino acid sequence (Figure 4 and Table 1).

Figure 8. 
MALDI analysis of insulin aspart; analysis of reduced B-chain (A), MALDI-PSD analysis of tryptic B-chain 
(B), see Table 3.
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3.8 Identification of thymosin β4

Synthetic thymosin is a peptide consisting of 43 amino acids with artificial 
acetylation of the N-terminus (see Figure 4 and Table 1). Thymosin has the 
potential of playing a significant role in tissue development, maintenance, repair, 
pathology and other important biological activities [84]. Some important biological 
activities of thymosin are related to the peptide sequence L17KKTET22 [85]. Illegally 
distributed thymosin products are claimed to promote a variety of beneficial 
biological functions, such as muscle building. The peptide was identified through 
PMF and de-novo sequencing of the tryptic peptides (Table 4).

3.9 Identification of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG)

Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is a glycoprotein hormone consisting of α 
(92 amino acids) and β-subunits (145 amino acids) being noncovalently associated 
[86]. These subunits are, however, highly cross-linked internally through disulfide 
bridges, i.e., the α-subunit has five disulfide bridges [87], while the β-subunit has 
six [87, 88]. The protein is heavily glycosylated where oligosaccharides are attached 
to the protein backbone through asparagine and serine residues and constitute 
approximately 30% of the molecular mass [89]. The protein has been identified 
using MALDI-TOF-MS and DICZE [13, 50]. Approximately 40% of the amino acid 
sequence of hCG was confirmed upon PMF (Table 5) [13].

Peptide fragments Theoretical m/z  
[M + H]+

Determined m/z 
[M + H]+

Ac-SDKPDMAEIEKFDKSKLKKTETQEKNPLPSK
ETI EQE-KQAGES

4961.484 4960.987

KTETQEKNPLPSKETIEQEKQAGES 2829.401 2829.219

Ac-SDKPDMAEIEKFDKSKLK 2151.090 2151.124

Ac-SDKPDMAEIEKFDKSK 1909.911 1909.698

Ac-SDKPDMAEIEKFDKa 1694.784 1694.765

NPLPSKETIEQEK 1512.780 1512.768

SKLKKTETQEK 1319.743 1319.729

Ac-SDKPDMAEIEK 1304.594 1304.498

ETIEQEK 876.421 876.356

TETQEKa 735.342 735.356

NPLPSKa 655.367 655.354

FDKSK 624.325 N.D.b

QAGES 491.199 N.D.b

SKLK 475.314 N.D.b

FDKa 409.198 409.196

LKKa 388.282 388.286

LKa 260.187 260.168

SKa 234.135 234.151
aThe amino acid sequence of the peptide was determined in the PSD mode.
bN.D. = Not detected.

Table 4. 
MALDI peptide mass fingerprinting data from analysis of thymosin β4.
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The identification was confirmed by DICZE analysis of illegal samples together 
with the corresponding reference standard [13, 50].

3.10 Identification of melanotan II (MII) and bremelanotide

Melanotan, a melanocortin receptor agonist, is a cyclic-lactam bridge heptapep-
tide which induces melanogenesis (i.e., tanning of the skin), by activation of the MC1 
receptor, being an analogue to alpha melanocyte hormone (α-MSH) [90]. The cyclic, 
lactam bridged structure of MII induces increased lipophilicity (Figure 4) [91].

Skin-tanning products that claim to contain MII are being advertised and sold on 
the illicit drug market. Injection of MII can result in systemic toxicity and rhabdomy-
olysis [90]. Bremelanotide (formerly PT-141) is an active metabolite of MII (Table 1).

These peptides were identified through the top-down approach by MALDI in 
PSD mode as illustrated in Figure 9.

3.11 Identification of dermorphin

Dermorphin is a μ-opioid receptor-binding peptide that causes both central 
and peripheral effects [92] (Figure 4 and Table 1). This peptide, being originally 
isolated from the skin of the south American tree frog Phyllomedusa sauvagii, is 
classified as one of the strongest mammalian endogenous analgesic opioids [93, 94]. 
Dried frog skin containing dermorphin, has been used as a therapeutic agent by the 
Matses tribes of the upper Amazonian basin, to treat cuts during hunting expedi-
tions [95]. The analgetic effects of dermorphin has been demonstrated in rat, horse, 
dog and white sea cod [92, 94]. It has been used illegally in horse racing as a pain 
killing agent, allowing horses to run even if injured.

This peptide, which was detected in several samples, was identified by MALDI 
in the PSD mode (Figure 10). The molecular structure was confirmed by NMR 
spectroscopy.

3.12 Identification of body protecting compound 157 (BPC 157)

BPC 157 being a partial sequence of body protecting compound (BPC) 
(Mmass = 40 kDa) is a synthetic peptide, which is composed of fifteen amino acids 

Peptide 
fragments

Peptide position in the 
peptide chain

Theoretical m/z  
[M + H]+

Determined m/z  
[M + H]+

AYPTPLR α-hCG; 36–42 817.446 817.482

TMLVQK α-hCG; 46–51 719.402 719.414

STNR α-hCG; 64–67 477.231 477.165

VTVMGGFK α-hCG; 68–75 838.439 838.471

SK β-hCG; 1–2 234.135 243.142

PR β-hCG; 7–8 272.161 271.996

EPLR β-hCG; 3–6 514.288 514.291

EPLRPR β-hCG; 3–8 767.442 767.469

DVR β-hCG; 61–63 389.204 389.228

FESIR β-hCG; 64–68 651.336 651.359

Table 5. 
MALDI-PMF and MALDI-PSD analysis of human chorionic gonadotropin. The identified peptides from the α 
and β subunits are presented in the table below.
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(Figure 4 and Table 1). BPC was discovered and isolated from mouse gastric 
juice in response to stress stimuli in the gut mucosa [96]. BPC 157 is also known as 
Bepcin and PL. 14,736 or PL 10 [97]. This peptide fragment was speculated to be 
responsible for the BPC’s physiological and protective effects [96]. However, it is 
unclear whether this peptide is endogenous to humans. BPC 157 is suggested to aid 
in tendon, ligament and muscle healing, and therefore its use as a quick injury heal-
ing in the sporting world is appealing. However, no proper clinical trials in human 
subjects have yet been performed to investigate the healing capability and the harm-
ful effects of this compound [97].

Figure 9. 
MALDI-PSD analysis of melanotan II.

Figure 10. 
MALDI-PSD analysis of dermorphin.
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Bepcin and PL. 14,736 or PL 10 [97]. This peptide fragment was speculated to be 
responsible for the BPC’s physiological and protective effects [96]. However, it is 
unclear whether this peptide is endogenous to humans. BPC 157 is suggested to aid 
in tendon, ligament and muscle healing, and therefore its use as a quick injury heal-
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BPC 157 was recently identified in several confiscated vials for injection. 
The identification was carried out by MALDI in both PSD and reflectron modes 
(Figure 11). The amino acid sequence of the peptide was confirmed by NMR 
 spectroscopy and LC-QTOF-MS.

4. Conclusions

The proposed methods, based on PMF by MALDI-TOF-MS as well as analysis 
with DICZE, provided an efficient procedure for the identification of peptides and 
proteins in illegally distributed samples. The use of trypsin as a proteolytic enzyme 
generated peptide fragments which covered 40 to 80% of the amino acid sequences 
of the analyzed proteins. The presence of a signature peptide in the peptide map 
facilitated the analyte identification considerably. MALDI-TOF-MS was also applied 
in the PSD mode for the amino acid sequencing of selected tryptic peptides as well 
as small peptides, such as ipamorelin.

The double-injection CE method provided complementary information on the 
native protein in the presence of a reference standard. This provided the possibility 
of performing a comparison between the electrophoretic patterns of the reference 
standard and the analyte to be identified. In addition, the double-injection based 
identifications were carried out by comparing the corrected migration time of the 
analyte and the observed migration time of the reference standard.

Abbreviations

ACHCA α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid
ACN Acetonitrile
Aib Aminobutyric acid
BPC Body protecting compound

Figure 11. 
MALDI-PSD analysis of BPC 157.
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BPC 157 was recently identified in several confiscated vials for injection. 
The identification was carried out by MALDI in both PSD and reflectron modes 
(Figure 11). The amino acid sequence of the peptide was confirmed by NMR 
 spectroscopy and LC-QTOF-MS.

4. Conclusions

The proposed methods, based on PMF by MALDI-TOF-MS as well as analysis 
with DICZE, provided an efficient procedure for the identification of peptides and 
proteins in illegally distributed samples. The use of trypsin as a proteolytic enzyme 
generated peptide fragments which covered 40 to 80% of the amino acid sequences 
of the analyzed proteins. The presence of a signature peptide in the peptide map 
facilitated the analyte identification considerably. MALDI-TOF-MS was also applied 
in the PSD mode for the amino acid sequencing of selected tryptic peptides as well 
as small peptides, such as ipamorelin.

The double-injection CE method provided complementary information on the 
native protein in the presence of a reference standard. This provided the possibility 
of performing a comparison between the electrophoretic patterns of the reference 
standard and the analyte to be identified. In addition, the double-injection based 
identifications were carried out by comparing the corrected migration time of the 
analyte and the observed migration time of the reference standard.

Abbreviations

ACHCA α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid
ACN Acetonitrile
Aib Aminobutyric acid
BPC Body protecting compound

Figure 11. 
MALDI-PSD analysis of BPC 157.
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Chapter 4

Protoporphyrin IX Analysis from 
Blood and Serum in the Context of 
Neurosurgery of Glioblastoma
Anna Walke, Eric Suero Molina, Walter Stummer  
and Simone König

Abstract

Protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) is formed from δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) during 
heme biosynthesis. Due to its cyclic tetrapyrrole core structure, it absorbs in the 
visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum and is thus colored. Both ALA and 
PPIX have become of great interest to neurosurgery, because in high-grade glioma, 
ALA diffuses into the tumor and is converted to PPIX. Fluorescence-guided resec-
tion (FGR) takes advantage of both the enrichment of PPIX in the tumor and its 
fluorescent properties, which enable visualization of tumor tissue. ALA-mediated 
FGR thus maximizes the extent of resection with better prognosis for patients. 
Tumor cells are able to produce porphyrins naturally or after administration of 
ALA, which is also reflected in elevated plasma fluorescence of cancer patients. 
PPIX might thus serve as a biomarker for monitoring of the tumor burden. A 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS)-based method is presented 
to quantify PPIX in blood and serum in the context of current fluorescence-based 
diagnostics. The method is able to distinguish between zinc PPIX, a component of 
red blood cells of importance in the detection of lead poisoning and iron deficiency 
anemia, and metal-free PPIX. In a proof-of-principle study, it was used to follow a 
time course of a glioblastoma patient undergoing surgery and confirmed elevated 
PPIX blood levels before ALA administration. During surgery, these blood levels 
increased about four-fold. The here developed 10 min reversed-phase LC-target MS 
method now allows patient screening with high specificity and throughput.

Keywords: protoporphyrin IX, zinc protoporphyrin IX, iron deficiency,  
lead poisoning, porphyria, biomarker, cancer, ion trap mass spectrometry,  
brain tumor, glioblastoma, blood

1. Introduction

Cyclic tetrapyrroles are biologically important molecules as they form the core 
structure of prosthetic groups such as porphyrins (e.g. heme), natural pigments like 
chlorophyll, and of vitamers (cobalamins, e.g. vitamin B12). Due to their large con-
jugated systems, they absorb in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
and are thus colored [1, 2].

Porphyrins occur naturally as metal complexes with the red pigment in blood 
cells, heme, being the best-known example. Hemes (Figure 1), the cofactors of 
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hemoproteins (e.g. hemoglobin, myoglobin) [3, 4], are complexed to iron and occur 
ubiquitously. They are critical to life, because hemoproteins are involved in the trans-
port of diatomic gases (respiration), chemical catalysis and electron transfer [5].

During heme synthesis from glycine and succinyl-CoA (Figure 2) a number of 
intermediates including δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) are produced until, ulti-
mately, protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) is converted to heme by insertion of a divalent 
iron (Fe (II), catalyzed by ferrochelatase) [1].

Both ALA and PPIX have become of great interest to neurosurgery, because in glio-
mas, ALA diffuses into the tumor and induces PPIX-synthesis [6]. A surgical method 
has been developed taking advantage of both the enrichment of PPIX in the tumor 

Figure 1. 
Porphyrin structures. Porphin (left), the simplest representative, and heme b (right), the prosthetic group of, 
e.g., hemoglobin, myoglobin, catalase, and cytochromeP450. Other members of the heme group (e.g. heme c in 
cytochrome C) differ slightly in the side chains. Porphyrins chelate divalent ions such as iron in heme. Due to 
their delocalized system of π-electrons they fluoresce after excitation. Different nitrogen forms in the pyrrole 
ring are labelled (red/italic, blue/bold).

Figure 2. 
Heme synthesis from succinyl-CoA to PPIX and ultimately heme. Synthesis of ALA is the rate-limiting step and 
under negative feedback control of heme (green/ dashed). A deficiency of iron supply limits heme synthesis and 
leads to PPIX accumulation. Zinc can then substitute for iron and ferrochelatase catalyzes the formation of zinc 
PPIX (red/dotted) [1].
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and its fluorescent properties, which enable visualization of the tumor area (fluores-
cence-guided resection (FGR)) [7]. Alternating between normal white light illumina-
tion and violet-blue excitation light, the vital tumor tissue can be identified by its red/
pink color during surgery; the distinction of infiltration zone and healthy brain tissue 
is improved. ALA-FGR thus maximizes the extent of tumor resection with improved 
prognosis for patients. In this context, the question arose whether or not PPIX blood 
levels could be used to monitor tumor regrowth, because the spectral characteristics 
of blood from cancer patients differ from those of control subjects [8–11].

The use of a simple analytic procedure would be cost-effective at lower strain for 
the patient. We have thus used liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrom-
etry (LC-MS) to quantify PPIX in blood and serum and describe it in the context of 
current practice in PPIX diagnostics below.

2. Protoporphyrin IX detection

2.1 Erythrocyte protoporphyrin analysis

Erythrocyte protoporphyrin (EP) served as a diagnostic marker for lead poison-
ing and environmental lead pollution as well as for iron deficiency anemia at the 
end of the 20th century [12]. From 1972 to 1991, it was officially recommended as 
the primary screening test for childhood lead poisoning by the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention in the United States [13–15]. For the clinical diagnosis of 
porphyrias [16], rare disorders resulting from enzyme variability in heme biosyn-
thesis, the porphyrin pattern is determined in blood, urine and faeces based on 
fluorescence techniques.

Taking advantage of the strong absorption of porphyrins in the Soret band 
(380– 430 nm) and their fluorescence, spectrophotometric and -fluorometric 
methods have been preferred for EP determination so far. The free erythrocyte 
porphyrin (FEP) test [17, 18], was, however, based on liquid-liquid extraction 
(LLE) at acidic pH, which dissociated zinc protoporphyrin (ZnPPIX) to metal-free 
PPIX during the extraction process. Thus, a sum parameter with different - and 
unknown - contributions of free PPIX and ZnPPIX was measured leading to false 
conclusions. The ratio of ZnPPIX to metal-free PPIX in erythrocytes varies, because 
in lead poisoning and iron deficiency anemia, ZnPPIX is accumulated in the blood, 
whereas in protoporphyria, the metal-free PPIX is elevated [12, 19, 20].

Hence, neutral ZnPPIX-specific LLE methods were developed, but they suffered 
from poor extraction efficiency [20, 21]. The widely applied ethyl acetate-acetic acid 
LLE method had three problems [17, 18]: First, the low extraction efficiency of PPIX 
from whole blood in comparison to the extraction from pre-diluted blood, which 
provided better precision of analysis; second, impurities in ethyl acetate influencing 
fluorescence and requiring pre-tests of reagent batches; third, the instability of PPIX 
standards prepared with deionised water. Thus, EP analysis required great attention 
to detail, because method modification, sample contamination or aging of standards 
and reagents had a great impact on analysis [22]. As a result, inter-laboratory compar-
ison of EP results was generally poor while intra-laboratory precision was good [23].

2.2 Spectrophotometry and –fluorometry

In 1977, a hematofluorometer (HF) was designed for the detection of ZnPPIX 
in a drop of whole blood without sample pretreatment, which allowed immediate, 
simple and inexpensive detection [24]. Spectrophotometric and - fluorometric 
analysis became conventional analytical practice, but the inter-laboratory 
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and its fluorescent properties, which enable visualization of the tumor area (fluores-
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pink color during surgery; the distinction of infiltration zone and healthy brain tissue 
is improved. ALA-FGR thus maximizes the extent of tumor resection with improved 
prognosis for patients. In this context, the question arose whether or not PPIX blood 
levels could be used to monitor tumor regrowth, because the spectral characteristics 
of blood from cancer patients differ from those of control subjects [8–11].

The use of a simple analytic procedure would be cost-effective at lower strain for 
the patient. We have thus used liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrom-
etry (LC-MS) to quantify PPIX in blood and serum and describe it in the context of 
current practice in PPIX diagnostics below.

2. Protoporphyrin IX detection

2.1 Erythrocyte protoporphyrin analysis

Erythrocyte protoporphyrin (EP) served as a diagnostic marker for lead poison-
ing and environmental lead pollution as well as for iron deficiency anemia at the 
end of the 20th century [12]. From 1972 to 1991, it was officially recommended as 
the primary screening test for childhood lead poisoning by the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention in the United States [13–15]. For the clinical diagnosis of 
porphyrias [16], rare disorders resulting from enzyme variability in heme biosyn-
thesis, the porphyrin pattern is determined in blood, urine and faeces based on 
fluorescence techniques.

Taking advantage of the strong absorption of porphyrins in the Soret band 
(380– 430 nm) and their fluorescence, spectrophotometric and -fluorometric 
methods have been preferred for EP determination so far. The free erythrocyte 
porphyrin (FEP) test [17, 18], was, however, based on liquid-liquid extraction 
(LLE) at acidic pH, which dissociated zinc protoporphyrin (ZnPPIX) to metal-free 
PPIX during the extraction process. Thus, a sum parameter with different - and 
unknown - contributions of free PPIX and ZnPPIX was measured leading to false 
conclusions. The ratio of ZnPPIX to metal-free PPIX in erythrocytes varies, because 
in lead poisoning and iron deficiency anemia, ZnPPIX is accumulated in the blood, 
whereas in protoporphyria, the metal-free PPIX is elevated [12, 19, 20].

Hence, neutral ZnPPIX-specific LLE methods were developed, but they suffered 
from poor extraction efficiency [20, 21]. The widely applied ethyl acetate-acetic acid 
LLE method had three problems [17, 18]: First, the low extraction efficiency of PPIX 
from whole blood in comparison to the extraction from pre-diluted blood, which 
provided better precision of analysis; second, impurities in ethyl acetate influencing 
fluorescence and requiring pre-tests of reagent batches; third, the instability of PPIX 
standards prepared with deionised water. Thus, EP analysis required great attention 
to detail, because method modification, sample contamination or aging of standards 
and reagents had a great impact on analysis [22]. As a result, inter-laboratory compar-
ison of EP results was generally poor while intra-laboratory precision was good [23].

2.2 Spectrophotometry and –fluorometry

In 1977, a hematofluorometer (HF) was designed for the detection of ZnPPIX 
in a drop of whole blood without sample pretreatment, which allowed immediate, 
simple and inexpensive detection [24]. Spectrophotometric and - fluorometric 
analysis became conventional analytical practice, but the inter-laboratory 
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agreement for EP levels was still poor and standardization has not been achieved 
[25]. PPIX levels measured with the FEP-test and HF-values of ZnPPIX did not 
match [13, 23]. Problems arose as a result of the limited PPIX stability towards light 
exposure, its tendency to form molecular aggregates in aqueous solution and buffer/
solvent-dependent variation in absorbance [13]. Consequently, different values 
have been published for the molar absorptivity of PPIX, leading to discrepancies 
in the calculation of PPIX and ZnPPIX concentrations from measured absorbance 
using Beer’s Law or fluorescence emission intensity [13]. In addition, interferences 
such as bilirubin, increased hemoglobin, riboflavin, quinine as well as several drugs 
including doxorubicin or amoxycillin disturbed HF measurement; results improved 
with extended washing of erythrocytes [13, 26].

The application of dual-wavelength excitation in the HF technique [24] allowed 
the recording of background fluorescence, which then could be removed from the 
analyte spectra [27]. In 2019, it was shown that even the non-invasive measurement 
of erythrocyte ZnPPIX in children and women after childbirth was possible on the 
wet vermillion of the lower lip using this principle [28, 29].

The fluorescence method is rapid and easy to use, but it is limited by high 
background fluorescence. Complex algorithms for the processing of the obtained 
spectra are required. As fluorescence is measured as a sum parameter of all contrib-
uting analytes, results can easily be overinterpreted, especially when measuring at 
the lower limit of detection. This has to be taken into account when free PPIX is the 
target instead of ZnPPIX or the sum parameter of both. ZnPPIX is the predominant 
species of EP in circulating erythrocytes while free PPIX is only present in trace 
amounts [20, 30, 31]; the specific quantification of metal-free PPIX next to ZnPPIX 
is thus challenging.

2.3 Liquid chromatography

The absorption in the Soret band is broad and the resolution of absorption spec-
tra is low resulting in spectral overlap. Chromatographic separation of porphyrins is 
thus recommended [25]. It isolates the analyte from the sample matrix and concen-
trates it. Conclusively, the application of high-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) coupled with fluorescence detection (FLD, UV-visible detection was not 
sensitive enough) [30, 32–37] and MS became highly popular. Initially performed 
thin layer chromatography assays were gradually replaced in the 1980s [36].

HPLC-FLD was demonstrated in the differentiation of porphyrin species in 
porphyria [33, 37] or lead poisoning [36]. It is now the technique of choice for 
porphyrin analysis in routine and research laboratories [28, 36]. Methods are time-
consuming with typical elution times above 20 min [34, 35]. Moreover, the analysis 
of lipophilic PPIX remains challenging, because of its comparatively low recovery. 
Porphyrins respond quite differently in HPLC and attempts to measure them all 
in a single run have been abandoned. Porphyrins also have different excretion 
patterns in the body so that the majority of laboratories determines free PPIX and 
ZnPPIX in whole blood or plasma, and other porphyrins (uroporphyrin I and III, 
coproporphyrin I and III, Figure 3) in urine, using individual HPLC-FLD methods 
optimized for each purpose [28, 33–35, 37].

Advanced column media and higher pressure LC instrumentation (ultra high-
performance (UHP) LC) further improved resolution and analysis time at lower 
solvent consumption although conventional HPLC was still widely applied. UHPLC 
from biological matrices like blood or tissue is not yet a routine technique in por-
phyrin analysis, because advanced sample preparation is required to avoid column 
contamination and clogging. Still, the use of UHPLC in conjunction with MS has 
great potential regarding sensitivity and speed of analysis [38].
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2.4 Mass spectrometry

MS detection has a number of advantages over FLD [26, 27, 39]. Both high mass 
accuracy and the possibility of breaking the analyte molecules in the gas phase and 
measuring their fragments (MS/MS) contribute to unequivocal species identifica-
tion, because complex samples can often not be fully chromatographically resolved. 
HPLC-MS was applied for the determination of porphyrin profiles in biological 
matrices [11, 39–43] using predominantly electrospray ionization (ESI) interfaces. 
Additionally, there were efforts to explore atmospheric pressure chemical ioniza-
tion [42] for the purpose.

In urine, uroporphyrin, coproporphyrin and other porphyrins were measured 
[41, 42]. As urine is a matrix with comparatively low complexity compared to blood 
and tissue, minimal sample pretreatment (acidification) was sufficient allowing 
high-throughput analysis. Providing excellent sensitivity and specificity by operat-
ing in multiple reaction monitoring mode, the presented method was superior to 
FLD [41]. Another approach in urine used porphyrin esterification followed by 
extraction and single ion monitoring MS [42].

Regarding porphyrin detection in more complex matrices, Sullivan and co-
workers [39] quantified twelve porphyrins including PPIX in liver extracts based 
on their mass, because most porphyrins co-eluted. MS/MS was not carried out. The 
method suffered from problems with peak-splitting and matrix suppression [39]. 
Furthermore, highly acidic extraction was performed so that this approach was not 
suitable for the individual determination of metal-free PPIX and ZnPPIX.

Figure 3. 
Structures of type I and III isomers of uro- and coproporphyrin in comparison to PPIX and mesoporphyrin 
(MPIX). Differences of type I and III isomers are highlighted in blue (uroporphyrin) and green 
(coproporphyrin). Differences of MPIX and PPIX structures at positions 8 and 13 are shown in grey. 
Fragmentation of PPIX in MS analysis is given in red (in the ion trap, cleavage of ethylic side chains at 
positions 8 and 13 was not observed, for MS spectra see Figure 4).
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agreement for EP levels was still poor and standardization has not been achieved 
[25]. PPIX levels measured with the FEP-test and HF-values of ZnPPIX did not 
match [13, 23]. Problems arose as a result of the limited PPIX stability towards light 
exposure, its tendency to form molecular aggregates in aqueous solution and buffer/
solvent-dependent variation in absorbance [13]. Consequently, different values 
have been published for the molar absorptivity of PPIX, leading to discrepancies 
in the calculation of PPIX and ZnPPIX concentrations from measured absorbance 
using Beer’s Law or fluorescence emission intensity [13]. In addition, interferences 
such as bilirubin, increased hemoglobin, riboflavin, quinine as well as several drugs 
including doxorubicin or amoxycillin disturbed HF measurement; results improved 
with extended washing of erythrocytes [13, 26].

The application of dual-wavelength excitation in the HF technique [24] allowed 
the recording of background fluorescence, which then could be removed from the 
analyte spectra [27]. In 2019, it was shown that even the non-invasive measurement 
of erythrocyte ZnPPIX in children and women after childbirth was possible on the 
wet vermillion of the lower lip using this principle [28, 29].

The fluorescence method is rapid and easy to use, but it is limited by high 
background fluorescence. Complex algorithms for the processing of the obtained 
spectra are required. As fluorescence is measured as a sum parameter of all contrib-
uting analytes, results can easily be overinterpreted, especially when measuring at 
the lower limit of detection. This has to be taken into account when free PPIX is the 
target instead of ZnPPIX or the sum parameter of both. ZnPPIX is the predominant 
species of EP in circulating erythrocytes while free PPIX is only present in trace 
amounts [20, 30, 31]; the specific quantification of metal-free PPIX next to ZnPPIX 
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porphyrin analysis in routine and research laboratories [28, 36]. Methods are time-
consuming with typical elution times above 20 min [34, 35]. Moreover, the analysis 
of lipophilic PPIX remains challenging, because of its comparatively low recovery. 
Porphyrins respond quite differently in HPLC and attempts to measure them all 
in a single run have been abandoned. Porphyrins also have different excretion 
patterns in the body so that the majority of laboratories determines free PPIX and 
ZnPPIX in whole blood or plasma, and other porphyrins (uroporphyrin I and III, 
coproporphyrin I and III, Figure 3) in urine, using individual HPLC-FLD methods 
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solvent consumption although conventional HPLC was still widely applied. UHPLC 
from biological matrices like blood or tissue is not yet a routine technique in por-
phyrin analysis, because advanced sample preparation is required to avoid column 
contamination and clogging. Still, the use of UHPLC in conjunction with MS has 
great potential regarding sensitivity and speed of analysis [38].
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2.4 Mass spectrometry

MS detection has a number of advantages over FLD [26, 27, 39]. Both high mass 
accuracy and the possibility of breaking the analyte molecules in the gas phase and 
measuring their fragments (MS/MS) contribute to unequivocal species identifica-
tion, because complex samples can often not be fully chromatographically resolved. 
HPLC-MS was applied for the determination of porphyrin profiles in biological 
matrices [11, 39–43] using predominantly electrospray ionization (ESI) interfaces. 
Additionally, there were efforts to explore atmospheric pressure chemical ioniza-
tion [42] for the purpose.

In urine, uroporphyrin, coproporphyrin and other porphyrins were measured 
[41, 42]. As urine is a matrix with comparatively low complexity compared to blood 
and tissue, minimal sample pretreatment (acidification) was sufficient allowing 
high-throughput analysis. Providing excellent sensitivity and specificity by operat-
ing in multiple reaction monitoring mode, the presented method was superior to 
FLD [41]. Another approach in urine used porphyrin esterification followed by 
extraction and single ion monitoring MS [42].

Regarding porphyrin detection in more complex matrices, Sullivan and co-
workers [39] quantified twelve porphyrins including PPIX in liver extracts based 
on their mass, because most porphyrins co-eluted. MS/MS was not carried out. The 
method suffered from problems with peak-splitting and matrix suppression [39]. 
Furthermore, highly acidic extraction was performed so that this approach was not 
suitable for the individual determination of metal-free PPIX and ZnPPIX.

Figure 3. 
Structures of type I and III isomers of uro- and coproporphyrin in comparison to PPIX and mesoporphyrin 
(MPIX). Differences of type I and III isomers are highlighted in blue (uroporphyrin) and green 
(coproporphyrin). Differences of MPIX and PPIX structures at positions 8 and 13 are shown in grey. 
Fragmentation of PPIX in MS analysis is given in red (in the ion trap, cleavage of ethylic side chains at 
positions 8 and 13 was not observed, for MS spectra see Figure 4).
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For the investigation of porphyrins in blood, predominantly plasma or red blood 
cells were used [11, 40, 43]. In plasma, MS was applied for the quantification of 
coproporphyrin isomers for monitoring of drug interactions [43], the elucidation of 
fluorescing compounds after detection of elevated fluorescence [11], and the qualita-
tive analysis of porphyrin patterns facilitating the differential diagnosis of human 
porphyrias [40]. Despite all these efforts, no short and sensitive HPLC-MS/MS 
method for specific PPIX quantification from whole blood or serum was yet available 
although great data have been shown for less complex cell culture extracts [44, 45].

3. Protoporphyrin IX: a potential biomarker for cancer screening

More recently, besides the analysis of porphyrin metabolites [39] and profiles for 
toxicological and pharmacological applications [40–42], PPIX has been investigated 
as tumor marker for bladder, colorectal and kidney cancer [10, 11, 32]. Tumor cells 
are able to produce porphyrins naturally or after administration of ALA, which 
is also reflected in elevated plasma fluorescence of cancer patients. The spectral 
characteristics of blood from normal control subjects differ significantly from those 
of cancer patients in renal cell carcinoma, prostate cancer and colorectal adenocar-
cinoma [8–11].

PPIX analysis is, however, not straightforward in a clinical setting. Factors 
such as unrelated diseases and medication may influence the measured porphyrin 
concentration [8]. Lualdi and co-workers [11], e.g., confirmed their findings of 
enhanced plasma fluorescence in colorectal adenocarcinoma patients by HPLC 
coupled to high-resolution MS and detected mainly PPIX and coproporphyrin I. 
Ota et al. [32] applied HPLC-FLD for the determination of PPIX in plasma of blad-
der cancer patients after ALA administration. The patients showed significantly 
higher plasma PPIX concentrations compared to healthy adults. It was extrapolated 
that the accumulation of PPIX in cancer cells is common to almost all types of 
cancer [8–10] and that the specific measurement of PPIX is advantageous for cancer 
screening [32].

A further application of PPIX is above-mentioned photodynamic diagnosis, 
where PPIX is applied as an intraoperative marker especially for brain tumors. 
Using ALA-induced PPIX-fluorescence in tissue during surgery of high-grade 
glioma, the resection is more complete and the patients have a higher 6-month pro-
gression-free survival compared to those without FGR [7]. Unfortunately, due to 
the infiltrative growth of these tumors, complete tumor resection is still impossible 
and tumors can recur. Clinically, diagnosis of high-grade glioma and glioblastoma 
multiforme (GBM) as well as their recurrence requires multidisciplinary strategies 
such as contrast enhancement magnetic resonance imaging, computer tomography 
and biopsy [6, 7, 46, 47]. Therefore, a sensitive and cost-effective method for tumor 
monitoring is highly desirable supporting early diagnosis and treatment of GBM as 
well as better prognosis for patients. So far, the survival prognosis for GBM patients 
is one of the lowest in modern day oncology [47]. As PPIX is an approved marker 
for GBM tissue in ALA-FGR, here, the hypothesis was tested if it could also be a 
blood biomarker for GBM screening and diagnosis.

4. PPIX quantification

For the detection of PPIX in whole blood or serum, we developed an HPLC-MS 
method using an HP1100 HPLC (Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany) coupled to an 
Esquire 3000 ion trap mass spectrometer (Bruker Corp., Bremen, Germany). 
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Mesoporphyrin (MPIX) (Figure 3) was chosen as internal standard (IS), because it 
provided high structural similarity to PPIX and isotope labeled standards for PPIX 
were not available. Distinction of PPIX from ZnPPIX was possible during sample 
preparation. The method described below allowed the quantification of metal-free 
PPIX in whole blood, the determination of endogenous PPIX in serum and the 
measurement of endogenous ZnPPIX in whole blood (200 μl, respectively).

4.1 Sample preparation

PPIX LLE extraction from serum and whole blood was achieved with only 
water and acetonitrile (ACN). Hemolysis with water was crucial for good recovery 
as observed by others working with pre-dilution [22]. It was followed by protein 
precipitation with ACN; concomitant porphyrins were extracted into the superna-
tant [48], which was further purified using anionic-exchange solid phase extraction 
(SPE) cartridges. The extracts of whole blood and serum had a pH 8–9 so that PPIX, 
ZnPPIX and MPIX had deprotonated propionic acid side chains and were negatively 
charged. No conversion of ZnPPIX into metal-free PPIX was observed before loading 
the extracts onto the SPE cartridge. All three porphyrins were retained on the car-
tridge presenting quaternary ammonium groups. MPIX and PPIX were eluted using 
ACN containing 2% formic acid (FA), ZnPPIX with increased FA content (20%). No 
elution or hydrolysis of ZnPPIX was detected at 2% FA; only metal-free PPIX was 
seen in the first eluate. The higher percentage of FA in the second step caused the 
acidic release of the Zn2+ ion. ZnPPIX was thus detected as metal-free PPIX.

4.2 Gas phase fragmentation

As already demonstrated in the literature for other porphyrins [40], PPIX ion-
izes as singly charged [M+H]+ species (m/z 563.3) in ESI-MS. MS/MS fragmentation 
preferentially occurs on the side chains (Figure 3). The spectra in Figure 4 illustrate 
the stepwise fragmentation of PPIX from preselected precursor ions in subsequent 
MS/MS and MS/MS/MS experiments in the ion trap. The abundant loss of an etha-
noic acid substituent (-CH2COOH; 563-59 u) results in a fragment ion at m/z 504.3 
that is used as precursor for MS3 fragmentation which then generates further side 
chain losses (-CH3, 15/30 u; -COOH, 45 u; -CH2COOH, 59 u; -CH2CH2COOH, 73 u).

For selected compounds, it was discussed that even-electron ions generated 
in the ESI source can produce radical cations with odd-electrons by hemolytic 
cleavage. The most common process in radical fragmentation is the elimination of 
a methyl group as proposed for flavonoids, antraquinones and terpenoids [49]. It 
was shown that the radical elimination of the methyl group is a low energy process 
in flavonoids. The loss of 59 u by radical cleavage was also already described for 
FePPIX in previous studies on metalloporphyrins and other compounds with 
extended π-electron systems [50–52].

The fragmentation of MPIX is similar to PPIX. MPIX has two saturated ethyl 
side chains at positions 8 and 13 (Figure 3) so that precursor and fragment ions 
differ by four mass units in comparison to PPIX.

ZnPPIX was measured in MS/MS mode as it showed lower ionization effi-
ciency than MPIX and PPIX. The time-segmented method switched from MS/
MS mode for ZnPPIX detection to MS3 mode for MPIX and PPIX measurement. 
This approach proved advantageous in comparison to continuous MS/MS and MS3 
switching for porphyrins and significantly increased sensitivity. In comparison to 
the ion traces of matrix-free porphyrin standard solution, the background signal 
was about five times higher in whole blood extracts, but that did not hamper detec-
tion with the specific MS3 method.
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4.3 Chromatography

HPLC separation of PPIX was not straightforward, because of its high lipophilic 
nature. Problems included low resolution on capillary C8 LC and high carry-over 
on endcapped C18 phase. The low flow rate of capillary LC (5 μl/min) was also 
disadvantageous for porphyrin separation. Analytical LC with its higher flow 
rate (300 μl/min) in conjunction with a semi-porous C18 column media and an 
almost isocratic gradient allowed much more efficient operation at great resolu-
tion. Figure 5 shows the separation of a standard solution of ZnPPIX (10 pmol on 
column), MPIX and PPIX (5 pmol on column each).

4.4 Procedure

All experiments were performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki 
and by approval of the Ethics Committee of the Ärztekammer Westfalen-Lippe 
(2017-169-f-S).

Figure 4. 
Fragmentation of PPIX in the ion trap. A: [M+H]+ ion of PPIX at m/z 563.3 in full scan mode. B: MS/MS 
spectrum of precursor ion at m/z 563.3. The loss of the ethanoic acid side chain (59 u) is dominant. C: MS3 
spectrum for two-step fragmentation (m/z 563.3 -> m/z 504.3). The major ions result from side chain cleavage 
(red arrows, for structure see Figure 3).
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PPIX was obtained from Enzo life sciences GmbH (Lörrach, Germany), MPIX 
and ZnPPIX from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). ACN, water, FA and 
methanol (MeOH) were all LC-MS grade and purchased from Merck KGaA as were 
ammonium hydroxide solution and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). SPE cartridges 
came from Restek GmbH (Bad Homburg, Germany).

For drying of samples, a SpeedVac system (Savant SPD 111V SpeedVac con-
centrator with vapor trap Savant RVT 5105) was used (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Schwerte, Germany). For centrifugation, a Universal 320R Hettich centrifuge 
(Tuttlingen, Germany) was utilized.

Hemolysis of 200 μl whole blood or serum was performed by adding 800 μl of 
water and shaking at room temperature for 1 h. Protein precipitation and porphyrin 
extraction was achieved by adding 2 ml of ACN, shaking at room temperature for 
1 h and centrifuging at 14.000 rcf at 20 °C for 30 min. The clear supernatant was 
then transferred to an SPE cartridge, which was treated as described in Table 1. 
The 1st and 2nd eluates were dried and finally reconstituted in 15 μl DMSO for 
HPLC-MS (for parameters see Tables 2 and 3).

Raw data were converted using the msConvert toolkit from ProteoWizard 
software (version 3; [53]). MPIX and PPIX were quantified using the total areas for 
the three most abundant fragment ions in MS3 mode (MPIX: extracted ion chro-
matogram (EIC) m/z 449.3, 479.3, 493.3; PPIX: m/z 445.3, 459.3, 489.3) and Skyline 
software (version 20.1; [54]).

Figure 5. 
Extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) of porphyrin standard (ZnPPIX m/z 565.2; MPIX m/z 449.3; PPIX m/z 445.3) 
as detected with a time-segmented method on the Esquire 3000 ion trap (for parameters see 4.4).
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LC-Parameter

Column Poroshell C18 (2.7 μm, 2.1 mm i.d.) with guard column

Flow 0.3 ml/min

Solvent A 95% water/4.9% ACN/0.1% FA

Solvent B 95% ACN/4.9% water/0.1% FA

Gradient t [min] solvent B [%]

0.0 70

1.0 100

5.0 100

5.5 70

10.0 70

Injection volume 10 μl

MS-Parameter ESI (+)

Capillary −4.5 kV

End plate −500 V

Nebulizer 30.0 psi

Dry gas 9 l/min

Dry temperature 320°C

Scan range 400–700 m/z

Table 2. 
HPLC-MS parameter for porphyrin detection.

Step Solvent

Cartridge conditioning 2 ml ACN

Equilibration 2 ml water

Sample load porphyrin extract (~3 ml)

1st Wash 2 ml 5% ammonium hydroxide solution

2nd Wash 2 ml MeOH

1st Elution 2 ml ACN with 2% FA

2nd Elution 2 ml ACN with 20% FA

Table 1. 
Protocol for the purification of neutral porphyrin extract with SPE cartridges.

Analyte Time [min] Mode Isolation m/z Fragmentation amplitude

ZnPPIX 3.4–4.3 MS/MS 625.2 ± 5.0 0.43

MPIX 4.3–5.3 MS/MS 567.3 ± 2.0 0.90

MS3 508.3 ± 2.0 0.70

PPIX 5.3–7.0 MS/MS 563.3 ± 2.0 0.85

MS3 504.3 ± 2.0 0.70

Table 3. 
Parameters for MS/MS detection of ZnPPIX and MS3 detection of PPIX and MPIX.
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Calibration was performed in the relevant matrix (whole blood of a healthy 
volunteer) using 500 fmol to 50 pmol PPIX spikes and 500 fmol/μl MPIX 
(Figure 6). The contribution of native PPIX was determined in an aliquot spiked 
with MPIX only.

5. Measurement of clinical samples

Samples from a patient harboring a GBM and undergoing surgery were  collected 
at different time points before, during and after surgery. The first sample was 
obtained 1 h prior to ALA administration for the determination of the basic free 
PPIX level, the following samples were collected 5 and 7 h after ALA administration. 
Whole blood samples were refrigerated and stored in the dark. Porphyrins were 
extracted in triplicate using 200 μl of whole blood for each experiment.

Figure 7 shows the results. The level prior to ALA administration was measured 
twice (two different extractions from the same blood sample) and was 33.9 ±0.4 and 
34.9 ± 1.9 pmol PPIX/ml whole blood. After ALA administration, the PPIX level 
rose about four-fold to 100.9 ± 2.7 and 114.4 ± 11.4 pmol PPIX/ml, respectively, at 

Figure 6. 
Calibration curve for PPIX spiked into the whole blood of a healthy volunteer. MPIX (IS) was spiked at 
500 fmol/μl. Five replicate injections (10 μl each) were run.

Figure 7. 
Overlay of three EIC traces (MPIX m/z 449.3; PPIX m/z 445.3) from measurement of whole blood from a 
GBM patient taken at different time points. The red line shows a sample prior to ALA administration, whereas 
the blue and black lines mark the samples 5 and 7 h after ALA administration.
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LC-Parameter

Column Poroshell C18 (2.7 μm, 2.1 mm i.d.) with guard column

Flow 0.3 ml/min

Solvent A 95% water/4.9% ACN/0.1% FA

Solvent B 95% ACN/4.9% water/0.1% FA

Gradient t [min] solvent B [%]

0.0 70

1.0 100

5.0 100

5.5 70

10.0 70

Injection volume 10 μl

MS-Parameter ESI (+)

Capillary −4.5 kV

End plate −500 V

Nebulizer 30.0 psi

Dry gas 9 l/min

Dry temperature 320°C

Scan range 400–700 m/z

Table 2. 
HPLC-MS parameter for porphyrin detection.

Step Solvent

Cartridge conditioning 2 ml ACN

Equilibration 2 ml water

Sample load porphyrin extract (~3 ml)

1st Wash 2 ml 5% ammonium hydroxide solution

2nd Wash 2 ml MeOH

1st Elution 2 ml ACN with 2% FA

2nd Elution 2 ml ACN with 20% FA

Table 1. 
Protocol for the purification of neutral porphyrin extract with SPE cartridges.

Analyte Time [min] Mode Isolation m/z Fragmentation amplitude

ZnPPIX 3.4–4.3 MS/MS 625.2 ± 5.0 0.43

MPIX 4.3–5.3 MS/MS 567.3 ± 2.0 0.90

MS3 508.3 ± 2.0 0.70

PPIX 5.3–7.0 MS/MS 563.3 ± 2.0 0.85

MS3 504.3 ± 2.0 0.70

Table 3. 
Parameters for MS/MS detection of ZnPPIX and MS3 detection of PPIX and MPIX.
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Calibration was performed in the relevant matrix (whole blood of a healthy 
volunteer) using 500 fmol to 50 pmol PPIX spikes and 500 fmol/μl MPIX 
(Figure 6). The contribution of native PPIX was determined in an aliquot spiked 
with MPIX only.

5. Measurement of clinical samples

Samples from a patient harboring a GBM and undergoing surgery were  collected 
at different time points before, during and after surgery. The first sample was 
obtained 1 h prior to ALA administration for the determination of the basic free 
PPIX level, the following samples were collected 5 and 7 h after ALA administration. 
Whole blood samples were refrigerated and stored in the dark. Porphyrins were 
extracted in triplicate using 200 μl of whole blood for each experiment.

Figure 7 shows the results. The level prior to ALA administration was measured 
twice (two different extractions from the same blood sample) and was 33.9 ±0.4 and 
34.9 ± 1.9 pmol PPIX/ml whole blood. After ALA administration, the PPIX level 
rose about four-fold to 100.9 ± 2.7 and 114.4 ± 11.4 pmol PPIX/ml, respectively, at 

Figure 6. 
Calibration curve for PPIX spiked into the whole blood of a healthy volunteer. MPIX (IS) was spiked at 
500 fmol/μl. Five replicate injections (10 μl each) were run.

Figure 7. 
Overlay of three EIC traces (MPIX m/z 449.3; PPIX m/z 445.3) from measurement of whole blood from a 
GBM patient taken at different time points. The red line shows a sample prior to ALA administration, whereas 
the blue and black lines mark the samples 5 and 7 h after ALA administration.
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the later time points. For comparison, PPIX levels were determined in two healthy 
volunteers without ALA administration. They reached only about a third of the 
pre-surgery level of the patient (11.0 ± 0.7 and 12.1 ± 0.4 pmol PPIX/ml). These 
observations are summarized in Figure 8. So far, having tested one patient only, the 
results support the hypotheses of elevated PPIX in the circulation as discussed in the 
literature for other types of cancer [8–11, 32] and the timely and dramatic increase 
after ALA administration. An extended study involving more probands is planned.

6. Conclusion

MS has the huge advantage over fluorescence-based porphyrin detection that it 
can pinpoint the individual molecules by their mass and, adding to the specificity, 
by their fragmentation pattern, which can be generated in the mass spectrometer. 
Ambiguities as known from fluorescence spectroscopy due to varying or over-
lapping absorbance maxima and extinction coefficients or fluorescing matrix 
interferences do not occur; background corrections with complex spectral fitting 
algorithms are not necessary.

A LC-MS method for the quantification of metal-free PPIX in whole blood 
was developed. It is short (10 min) and robust (analytical LC, ion trap MS) and 
provides the necessary specificity and sensitivity. ZnPPIX, MPIX and PPIX can be 
baseline resolved without the carryover problems observed earlier. The LLE sample 
preparation provides high extract purity with good recovery. Importantly, ZnPPIX 
and PPIX can be properly distinguished during SPE clean-up. Matrix effects which 
would negatively affect HPLC-MS analysis were not observed.

The method is applicable to serum in the same manner, however, serum and 
plasma PPIX levels are much lower than those of whole blood. Unfortunately, the 
values reported in the literature lack confidence (Table 4). There is no reference 
range for PPIX in serum or whole blood for healthy individuals. PPIX plasma 
concentrations in healthy subjects after ALA administration were low and erratic, 
ranging from below the limit of quantification to hundreds of nmol/l [32, 55, 56]. 
Often, PPIX was not detected in plasma samples at all [55]. In serum, PPIX levels 
are lower still, even after ALA administration.

Our results indicate the same extract purity for spiked PPIX extracted from 
serum as from whole blood. The recovery of PPIX was even slightly better. 

Figure 8. 
Time series of a GBM patient with ALA administration at 9 am, illustrated by blue bar and blue points. The 
pre-ALA PPIX level was confirmed in the same blood sample (orange triangle). PPIX levels in blood of healthy 
volunteers were determined for comparison (green crosses).
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Nevertheless, quantification requires more effort, because only trace amounts of 
endogenous PPIX were detected in sera of healthy adults so far.

In proof-of-principle experiments the LC-MS method was applied to blood 
samples from a GBM patient, which confirmed both the elevated PPIX levels in the 
blood of GBM patients and the increase following ALA administration. The method 
is now ready for patient screening. Additional resolution and sensitivity for high 
throughput analysis could be achieved with instrumentation such as a triple quad-
rupole mass spectrometer, if desired.
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Chapter 5

Mass Spectrometry in Clinical 
Laboratories
Jadranka Miletić Vukajlović and Tanja Panić-Janković

Abstract

The analyses performed in clinical laboratories require a high level of precision, 
selectivity, and sensitivity. The rising number of therapeutic agents from both 
the field of small and large molecules and the increasing use of modern screening 
approaches have brought mass spectrometry into almost every clinical laboratory. 
The need to screen the patients and to follow the therapy’s success can often be ful-
filled only by the highly selective and sensitive targeted approach with mass spec-
trometry. With improving instrument design and miniaturization of the separation 
technologies, mass spectrometry is no longer an exotic analytical approach. The use 
of mass spectrometry is now not restricted to the use in a clinical laboratory, but it 
is used in operating rooms for instant and on-site helping the surgeons with defin-
ing the margin of the tissue to be extracted. In this manuscript, we describe the use 
of mass spectrometry for selected clinical applications and show the possible way of 
future applications.

Keywords: Clinical laboratory, antibiotics, newborn screening, mass spectrometry

1. Introduction

The use of mass spectrometry in the clinical laboratory has become a standard 
for analysis of different substances such as antibiotics, for newborn screening, 
detection of immune-suppressive drugs, or the analysis of therapeutic antibodies 
used for the treatment of different diseases.

The focus of the use of mass spectrometry in clinical settings is the analysis of 
clinical samples and monitoring levels of active compounds and their metabolites 
in patients’ blood and urine samples. The high sensitivity and specificity of the 
mass spectrometer and the possibility to perform specific detection of target 
analytes by applying MRM/SRM (multiple reaction monitoring/selected reaction 
monitoring) enable a targeted and highly specific analytical approach. The methods 
developed need a separation method in front of the MS and several companies such 
as Chromsystems (https://www.chromsystems.com/), ThermoFisher Scientific 
(https://www.thermofisher.com/at/en/home/clinical/diagnostic-testing/clinical-
chemistry-drug-toxicology-testing/therapeutic-drug-monitoring.html) or BioRad 
(www.bio-rad.com), to name just a few, have developed fully verified and certified 
analytical systems. The interested reader is encouraged to search the internet for 
additional providers and systems.

Applying chromatography and mass spectrometry has its primary values in rela-
tively fast detection and measuring of multiple analytes in a single sample with high 
sensitivity and high selectivity. In clinical routine, the key challenge for identifying 
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and analyzing active compounds is having the sensitivity of the analytical system 
needed and required to detect and quantify low-concentration analytes.

One of the challenges for using the MS in a clinical laboratory was the low ion 
yield, which significantly hampered the development of clinical applications. 
However, the development of new analytical systems, especially of new ion inlets 
and ion funnel designs with the most widely used electrospray ionization (ESI) 
sources has significantly improved ion focusing and ion transfer, which, finally, 
resulted in the overall increased sensitivity.

The quality of electrospray is highly dependable on separation conditions, i.e. 
mobile phase, presence or absence of salts, flow speed, column’s inner diameter, 
etc. In proteomics, the use of columns with 50 μm or 75 μm ID is state-of-the-art. 
However, the columns operated at a low flow rate of several hundreds of nanoliters/
minute are still rare in clinical analysis although they can provide a significant 
increase in analysis‘s sensitivity.

However, currently, the use of nanoflow separation still cannot cope with the 
demand for high sample throughput in clinical applications. Currently, the closest 
compromise between sensitivity and throughput is the use of the microbore and 
capillary columns of 300 μm – 500 μm and 1 mm – 2 mm inner diameter.

A new and exciting application of mass spectrometry in the clinical environ-
ment is the use of “live-MS” during surgical operations. Further development of 
this approach will revolutionize the diagnostics and help surgeons in extracting e.g. 
tumors with higher accuracy and higher yield.

2. Clinical applications

2.1 Analysis of antibiotics

Antibiotics, either cytotoxic or cytostatic to the microorganisms, have been 
widely used to treat and prevent infectious diseases and allow the body’s natural 
defenses to eliminate them. They usually have a role to inhibit the synthesis of 
proteins, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA), or other specific 
actions [1]. Using the energy-dependent transport mechanisms in ribosomal sites, 
antibiotics target bacterial cell wall by attaching to them, which consequently 
results in inhibition of protein synthesis and subsequent cell death [2].

With the discovery of penicillin by Sir Alexander Fleming, a new, modern, 
chapter of innovation and antibiotics development began [3]. Today, there are dif-
ferent classes of antibiotics (Table 1) and they are widely used not only in human 
medicine but also in veterinary medicine and aquaculture [35]. However, antibiot-
ics inadvertently released into the environment can cause a massive threat to the 
ecosystems and subsequently to human health. Consequently, they may accumulate 
in food and, which is much more worrying, antibiotic resistance of human patho-
gens might develop through the transfer of environmental bacteria genes (ARGs) 
[36–40]. Furthermore, sensitive individuals might experience allergic reactions 
triggered by antibiotic residues in food. Furthermore, the ingestion of sub-
therapeutic doses of antibiotics and uncontrolled use of antibiotics may initiate the 
development of drug-resistant strains of bacteria that initially appeared in hospitals 
only, where most antibiotics were being used [41].

In recent years, more and more scientific data and news reporting the misuse and 
the overuse of antibiotics [42, 43], the environment exposure pathways [44, 45], and 
the presence of antibiotic-resistant strains [46, 47] became available.

Over the years, numerous analytical methods have been developed and 
described to determine antibiotic residues in the environment and food. 
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Chromatographic separation and detection of antibiotics and their metabolites 
using various detectors is the most widely used analytical approach for monitoring 
and determination.

The electrospray ionization technique has become the technique of choice in 
many areas of analyzing biologically relevant macromolecules [48]. The soft ioniza-
tion MS techniques - matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and ESI 
[49, 50] proved to be the best approach for analysis due to the efficient ionization of 
polar antibiotics. Depending on the ionization mode applied, it has been shown that 
most antibiotics yield a better signal when positive ionization is used, with the most 
commonly formed protonated molecular ion [M + H]+. Determination of analytes 
trace levels in complex biological matrices using the molecular ion generally is 
not enough selective due to the limited resolution of unit-mass MS instruments. 
Therefore, these obstacles are overcome by using modern equipment consisting of 
liquid chromatography (LC) MS instrumentation with tandem MS (MS/MS), which 
became the technique of choice in quantitative bioanalysis. Tandem MS capaci-
ties enhance selectivity and signal-to-noise ratio and provide essential structural 
information based on which it is possible to identify the structural conformation of 
analyzed samples. For these reasons, many laboratories use triple quadrupole (Q ) 
MS/MS over ion trap (IT) MS instruments in routine practice for detection and 
analysis of antibiotics and other drug residues [51–55]. This advantage is reflected in 
its quantitative features regarding IT MS with its MSn capabilities, which are highly 
beneficial for analysis of analyte’s molecular structure and identification.

With technological advancement, instruments providing accurate-mass, high-
resolution (HR) time-of-flight (TOF) MS, single TOF-MS, or hybrid instruments 
combined with a quadrupole (Q-TOF-MS) and the collision cell for MS/MS analysis 
became available. HR-MS has entered every day’s practice of clinical laboratories as 
a viable alternative to traditional triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. The versatil-
ity of HR-MS (especially hybrid HR-MS) is reflected in increased selectivity by 
eliminating potential interferences originating from the matrix with remarkably 
similar mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) as of the measured analytes, but with a different 
structure.

Different classes of antibiotics References

β-lactam [4–6]

Sulfonamides [7–9]

Aminoglycosides [10–12]

Tetracyclines [13, 14]
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Overview of different classes of antibiotics and some related references describing their mass spectrometry 
analysis.
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Unlike IT and Q MS, TOF-MS is a pulsed, and a non-scanning MS. TOF-MS can 
acquire full spectral data, thus separates and detects ions of various m/z by mea-
suring the time taken for the ions to travel through a field-free region. Therefore, 
these instruments are mostly combined with a fast LC separation if used for rapid 
non-targeted screening [56].

Based on all the above-mentioned, LC–MS is an essential factor in the phar-
maceutical industry and clinical laboratory due to the possibility of identifying 
impurities in synthetic products, characterize metabolites, and perform quantita-
tive bioanalysis.

The following section of this chapter provides an overview of examples of mass 
spectrometry usage in clinical laboratories for detection and characterization of 
antibiotics in a different sample including pharmaceutical, blood (plasma, serum), 
environmental water samples (waste, surface, and drinking water) [57–62], animal 
and plants and products of animal and plant origin, etc. [63–65].

Depending on sample matrices such as muscle, liver, kidney, egg, milk, or honey, 
multiclass methods based on LC–MS or LC–MS/MS are used for the analysis of 
antibiotics residues [66–69]. The complexity of the methods depends also on the 
complexity of the sample preparation. Therefore, screening methods try to avoid 
complicated sample preparation such as solid-phase extraction (SPE) and the 
evaporation of the purified extract before the chromatographic separation whereas 
quantitative methods do not bypass this step [70]. Chico et al. [71] analyzed 39 ana-
lytes residues that belong to 5 families of antibiotics with different physicochemical 
properties which include sulfonamides (SAs), quinolones (Qs), tetracyclines (TCs), 
macrolides (MCs), and penicillins (PCs). To shorten the analysis time, their method 
set-up was based on ultra-high-pressure liquid chromatography (UHPLC), like 
in Yamaguchi et al. [72] and Tian et al. [73], combined with tandem mass spec-
trometry–MS/MS with ESI. Mass spectrometry parameters were determined and 
optimized by an infusion of standard solutions to accomplish the highest sensitivity. 
The singly protonated molecular ion was selected and used as the precursor ion for 
all compounds [M + H]+, and the cone voltage was adjusted to its maximum signal 
at the first quadrupole of the mass spectrometer. The success of this method proved 
to be exceptional and, for that reason, was introduced as a method at the laboratory 
of Agència de la Salut Pública de Barcelona.

Several analytical methods are currently available to separately detect the 
fluoroquinolone and sulfonamide classes of antibiotics in manure, surface water, 
wastewater, and groundwater [74–76]. Haller et al. [77] focused on liquid–liquid 
extraction followed by LC–MS analysis of veterinary antibiotics (sulfonamides 
and trimethoprim), which are most commonly being leaked into the aquatic 
environment. Based on published LC–MS methods for sulfonamides separation on 
a reversed-phase chromatographic column, ammonium acetate buffered water and 
acetonitrile were used as mobile phases. The most successful baseline separation 
was achieved using the buffered mobile phases at pH 4.6, which enables more stable 
retention times and better peak shapes for almost all analyzed analytes due to their 
pKa. Analytes appear to be more hydrophobic and retain better on an RP HPLC 
column. Haller et al. [77] acquired SIM mass spectra of all samples (antibiotics and 
of the internal standard) in the full scan mode, using positive and negative electro-
spray ionization. Single-protonated [M + H]+ or the [M–H]–, and several (two to 
three) additional fragments that were generated through the in-source fragmenta-
tion, which is typical for single quadrupole mass spectrometer and that yielded the 
best signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios were selected for confirmation. The advantage of 
this method is multiple: a very simple extraction process was applied, thus sample 
preparation is faster, the method does not require tandem mass spectrometry, the 
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method is capable of detecting the investigated pharmaceuticals, to determine 
the half-lives of antibiotics in manure slurry, and to establish mass balances from 
antibiotic contents in medicinal feed to quantities.

Renew et al. [74] analyzed groups of antibiotics (fluoroquinolones, sulfon-
amides, and trimethoprim) simultaneously at sub micrograms per liter con-
centrations in wastewater effluents using readily available LC–MS techniques. 
Quantification and identification were performed by applying fluorescence detec-
tion and additionally confirmed by tandem LC–MS.

Following Chico et al. SPE followed by LC–MS analysis is utilized by this 
method. Hirsch et al. [78] and Hartig et al. [79] developed LC–MS techniques 
for sulfonamides detection. The application of this method allowed preliminary 
determination of the occurrence of these antibiotics in municipal wastewater treat-
ment plants. Usually, normal phase chromatography (NPC), which implied that the 
use of a polar stationary phase, was used for the LC separation. However, the NP 
stationary phases usually show large heterogeneity, which was also observed in this 
experiment as a consequence of peak tailing and non-linear retention factors with 
varying analyte concentrations [80]. Different solvents were used to accomplish 
elution in NPC, from non-polar organic to some variants like the use of isohydric 
solvents [81, 82]. Some obstacles like lack of retention of highly hydrophilic com-
pounds with ionizable functional groups have been exceeded by ion-exchange chro-
matography [83] or ion pairing on reversed-phase (RP) columns [84]. However, 
for those analytes with high hydrophilicity the problem has been overcome using 
hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC). In contrast to the RP LC, the 
gradient elution in HILIC starts with a low-polarity, low acquoeus organic solvent 
and elutes polar analytes by increasing the polar content. In addition, in HILIC, ion 
pair reagents are not required, and the separation system can be easily coupled to 
MS, especially in the ESI mode [85].

A large topic opens when it comes to antibiotic treatment, as well as establishing 
resistance to them. MALDI-TOF [33, 86] technique is an ionization technique that 
allows the analysis of biomolecules and is used to monitor antibiotic treatment as 
well as rapid detection of antibiotic resistance. The feasibility of MALDI-TOF MS 
identification of bacterial colonies from solid media has been evaluated on a wide 
range of clinically relevant bacterial strains as well as yeast isolates.

MALDI-TOF MS whole-cell extracts identification represents a new method 
for obtaining a characteristic bacterial fingerprint, which allows for distinction of 
microorganisms based on different genera, species, and from different strains of 
the same species. The advantages of using this method are numerous: identification 
can be achieved in a short time after culture isolation, sensitivity is high, ability to 
detect microorganisms is not limited to prespecified targets, mass spectra obtained 
for unknown microorganisms are compared with reference database to achieve the 
identification. Therefore, MALDI-TOF MS represents a reliable method for rapid 
bacteria and fungi identification in a clinical setting.

The biggest global challenge due to growth rates of multi-drug-resistant microor-
ganisms, especially in hospital settings, introduces new analytical methods not only for 
prevention and treatment but also for the detection and determination of antibiotic-
resistant species. Numerous MALDI-TOF MS-based methods have been recommended 
for the rapid detection of antibiotic-resistance in bacterial pathogens isolated from 
bloodstream infections as well as for detection of antimicrobial-resistance in patho-
genic fungi. Methods based on an assessment of β-lactamase activity, biomarkers 
detection responsible for drug-resistance, and/or non-susceptibility, and the compari-
son of bacteria proteomic profiles incubated with or without antimicrobial drugs, are 
the most widely studied [33].
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2.2 Newborn screening-amino acid analysis

The newborn screening (NBS) program was developed for early diagnosis of 
asymptomatic newborns at risk for rare diseases such as inborn errors of metabo-
lism (IEM). However, meanwhile, the screening program includes all newborn 
independently of the risk. IEM is a serious, degenerative, chronic disease with 
painful and unpredictable clinical manifestations varying from apparent clinical 
state or obfuscated with other diseases’ symptoms to differing degrees of mental 
retardation and physical disability [87]. These diseases often result in disturbed 
levels of amino acids or acylcarnitines, which are used as diagnostic markers for 
IEM. Many problems correlated to irregular amino acid metabolism generate 
abnormal ammonia concentrations, resulting in an increased turnover of amino 
acids for energy production or an indicator of alterations in urea cycle metabolism 
[88]. In the 1960s, the first NBS for the most frequent aminoacidopathia, which is 
phenylketonuria (PKU), (Guthrie & Susi, 1963), was developed using a dried blood 
spot (DBS) [89]. It was established to detect PKU and enable early treatment and 
prevent neurodevelopmental problems if untreated. From the newborn screening 
perspective, time is a vital factor in the disease etiology. Without screening, many 
disorders cannot be recognized on time and untreated patients can exhibit serious 
symptoms of the disease and end up in a coma or even face death. Children diag-
nosed on time and with adequate treatment are functional, have reducing sequelae 
or at least substantially lessening organ damages, and may live normal life [90].

Thirty years ago, the first report was published using tandem mass spectrometry 
(TMS) [91] for analyzing multiple acylcarnitines and amino acids on a single blood 
spot. The following development of TMS had been introduced as combined with 
fast atom bombardment (FAB) and electrospray ionization (ESI) [92–96] recently 
with high-resolution liquid or gas chromatography (LC, GC) respectively [97], 
and direct analysis in real-time [98] mass spectrometry for newborn screening 
purposes. According to multiple authors [99–103], blood spot extracts are analyzed 
by FIA coupled to triple quadrupole (TQ ) TMS. Although TQ instruments pos-
sess robustness and sensitivity, these instruments also experience monoisotopic 
interferences with naturally occurring 13C isotopologues, in-source fragmentation 
interferences, and low mass resolving power, which leads to difficulties separating 
isobaric compounds with identical quantifying product ions.

The possibility of multiple disorders detection in a single blood spot shortly 
after birth increased with new technologies in mass spectrometry. TMS is the most 
widely used instrument for the detection and analysis of amino acids in the DBS 
and represents one of the most important advancements in the neonatal screening 
approach [104, 105]. Figure 1 shows a general scheme of DMB sample preparation 
for MS analysis.

Analysis of specific amino acids proved to be adequate indicator for the presence 
of certain disorders in newborns. By measuring fluctuations and disturbances in 
amino acid metabolism, a diverse group of disorders can be identified and con-
firmed [107]. Disorders that affect the metabolism of amino acids include PKU, 
tyrosinemia type I (TYR I), maple syrup urine disease (MSUD), homocystinuria 
(HCY), argininosuccinic aciduria (ASA), and citrullinemia (CIT) (Table 2). These 
disorders are autosomal recessive and can be confirmed by analyzing amino acid 
concentrations in body fluids. Because of more than 500 confirmed disorders 
detected, the use of TMS for clinical screening in a newborn is the method of choice 
for a few million newborn screenings worldwide [90, 106, 112, 114–116].

When it comes to the operation mode of the instrument, TMS can be oper-
ated in different modes such as neutral loss scanning, precursor ion scanning, 
and multiple reaction monitoring. When neutral loss scanning mode is used, all 
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precursors undergoing the loss of a common, neutral, fragment such as water, 
ammonia, or a phosphate-group are being detected and can be used for further 
experiments. The neutral loss method is applied for the detection of amino acids 
due to the neutral loss of m/z 46, which is being shared by many amino acids 
during fragmentation [117].

Acylcarnitines are detected by this method, as they produce a characteristic 
fragment ion of 85 m/z. On the other hand, other amino acids, e.g. arginine, 
ornithine, and citrulline, split off other fragments during collision-induced disso-
ciation. Due to their basic functional group that fragments easily, the most common 
loss is a combination of butyl formate and ammonia [105, 116–119]. Therefore, for 
the detection of all amino acids, acylcarnitines, and other biological compounds in 
NBS, it is safer and better to use the multiple-reaction-monitoring mode for data 
acquisition (MRM).

To detect the compound of interest, this method requires individual mass transi-
tion optimization to achieve the highest selectivity and sensitivity for both amino 
acids and acylcarnitines, and only selected amino acids can be measured quan-
titatively and selectively [116]. It is crucial to emphasize the difference between 
“screening” and quantification in TMS analysis of amino acids. For the diagnosis of 
PKU, determination of phenylalanine/tyrosine (Phe/Tyr) is of higher importance 
than a precise measurement of only phenylalanine [120, 121].

Disorders Marker(s) Method References

Classic phenylketonuria (PKU) Phe, Tyr LC–MS/MS [108]

Tyrosinemia type I SA, Tyr LC–MS/MS [109]

Marple syrup urine disease (MSUD) Leu, Ile, Val LC–MS/MS [110]

Homocystinuria (HCY) Met MALDI-TOF MS [111]

Argininosuccinic aciduria (ASA) Asa, Cit HPLC–MS/MS [112]

Citrullinemia (type I and II) (CIT) Cit ESI-MS/MS [113]

Phe (phenylalanine), Tyr (tyrosine), SA (succinylacetone), Leu (leucine), Ile (isoleucine), Val (valine), Met 
(methionine), Asa (argininosuccinic acid), Cit (citrulline).

Table 2. 
Exemplary overview of the parameters used in newborn screening and the technology applied.

Figure 1. 
Example of DMB sample preparation steps for MS analysis [106].
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precursors undergoing the loss of a common, neutral, fragment such as water, 
ammonia, or a phosphate-group are being detected and can be used for further 
experiments. The neutral loss method is applied for the detection of amino acids 
due to the neutral loss of m/z 46, which is being shared by many amino acids 
during fragmentation [117].

Acylcarnitines are detected by this method, as they produce a characteristic 
fragment ion of 85 m/z. On the other hand, other amino acids, e.g. arginine, 
ornithine, and citrulline, split off other fragments during collision-induced disso-
ciation. Due to their basic functional group that fragments easily, the most common 
loss is a combination of butyl formate and ammonia [105, 116–119]. Therefore, for 
the detection of all amino acids, acylcarnitines, and other biological compounds in 
NBS, it is safer and better to use the multiple-reaction-monitoring mode for data 
acquisition (MRM).

To detect the compound of interest, this method requires individual mass transi-
tion optimization to achieve the highest selectivity and sensitivity for both amino 
acids and acylcarnitines, and only selected amino acids can be measured quan-
titatively and selectively [116]. It is crucial to emphasize the difference between 
“screening” and quantification in TMS analysis of amino acids. For the diagnosis of 
PKU, determination of phenylalanine/tyrosine (Phe/Tyr) is of higher importance 
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Disorders Marker(s) Method References

Classic phenylketonuria (PKU) Phe, Tyr LC–MS/MS [108]

Tyrosinemia type I SA, Tyr LC–MS/MS [109]

Marple syrup urine disease (MSUD) Leu, Ile, Val LC–MS/MS [110]

Homocystinuria (HCY) Met MALDI-TOF MS [111]

Argininosuccinic aciduria (ASA) Asa, Cit HPLC–MS/MS [112]

Citrullinemia (type I and II) (CIT) Cit ESI-MS/MS [113]

Phe (phenylalanine), Tyr (tyrosine), SA (succinylacetone), Leu (leucine), Ile (isoleucine), Val (valine), Met 
(methionine), Asa (argininosuccinic acid), Cit (citrulline).

Table 2. 
Exemplary overview of the parameters used in newborn screening and the technology applied.

Figure 1. 
Example of DMB sample preparation steps for MS analysis [106].
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For transient neonatal hypertyrosinemia, an elevated level of tyrosine is usually 
detected by TMS. To differentiate, the diagnosis of TYR I can be established by 
detecting the presence of succinylacetone in serum or urine [122]. It is important 
to emphasize that the high concentration of tyrosine is not always a companion of 
TYR I [123]. Allard et al. developed a method for verifying TYR1 by using succinyl-
acetone as a determination marker (SUAC) in DBS [124]. Some data reported that 
this method is unmistakably sensitive and specific, while other reports pointed out 
that false-positive results were also obtained [125]. Many screening programs for 
homocystinuria have combined determination of methionine (Met) as a primary 
marker, methionine, and phenylalanine ratio (Met/Phe), and the total homocyste-
ine (tHcy) as a second-tier marker in DBS [126, 127].

Bartl et al. incorporated the LC–MS/MS analysis as a potential first step in 
screening clinically symptomatic high-risk populations for the two types of HCY 
and severe B-vitamin deficiencies. In several IEMs, increased reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) causes pathophysiological oxidative damage that, in the case of HCY, 
excess Hcy directly supports ROS formation in the form of O2

−, hydrogen radical, or 
H2O2 [128]. Elevated Hcy concentration is deemed a risk factor for neurodegenera-
tive diseases inducing neurological dysfunction via oxidative stress [129]. Mild to 
moderate increases in Hcy levels have been associated with both vascular dementia 
and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [130, 131] and with a possible increased risk of 
developing Parkinson’s disease at a later age [132–134].

Many cases on the diagnosis of PKU [135], MSUD [136], and HCY [126] in 
newborn blood spots using amino acid analysis by FAB TMS were also reported.

Screening of a large number of disorders was established when Rashed et al. [137] 
used ESI for analyzing butyl esters of amino acids and acylcarnitines. Consequently, 
clinical laboratories around the world use this automated sample insertion and data 
analysis method for a newborn screening procedure to detect and analyze selected 
amino acids and acylcarnitines [138]. Chace et al. [139] first described the use of 
TMS for MSUD NBS and recommended the determination of total leucine (Xle) in 
combination with a total leucine and phenylalanine ratio (Xle/Phe, respectively) for 
improved detection. In the following studies, recommendations for MSUD detection 
was based on an elevated Xle or leucine (Leu) [112, 140–147]. Some studies reported 
that Val is also required for referral [148–150] while others did report Val, but 
without the cut-off value [139, 143, 151]. Other studies also included the Xle/alanine 
(Ala) ratio [151]. In a long 11-years-long study in the Netherlands, MSUD NBS was 
measured in almost two million newborns using TMS, and MSUD was confirmed 
for 4 patients and 118 false-positive referrals. The authors recommended Xle/Phe 
ratio as a promising additional marker ratio to their MSUD NBS strategy and advised 
consideration of method implementation in the Dutch NBS program [138].

Although sensitive, the newborn screening does have some limitations, and 
therefore, particular caution is required to the common symptoms that may indicate 
a metabolic disorder. Its goal is to prevent morbidity and mortality through the 
early detection of metabolic disorders. A significant number of these disorders may 
present in the neonatal period; therefore, the need for a newborn screening tech-
nique is rising. Tandem mass spectrometry has emerged rapidly in previous years as 
a crucial multiplex testing technique for biochemical genetics analysis and newborn 
screening and the number of possible disorders that may be included for NBS has 
exponentially increased.

2.3 On-site mass spectrometry in OP-room

The continuous increase in the prevalence of cancer requires continuous innova-
tion of both diagnostics and treatment. One of the crucial steps in cancer therapy 
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is as complete as possible surgical removal of the tumor from the surrounding 
healthy tissue. This so-called negative margin assessment is of critical importance 
for complete tumor removal and for achieving tumor remission and improve the 
overall survival rate of patients.

Surgical on-site decision-making could be enhanced with devices and differ-
ent methods that give an instant and adequate biochemical information about the 
multiple biopsies or continuous sampling during surgery. Different MS platforms 
have shown to be able to provide and substantial impact in surgical decision-making 
process in different points during clinical workflow. To achieve this goal, surgeons 
would greatly benefit from using mass spectroscopy during the actual operation 
is going and having immediate information about the resected tumor. This would 
significantly increase the rate of successfully and almost completely removed 
tumors and reduce the risk of tumor recurrence. One of the main requirements, or 
a minimum requirement, for surgery, is that the selected technique delivers fast and 
accurate information on unprocessed samples and that the ionization is performed 
as ambient ionization thus eliminating the need for suction and minimizing the 
use of other solvents than sterile water. DESI (desorption electrospray ionization) 
was the first technology to be used for the offline analysis of resected tissue. For 
DESI, a spray of charged solvents is directed onto the tissue’s surface and secondary 
droplets containing the analytes are desorbed and sampled by the MS. Based on this 
approach, Eberlin et al. [152, 153] developed the MasSpec Pen for intraoperative MS 
analyses and rapid diagnostics of cancer.

One example is the use of the MasSpec Pen (MS Pen) for diagnostics of ovarian 
cancer [154] published by Sans et al. Ovarian cancer is a highly lethal disease that 
is very often diagnosed very late and it is the fifth leading cause of deaths among 
women [155, 156]. Furthermore, as with other cancers, accurate diagnosis is of 
extreme importance for the selection of the treatment and development of preci-
sion medicine approach and personalized medicine and therapy. For ovarian cancer, 
two therapy scenarios are possible: a) cytoreductive surgery before chemotherapy 
and b) surgery upon chemotherapy for tumors that cannot be fully resected. The 
timing for the cytoreductive surgery is of great importance and in both cases, it is 
very important to differentiate the tumor from the healthy tissue with high preci-
sion. Identification of a tumor can also be very difficult in cases where scarring 
or some other fibrous tissue is present and, sometimes, healthy tissue is removed, 
which should be avoided. Unlike iKnife, the MS Pen uses a water droplet to extract 
molecules from the tissue [157] and transfer it to the ion source. The full process is 
very fast, it needs no derivatization or other kinds of sample preparation and the 
acting surgeon gets an instant result based on a database search, which can help to 
properly identify the resected tissue and enable better determination of the resec-
tion margin. Sans et al. [154] have described the use of MassSpecPen for rapid diag-
nosis of ovarian cancer. The authors analyzed tissue samples from the tissue bank 
or from prospectively collected samples from endometriosis surgeries to establish 
the database needed. The authors analyzed the presence of small metabolites such 
as glycerophosphoinositol, glycerophosphoserine, glutathione, and glycerophos-
pholipid. It was found that normal ovarian tissue was characterized by presence 
of ascorbate and some other small metabolites with a relatively high abundance in 
comparison to cancer samples.

The iKnife was developed with the same purpose as the MassSpec Pen but it 
relies on ionizing analytes in the smoke plum that is generated during electro cau-
terization of the tissue during the surgery [158]. Unlike the MassSpec Pen, iKnife is 
preferably used to identify lipids in the smoke plum. By comparing the mass spectra 
of the sample generated during the surgery and the database that was established 
earlier, the surgeon sees the result instantly on the screen and can make decisions 
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about further procedure. St. John et al. described the use of iKnife for the identifica-
tion of breast pathology for breast cancer surgery [159]. The aerosol produced by 
the monopolar hand piece used in surgery was aspirated and analytes therein were 
ionized in the mass spectrometer’s ion source. Generated data were used to identify 
the tissue by applying multivariate analysis. The method proved to be able to iden-
tify the substances within a very short time range of 1.8 seconds. Here, the spectral 
differences that arise between the two operational modes of the electrosurgical 
knife – the “cut” and the “clog” – were combined to create a multivariate statistical 
model and to allow for using both modes during the surgery.

A further application where the iKnife was applied is ex-vivo use for diagnosis 
of cervical disease. The specimen obtained by cervical punch biopsy can either bee 
snap frozen and used for confirmation of the conventional histology analysis or it 
can be analyzed immediately upon sampling. Tzafetas et al. [158] was showed that 
the application of this technology enabled identification of lipids that characterize 
cancer, the normal tissue, and samples affected by HPV.

MALDI mass spectrometry has already proved efficient for analyzing micro-
organism and for the offline imaging (MSI) tissue analyses. It is the MSI that 
represent an encouraging tool to support histopathology analyses and the decision-
making processes. MALDI MSI captures the entire spectrum of biomolecules, 
including specific biomarkers, providing enhanced discriminating power over the 
visual inspection of tissue and placing it as a proper assisting method in diagnosis 
procedure.

With the progress of ambient mass spectrometry techniques, such DESI, MS 
became a powerful methodology for characterizing lipids within tumor specimens. 
The DESI MS analysis can be performed with minimal sample preparation and 
it provides molecular information from tissue samples rapidly. This qualifies the 
DESI and MALDI methods as a diagnostic method in the OP room. In addition to 
tumor classification, defining tumor subtypes, and identifying tumor grade, this 
method also provides necrotic tumor tissue identification, an indicator of high-
grade malignancy, and can help distinguish necrotic tumor tissue from viable tumor 
regions [159–162].

3. Conclusion

The use of MS in clinical laboratories worldwide increasing, and, as a result, 
substantial improvements in assay performance are occurring rapidly in many 
areas such as toxicology, endocrinology, and biochemical genetics. Numerous types 
of mass spectrometers are being used for the characterization of small molecules 
such as drugs of abuse, steroids, amines, amino and organic acids, as well as larger 
compounds such as proteins and ribosomal RNA.

The development of MS technologies has pushed clinical MS toward the analysis 
of peptides and proteins for diagnostic examination. However, the quantitative 
analysis of proteins by MS is still a challenging area of laboratory medicine, which 
faces many challenges before being fit for a routine application. Also, MS contrib-
utes to the quality of the many test results (standardization of assays for steroids, 
lipids, hemoglobin A1c, etc.), and is used as a standard method in all US states for 
newborn screening. Furthermore, it is important to address that nearly every insti-
tution sends tests to the reference laboratories which frequently perform these tests 
using MS. With the improved functionality that benefits novel front-end modifica-
tions and computational abilities, MS can now be used for nontraditional clinical 
analyses, including clinical microbiology applications for bacteria differentiation 
and in surgical operating rooms.
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Chapter 6

Mass Spectrometry Imaging of 
Neurotransmitters
Katherine A. Stumpo

Abstract

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is a powerful analytical method for the 
simultaneous analysis of hundreds of compounds within a biological sample. 
Despite the broad applicability of this technique, there is a critical need for 
advancements in methods for small molecule detection. Some molecular classes 
of small molecules are more difficult than others to ionize, e.g., neurotransmit-
ters (NTs). The chemical structure of NTs (i.e., primary, secondary, and tertiary 
amines) affects ionization and has been a noted difficulty in the literature. In order 
to achieve detection of NTs using MSI, strategies must focus on either changing 
the chemistry of target molecules to aid in detection or focus on new methods of 
ionization. Additionally, even with new strategies, the issues of delocalization, 
chemical background noise, and ability to achieve high throughput (HTP) must be 
considered. This chapter will explore previous and up-and-coming techniques for 
maximizing the detection of NTs.

Keywords: mass spectrometry imaging, neurotransmitters, gold nanoparticles, 
derivatization, sample preparation

1. Introduction

Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI) is an incredibly powerful label-free tech-
nique that can determine qualitative and quantitative information of hundreds of 
compounds in a tissue section in one experiment [1, 2]. Small molecule detection, 
especially of neurotransmitters (NTs), currently relies heavily on histochemical, 
immunohistochemical, and ligand-based assays. Antibody-based methods suffer 
from limitations in cost and availability of antibodies, lack of specificity for target 
molecules of interest, and low throughput [3, 4]. The development of MSI has 
overcome many of these challenges and will be discussed throughout. The basic 
methodology of MSI is to section tissue using a cryostat to approximately 10-20 μm 
thickness; tissues may or may not be embedded in a cryomatrix such as Shandon™ 
M-1 (ThermoFisher Scientific). Next, matrix must be deposited on the tissue 
section, which is most often done by spray-coating the tissue using a pneumatic 
sprayer. Variations on typical organic matrices, such as inorganic nanoparticles 
(NPs), have been explored by numerous researchers and will be commented on 
here. Mass spectral data is collected at discrete locations on the sample surface via 
a raster pattern, which can then be assembled into a heat-map image of molecule 
location. Figure 1 depicts the typical MSI scheme [5]. A number of overall reviews 
of MSI have appeared in recent years [6] that address broad topics like ionization of 
small molecules [7], clinical applications [2], and high-resolution analyses [5].
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The broader scientific community is not yet fully utilizing MSI as there are still 
challenges to be overcome [7, 8], including: (i) low ionization efficiency for small 
molecules, (ii) chemical noise interferents/overlapping signals of small molecules 
with traditional matrices [9], (iii) reproducibility issues across laboratories which 
limits universal procedures for MSI in pre-/clinical research, (iv) limits to lateral 
spatial resolution inherent to the matrix crystallization process which affects the 
ability to clearly define tissue margins, and (v) delocalization of analyte mol-
ecules during sample preparation. This chapter will focus on the analysis of small 
molecules, specifically neurotransmitters (NTs), due to the complex biological 
processes that occur in the brain and have broad implications in disease states and 
overall health. This chapter is broken down in two main categories, as strategies to 
improve ionization must either focus on (i) the chemical nature of the analyte and 
changing its properties to better facilitate ionization, or (ii) on utilizing a different 
mechanism of ionization to favor small molecules of interest.

2. Small molecule basics for MSI

Small molecule NTs are the chemical messengers of the central nervous system. 
Having a complete picture of NT location and abundance will aid in understanding 
of many different disease states and developmental processes. NTs are difficult to 
detect in situ via mass spectrometry due to their low physiological abundance (e.g., 
nM to pM concentration) within a complex biological tissue with many different 
classes of biomolecules, and overlapping low molecular mass range with most 
traditional matrices. Prior to the analyses discussed here, NTs were localized based 
on their protein-receptors or transporters, which does not always give an accurate 
accounting of present location.

Instrumentation used for MSI can vary widely, but most laser-based work 
is performed by time-of-flight (TOF) instruments. The other common setup is 
using desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) as an ion source, which is not the 
focus here, but is another option gaining in popularity [10, 11]. Other hardware 

Figure 1. 
General scheme of the mass spectrometry imaging process. (a) The tissue section is covered with matrix and 
irradiated by a pulsed laser beam. (b) Mass spectrum acquired from one spatial location on the tissue section. 
(c) MS images of different m/z peaks compiled from all spatial locations. Reprinted with permission from  
Ref. [5]. Copyright 2013 Springer.
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configurations can favor small molecules (e.g., ion mobility, triple quadrupole 
instruments, Fourier transform – ion cyclotron resonance) and so there is no one-
size-fits-all set-up for small molecule MSI experiments. In contrast to instrument 
choice, sample preparation/derivatization and ionization conditions are areas that 
can be standardized in order to achieve similar results across different platforms. 
The focus here is not on the many instrument combinations as other reviews have 
adequately explored this topic [6, 7].

Sample handling and preparation of tissue sections are integral to maintaining 
sample integrity; after cryo-sectioning, tissue is typically thaw mounted onto a solid 
surface. The surface must be conductive in order to apply a potential to the sample 
and accelerate ions out of the instrument source. Common materials include coated 
metal targets (expensive, cannot be archived, and not histology compatible) or 
indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides. Matrix application to the tissue section 
is ideally a homogenous coating of small crystals that provide optimum extraction 
conditions of analyte. After application, the key process is the co-crystallization 
that must occur between matrix and analyte. Spraying parameters affect the “wet-
ness” of the surface of the tissue and are a balance between molecular diffusion and 
effective extraction. Crystal size is one of the more critical factors for a successful 
MSI experiment and multiple studies determined the parameters important for 
optimum crystallization.

Commonly used organic acid matrices for MSI are shown in Table 1 and 
include sinapinic acid (SA), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB), and α-cyano-
4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA). These matrices work for a broad variety of 
biomolecules including peptides and lipids, but do not always translate well to 
small molecule detection. The introduction of N-(1-napthyl)ethylenediamine 
dihydrochloride (NEDC) and 1,5-diaminonapthalene (DAN) have improved the 
detection of small molecules, though these matrices have different preparation 
needs (e.g., sublimation and recrystallization) which increases the time required for 
sample processing [12, 19]. DAN and NEDC matrices have not been fully explored 
yet in the literature. Moreover, the propensity for organic matrices to self-ionize 
and create chemical noise in the low mass range prevents effective analysis of most 
metabolites. Recently, this has led toward the rational design [35] or selection [36] 
of matrices that can address this, but the lack of consistency in performance can 
still be an issue. Matrix applications are notorious for behaving differently across 
laboratories, and significant research in the past 25 years has been devoted to identi-
fying preparation methods that result in the most consistent data [37–39].

Sublimation procedures, mentioned vida supra, require that matrix and sample are 
placed in a vacuum chamber which is evacuated [32]. The sample is cooled while the 
matrix is heated, resulting in sublimation of the matrix which will condense on the cool 
sample surface. Recrystallization of the matrix is often coupled with this technique. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to all of the aforementioned matrix applica-
tion techniques, which have been discussed thoroughly in the literature [40–42]. 
Automated sprayers have become increasingly popular and help with consistency of 
matrix application, though the size and spacing of the matrix droplets will ultimately 
affect spatial resolution of the experiment. This topic has been frequently discussed 
and reviewed in the literature [2, 6], so only a basic introduction is given here.

Despite these challenges, there are a few examples of successful metabolomics 
imaging experiments, though they have utilized purposefully designed matrices 
that do not generate interfering signals [35] or have used high-resolution instru-
ments that have the high mass accuracy to distinguish between isobaric signals 
[43, 44]. These approaches are not an all-encompassing solution, and the next 
sections explore other strategies to achieve broader success with MSI of small 
molecules, specifically NTs.
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size-fits-all set-up for small molecule MSI experiments. In contrast to instrument 
choice, sample preparation/derivatization and ionization conditions are areas that 
can be standardized in order to achieve similar results across different platforms. 
The focus here is not on the many instrument combinations as other reviews have 
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Sample handling and preparation of tissue sections are integral to maintaining 
sample integrity; after cryo-sectioning, tissue is typically thaw mounted onto a solid 
surface. The surface must be conductive in order to apply a potential to the sample 
and accelerate ions out of the instrument source. Common materials include coated 
metal targets (expensive, cannot be archived, and not histology compatible) or 
indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides. Matrix application to the tissue section 
is ideally a homogenous coating of small crystals that provide optimum extraction 
conditions of analyte. After application, the key process is the co-crystallization 
that must occur between matrix and analyte. Spraying parameters affect the “wet-
ness” of the surface of the tissue and are a balance between molecular diffusion and 
effective extraction. Crystal size is one of the more critical factors for a successful 
MSI experiment and multiple studies determined the parameters important for 
optimum crystallization.

Commonly used organic acid matrices for MSI are shown in Table 1 and 
include sinapinic acid (SA), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB), and α-cyano-
4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA). These matrices work for a broad variety of 
biomolecules including peptides and lipids, but do not always translate well to 
small molecule detection. The introduction of N-(1-napthyl)ethylenediamine 
dihydrochloride (NEDC) and 1,5-diaminonapthalene (DAN) have improved the 
detection of small molecules, though these matrices have different preparation 
needs (e.g., sublimation and recrystallization) which increases the time required for 
sample processing [12, 19]. DAN and NEDC matrices have not been fully explored 
yet in the literature. Moreover, the propensity for organic matrices to self-ionize 
and create chemical noise in the low mass range prevents effective analysis of most 
metabolites. Recently, this has led toward the rational design [35] or selection [36] 
of matrices that can address this, but the lack of consistency in performance can 
still be an issue. Matrix applications are notorious for behaving differently across 
laboratories, and significant research in the past 25 years has been devoted to identi-
fying preparation methods that result in the most consistent data [37–39].

Sublimation procedures, mentioned vida supra, require that matrix and sample are 
placed in a vacuum chamber which is evacuated [32]. The sample is cooled while the 
matrix is heated, resulting in sublimation of the matrix which will condense on the cool 
sample surface. Recrystallization of the matrix is often coupled with this technique. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to all of the aforementioned matrix applica-
tion techniques, which have been discussed thoroughly in the literature [40–42]. 
Automated sprayers have become increasingly popular and help with consistency of 
matrix application, though the size and spacing of the matrix droplets will ultimately 
affect spatial resolution of the experiment. This topic has been frequently discussed 
and reviewed in the literature [2, 6], so only a basic introduction is given here.

Despite these challenges, there are a few examples of successful metabolomics 
imaging experiments, though they have utilized purposefully designed matrices 
that do not generate interfering signals [35] or have used high-resolution instru-
ments that have the high mass accuracy to distinguish between isobaric signals 
[43, 44]. These approaches are not an all-encompassing solution, and the next 
sections explore other strategies to achieve broader success with MSI of small 
molecules, specifically NTs.
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3. Alternative matrix materials

As an alternative to the traditional organic acid matrices, contemporary stud-
ies have returned to the inorganic materials that were originally proposed for 
MALDI-MS by Tanaka et al. [45]. Nanoparticles (NPs) made of gold [46–49], silver 
[50–53], carbon based substrates [54–57], and silicon surfaces [58, 59] have been 
demonstrated on the target plate as materials that facilitate ionization of biomol-
ecules. In particular, gold NPs (AuNPs) have the potential to be a more universal 
material to help facilitate ionization of small molecules and seem to have fewer 
reproducibility issues across multiple instrument platforms, locations, and organ-
isms/biofluids [46, 60, 61]. Specific advantages for ionization of small molecules 
using AuNPs on the target plate include: (i) less chemical noise in the range where 
small molecules are found (below m/z 300), (ii) flexible analyte solution prepara-
tion conditions, including tolerances for salts, surfactants, and pH, and (iii) broad 
applicability across chemical classes [46, 48, 57, 60, 62].

The general success, though not broad usage, of these materials on the target 
plate have led to several different approaches for using alternative inorganic 

Matrix and structure Common analytes

Sinapinic acid (SA) Proteins [12–15]

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) Peptides [16–18], lipids [19, 20], 
some small molecules [4, 21, 22]

α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) Neuropeptides [23], peptides [24], 
proteins [25], lipids [26, 27],  
drugs [28]

N-(1-napthyl)ethylenediamine dihydrochloride (NEDC)• 2HCl Small molecule metabolites [29], 
lipids [30]

1,5-diaminonapthalene (DAN) Lipids [31–33], small molecule 
metabolites [34]

Table 1. 
Common MSI organic acid matrices and their applications.
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materials for MSI, such as sputtering of metals or the use of metallic NPs, both of 
which are described in the paragraphs below.

Sputtering of metals over tissue sections has produced a number of quality 
articles that have utilized silver [50], platinum [63], and gold [64]. Sputtering 
deposits highly pure and homogeneous metal or metal oxide nanolayers onto 
biological tissue sections. Magnetron sputtering systems utilize a plasma gun 
under high- or ultra-high vacuum and deposits layers of metal onto the substrate 
of interest. Deposition times range from under a minute to several minutes, with 
total sample preparation time at least several minutes long because of the need for 
a vacuum-based system. Sputtered layers of silver or gold are typically reported in 
the 20-50 nm range [49, 50, 65], which is a narrower size distribution than solution-
based NPs. The biggest disadvantages of sputtering are the need for expert users, 
the time involved for sample preparation, and the equipment cost (e.g., sputtering 
apparatuses are up to tenfold more expensive than pneumatic sprayers).

Molecules that have been successfully detected using Ag or Au sputtering 
experiments are largely neutral lipids, with cholesterol being of high interest 
[49, 50, 52, 66]. Pt sputtering has been demonstrated on lipids in tissue [67] 
and in leaves where metabolites of interest were detected, including many with 
molecular features similar to NTs, such as acetamiprid [63]. Rafols et al. showed 
an Au sputtering MSI experiment that resulted in the potential detection of 
25 different compounds, but only 1 of which could be called a small molecule 
metabolite (i.e., citrulline) [64]. A significant advantage that sputtering dem-
onstrates, compared to organic acid matrices [22], is the lack of analyte delocal-
ization [64]. The largest survey of sputtering materials was done by Hansen et 
al., where Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, Pt, and Ti were sputtered for varying times on plant 
tissues [68]. Noble metals (e.g., Ag, Au, Pt) were found to be more effective than 
transition metals (e.g., Cu, Ni, Ti) for overall ionization in positive- and nega-
tive-ion modes. While lipids were the most prevalent biomolecule class exam-
ined, this is a rare demonstration of the detection of amine-based structures, 
including choline, asparagine, glutamic acid, and leucine. DHB was used for 
comparison in positive-ion mode and DAN in negative-ion mode, with primarily 
insoluble lipids being effectively ionized with organic matrices. A summary of 
the molecules detected is shown in Figure 2.

Nanomaterials in suspension form, such as colloidal NPs, could potentially 
be deposited or sprayed onto tissue sections for analysis, yet there are only select 
demonstrations of this application for MSI, which are described herein. This area of 
research has again been applied primarily to lipidomics, with successful detection 
of fatty acids and their derivatives, sterols, phospholipids (e.g., phosphatidyletha-
nolamine, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylinositol, etc.), sphingomyelins, and 
ceramides. Silver NPs (AgNPs), including those that have been surface-derivatized 
are most popular. Polyvinylpyrrolidone-capped AgNPs have been utilized for 
analysis of brain [69], and AuNPs with alkylamine surface modifications have been 
used for imaging of glycosphingolipids in the brain [70]. Fluorinated AuNPs have 
been shown to detect carbohydrates, lipids, bile acids, sulfur metabolites, amino 
acids, nucleotide precursors, and more in mouse colon [71].

Small molecule examples, specifically NTs, are notably lacking in the MSI 
literature. We have been developing a method for the detection of endogenous NTs 
from biological samples using citrate-capped AuNPs that are pneumatically sprayed 
on tissue sections [47]. Successful detection of acetylcholine, dopamine/octopa-
mine, epinephrine, glutamine, GABA, norepinephrine, and serotonin was achieved 
in rabbit brain tissue sections, zebrafish embryos, and neuroblastoma cells [61, 72]. 
See Figure 3 for an image of seven different NTs in 5 day-post fertilization zebrafish 
embryos.
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materials for MSI, such as sputtering of metals or the use of metallic NPs, both of 
which are described in the paragraphs below.

Sputtering of metals over tissue sections has produced a number of quality 
articles that have utilized silver [50], platinum [63], and gold [64]. Sputtering 
deposits highly pure and homogeneous metal or metal oxide nanolayers onto 
biological tissue sections. Magnetron sputtering systems utilize a plasma gun 
under high- or ultra-high vacuum and deposits layers of metal onto the substrate 
of interest. Deposition times range from under a minute to several minutes, with 
total sample preparation time at least several minutes long because of the need for 
a vacuum-based system. Sputtered layers of silver or gold are typically reported in 
the 20-50 nm range [49, 50, 65], which is a narrower size distribution than solution-
based NPs. The biggest disadvantages of sputtering are the need for expert users, 
the time involved for sample preparation, and the equipment cost (e.g., sputtering 
apparatuses are up to tenfold more expensive than pneumatic sprayers).

Molecules that have been successfully detected using Ag or Au sputtering 
experiments are largely neutral lipids, with cholesterol being of high interest 
[49, 50, 52, 66]. Pt sputtering has been demonstrated on lipids in tissue [67] 
and in leaves where metabolites of interest were detected, including many with 
molecular features similar to NTs, such as acetamiprid [63]. Rafols et al. showed 
an Au sputtering MSI experiment that resulted in the potential detection of 
25 different compounds, but only 1 of which could be called a small molecule 
metabolite (i.e., citrulline) [64]. A significant advantage that sputtering dem-
onstrates, compared to organic acid matrices [22], is the lack of analyte delocal-
ization [64]. The largest survey of sputtering materials was done by Hansen et 
al., where Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, Pt, and Ti were sputtered for varying times on plant 
tissues [68]. Noble metals (e.g., Ag, Au, Pt) were found to be more effective than 
transition metals (e.g., Cu, Ni, Ti) for overall ionization in positive- and nega-
tive-ion modes. While lipids were the most prevalent biomolecule class exam-
ined, this is a rare demonstration of the detection of amine-based structures, 
including choline, asparagine, glutamic acid, and leucine. DHB was used for 
comparison in positive-ion mode and DAN in negative-ion mode, with primarily 
insoluble lipids being effectively ionized with organic matrices. A summary of 
the molecules detected is shown in Figure 2.

Nanomaterials in suspension form, such as colloidal NPs, could potentially 
be deposited or sprayed onto tissue sections for analysis, yet there are only select 
demonstrations of this application for MSI, which are described herein. This area of 
research has again been applied primarily to lipidomics, with successful detection 
of fatty acids and their derivatives, sterols, phospholipids (e.g., phosphatidyletha-
nolamine, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylinositol, etc.), sphingomyelins, and 
ceramides. Silver NPs (AgNPs), including those that have been surface-derivatized 
are most popular. Polyvinylpyrrolidone-capped AgNPs have been utilized for 
analysis of brain [69], and AuNPs with alkylamine surface modifications have been 
used for imaging of glycosphingolipids in the brain [70]. Fluorinated AuNPs have 
been shown to detect carbohydrates, lipids, bile acids, sulfur metabolites, amino 
acids, nucleotide precursors, and more in mouse colon [71].

Small molecule examples, specifically NTs, are notably lacking in the MSI 
literature. We have been developing a method for the detection of endogenous NTs 
from biological samples using citrate-capped AuNPs that are pneumatically sprayed 
on tissue sections [47]. Successful detection of acetylcholine, dopamine/octopa-
mine, epinephrine, glutamine, GABA, norepinephrine, and serotonin was achieved 
in rabbit brain tissue sections, zebrafish embryos, and neuroblastoma cells [61, 72]. 
See Figure 3 for an image of seven different NTs in 5 day-post fertilization zebrafish 
embryos.
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With the intention of demonstrating the flexibility of AuNPs in terms of 
sample preparation, spraying parameters have been explored, including matrix 
concentration, solvent composition, spray temperature, and linear flow rate (which 
determines overall spray density of material). Early data and statistical analysis by 
principal component analysis (PCA) suggests that: (i) AuNP concentration can be 
varied over 4 orders of magnitude, (ii) a variety of organic:aqueous solvent mixes 
are possible, and (iii) temperatures from 30 to 60°C can be utilized [73, 74]. The 
flexibility in spray parameters means that less-experienced users with varying 
spraying capabilities can still get optimum data from their tissue sections, opening 
the application of MSI to more areas of study.

As previously mentioned, delocalization is an issue with organic acid matrices, 
often because of a “wet” matrix spray that results in true molecular diffusion 
instead of analyte extraction from the tissue. A standard literature method for 
CHCA has been compared with AuNPs, where CHCA gives only extreme delocal-
ization outside of the tissue margins, and the AuNPs result in distinct anatomical 
visualization, as well as the ability to see subtle differences in analyte concentration 
[61]. Another advantage of AuNPs that we have discovered is flexibility in sample 
storage. For example, AuNP-sprayed tissue sections on slides were stored overnight 
at −20°C and imaging runs were repeated after 24 hours. Nearly identical data 
resulted and up to 8 imaging runs were completed on the same tissue section with-
out loss of signal or the need to reapply AuNPs. The ability to archive slides for later 

Figure 2. 
Summary of sputter-coated metal screening for small metabolite analysis in (a) positive and (b) negative ion 
mode. Asterisks indicate a fragment ion was detected. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [68]. Copyright 
2018 American Society for Mass Spectrometry.
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examination could allow for follow-up data to be collected as well as the potential to 
reduce the number of organisms needed in a given research project.

The improvements in delocalization, reproducibility, and long-term stability 
from pneumatically-sprayed AuNPs warrant further investigation of this method. 
Finally, the quick and low-cost preparation may enable a broad range of new appli-
cations in neuroscience, pharmacology, drug discovery, and pathology.

4. Derivatization strategies

Chemical derivatization of functional groups is a common strategy to improve 
detection in MS techniques for a variety of molecular classes. On-tissue derivatiza-
tion has been explored for many different purposes, including tryptic digestion 
[75, 76], phospholipid digestion [77], N-terminal peptide derivatization [78], and 

Figure 3. 
MSI of a sagittal zebrafish tissue section at 5 μm lateral spatial resolution with eye (E), forebrain (FB), 
midbrain (MB), and hindbrain (HB) indicated in (a), (b) is the [GABA + Na]+ image, (c) is the epinephrine 
image, (d) is the histidine image, (e) is the acetylcholine image, (f) is the glutamine image, (g) is the 
dopamine/octopamine image, (h) is the norepinephrine image, and (i) is the serotonin image. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [61]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4. 
(a) Reaction of dopamine with pyrylium salts. MALDI-MSI images of dopamine derivatized with DPP (b, c),  
PBDPP (d, e) or TMP (f, g). Signal intensity is indicated using a rainbow scale. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [84]. Copyright 2015 American Society for Mass Spectrometry.

derivatization of various metabolites/drugs of interest [79–82]. One particularly 
attractive advantage of derivatization is that small mass species typically have a 
change in molecular weight which avoids interferences from low mass matrix peaks.

Some of the aforementioned studies were on small molecular weight species, 
but derivatization was typically for only one analyte of interest. Examples of NT 
derivatization have met with varied success in terms of how many different molecu-
lar classes are accessible. Coniferyl aldehyde has been used to derivatize primary 
amines in pig adrenal glands and rat brains [83]. Methods included pre-coating 
target plates and then incubating after tissue was affixed for several minutes. Spray-
coating with an organic matrix followed.

Specific reactions focused on NTs have utilized pyrylium salts (e.g., 2,4-diphenyl 
pyranylium (DPP)) that are reactive toward primary amines. The reaction scheme 
with a common NT, dopamine, is shown in Figure 4a. The reaction can proceed at 
room temperature but requires 30-80 spray passes of the derivatizing agent, fol-
lowed by drying time, and then application of an organic matrix [84]. Additionally, 
preparation of the derivatizing agent is required and can be a multi-day process. 
While smaller crystals than typical organic matrix preparations have been reported, 
there are still limitations on overall spatial resolution. Figure 4b shows dopamine 
derivatized with 3 different pyrylium salts and the resulting images that are gener-
ated; without derivatization no dopamine was observed.

Derivatization with DPP has been demonstrated in multiple instances, with the 
generation a 3D mouse brain atlas of dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin [85] 
as well as detection of up to 23 amino metabolites [86].

Additional derivatization methods have been developed since the initial report 
on primary amines only. For example, fluoromethylpyridinium-based materials 
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are reactive with phenolic hydroxyl and/or primary or secondary amines, which 
expand the potential range of NTs that can be detected [87]. Charge-tagging 
using 2-(4-bromophenyl)-4,6- diphenylpyranylium (Br-TPP) results in distinctive 
isotopic distributions in the mass spectrum, making it easier to identify derivatized 
species from other potential species [88].

The last example here is a laser-induced tissue transfer (LATT) system that 
enhances on-tissue derivatization of small molecules [89]. An electrosprayer applies 
the derivatization reagent and matrix solution on tissue and is then irradiated with a 
450 nm laser beam in transmission mode, which results in transfer of a thin film of 
tissue to a second slide. Figure 5 shows the setup and diagram of the LATT system. 
Chemicals used for derivatization include coniferyl acetate or Girard’s T reagent. 
Preparation time requires multiple hours (overnight) and additional matrix appli-
cation. Multiple classes of biomolecules were analyzed, including amino acids, NTs, 
polyamines, dipeptides, and others. The issue of analyte delocalization is improved 
in LATT as compared to other derivatization techniques.

5. Quantitation

MSI has been applied to quantitative analysis of drugs [90, 91], metabolites [92], 
and biomarkers in tissue [93] using pneumatic sprayers and sublimation techniques 
described in this chapter. Nearly all of these demonstrations have utilized organic 
acid matrices such as DHB, CHCA, and trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP), with one 
research group utilizing TiO2 NPs [94, 95]. Methods of quantitation are still being 
investigated [96], as many of the consistency issues with MALDI-MSI that have 
been discussed in this chapter are even more relevant with quantitative MSI (qMSI). 
Figure 6 shows a summary of two of the more common methods used for genera-
tion of a calibration curve for qMSI, on-tissue spotting and tissue mimetic models 
which feature spiking of tissue homogenates [96].

On-tissue spotting uses either a standard molecule that is chemically similar 
to the analyte or a stable isotope of the analyte for making the calibration curve. 
Ion intensities between the analyte and standard are used to estimate the drug 
concentration in dosed tissue. Disadvantages include difficulty in maintaining 
uniform application of standards and differences in ionization for sprayed on 
standards vs. analyte molecules embedded within tissue. Advantages are that this 
method is fast and straightforward. The tissue mimetic model uses a surrogate 
tissue that is homogenized and spiked with the analyte of interest, frozen, sec-
tioned, then prepared with matrix. The advantage of this method is that there is 

Figure 5. 
(A) LATT setup and (B) schematic diagram of the system. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [89]. 
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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are reactive with phenolic hydroxyl and/or primary or secondary amines, which 
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using 2-(4-bromophenyl)-4,6- diphenylpyranylium (Br-TPP) results in distinctive 
isotopic distributions in the mass spectrum, making it easier to identify derivatized 
species from other potential species [88].

The last example here is a laser-induced tissue transfer (LATT) system that 
enhances on-tissue derivatization of small molecules [89]. An electrosprayer applies 
the derivatization reagent and matrix solution on tissue and is then irradiated with a 
450 nm laser beam in transmission mode, which results in transfer of a thin film of 
tissue to a second slide. Figure 5 shows the setup and diagram of the LATT system. 
Chemicals used for derivatization include coniferyl acetate or Girard’s T reagent. 
Preparation time requires multiple hours (overnight) and additional matrix appli-
cation. Multiple classes of biomolecules were analyzed, including amino acids, NTs, 
polyamines, dipeptides, and others. The issue of analyte delocalization is improved 
in LATT as compared to other derivatization techniques.

5. Quantitation

MSI has been applied to quantitative analysis of drugs [90, 91], metabolites [92], 
and biomarkers in tissue [93] using pneumatic sprayers and sublimation techniques 
described in this chapter. Nearly all of these demonstrations have utilized organic 
acid matrices such as DHB, CHCA, and trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP), with one 
research group utilizing TiO2 NPs [94, 95]. Methods of quantitation are still being 
investigated [96], as many of the consistency issues with MALDI-MSI that have 
been discussed in this chapter are even more relevant with quantitative MSI (qMSI). 
Figure 6 shows a summary of two of the more common methods used for genera-
tion of a calibration curve for qMSI, on-tissue spotting and tissue mimetic models 
which feature spiking of tissue homogenates [96].

On-tissue spotting uses either a standard molecule that is chemically similar 
to the analyte or a stable isotope of the analyte for making the calibration curve. 
Ion intensities between the analyte and standard are used to estimate the drug 
concentration in dosed tissue. Disadvantages include difficulty in maintaining 
uniform application of standards and differences in ionization for sprayed on 
standards vs. analyte molecules embedded within tissue. Advantages are that this 
method is fast and straightforward. The tissue mimetic model uses a surrogate 
tissue that is homogenized and spiked with the analyte of interest, frozen, sec-
tioned, then prepared with matrix. The advantage of this method is that there is 

Figure 5. 
(A) LATT setup and (B) schematic diagram of the system. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [89]. 
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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better representation of the ionization process for analyte embedded within tissue. 
However, it is more time consuming, labor intensive, and requires more tissue for 
the calibration curve. Each method has been correlated with LC-MS data, the cur-
rent primary method used for quantification [97].

Specific examples with clinical relevancy are briefly described here. First, eper-
tinib and lapatinib were quantified in a metastatic brain cancer mouse model using 
stable isotope labeling, and with liquid chromatography (LC)-MS validation [91]. 
The topical drugs roflumilast, tofacitinib, ruxolitinib, and LEO 29102 were examined 
in human skin explants to determine drug penetration and evaluate lipid markers 
[90]. qMSI data had a much lower quantitation range than LC-MS data of individual 
skin layers. Rifampicin in mouse liver tissue was quantified via a fragment ion of the 
intact molecule. The method used an in-house synthesized stable isotope and cor-
related the results with LC-MS/MS [98]. Lastly, there is one example that specifically 
focused on comprehensive mapping of NTs in Parkinson’s disease lesioned mouse 
brain and demonstrated quantitation of dopamine using a stable isotope [87]. All of 
the drug molecules listed in this paragraph are above the general size range that NTs 
and metabolites fall within, ranging from 400 to 800 Da, but present possible future 
avenues of research for the NT-focused methods discussed in this chapter.

The tissue mimetic model first gained popularity with examination of lapatinib 
and nevirapine in mouse liver by Groseclose and Castellino [99]. In addition to 
demonstrating high spatial resolution, they examined reproducibility and drug 
distribution within the homogenate. Fewer applications of the tissue mimetic 
model have been done, especially with small molecules as opposed to lipids [100]. 
A notable example includes the determination of the spatial distribution of gem-
citabine, a chemotherapeutic agent, and its metabolites in mouse model pancreatic 
tumors using AuNPs and a traditional matrix as comparison [101]. Further experi-
ments also work on the computational side of MSI and determining the best ways to 
normalize spectra [102, 103].

6. Concluding remarks

This chapter has introduced the utility of mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) for 
small molecules, with a specific focus on neurotransmitters (NTs). Methods that 
have resulted in enhanced signals of NTs were highlighted, with alternative matrix 
materials and chemical derivatization of analytes the two main points of discussion. 
Future research is needed in both of these areas to determine optimum conditions 
and applications, as well as establishing standard procedures so that broad applica-
tion of MSI can continue. Finally, an area not discussed here that is relevant to these 

Figure 6. 
Description of qMSI experiments where on-tissue spotting and homogenate spiking are two popular methods. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [94]. Copyright 2019 Elsevier Ltd.
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techniques and that will likely be explored in the future is the quantitative determi-
nation of small molecules.
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techniques and that will likely be explored in the future is the quantitative determi-
nation of small molecules.
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Abstract

Stem cells represent a unique cell type that is capable of self-renewal and 
differentiation into somatic cell types. Since the derivation of human embryonic 
stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells, enormous potential has been 
recognized for disease modeling, drug development and regenerative medicine. 
Both embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells possess the ability to 
differentiate into all three germ layers, hence they are naturally prone to respond 
to various differentiation stimuli. These inherent cellular fluctuations, which can 
result in risky phenotypic instability, must be addressed prior to introduction of 
these cells to human medicine, since they represent one of the major biosafety 
obstacles in the development of bio-industrial or clinical-grade stem cell cultures. 
Therefore, there is an ongoing need for novel robust, feasible and sensitive meth-
ods for determination and confirmation of the otherwise identical cells status, as 
well as for the detection of hidden divergences from their optimal state. A method 
of choice can be the intact cell mass spectrometry. Here we show how it can be 
applied in routine quality control of embryonic stem cell cultures.

Keywords: intact cell mass spectrometry, whole cell mass spectrometry, embryonic 
stem cells, cell culture, culture adaptation, differentiation, quality control

1. Introduction

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) emerged as an amazing cell biology phenomenon 
several decades ago. Their derivation represents a milestone in understanding of 
fundamental molecular and cellular processes during early embryonic development, 
as well as differentiation mechanisms in somatic cells. Capacity of self-renewal and 
unlimited differentiation make the human ESCs (hESCs) a promising tool for regen-
erative medicine, tissue engineering, bio-industry, pharmacological modeling and 
pollutant testing. However, in vitro cultured ESCs suffer from inherent instability, 
and may develop unwanted properties over time, such as propensity to cancer devel-
opment or failure of the functional phenotype. Accordingly, the stability of hESCs 
in long term cultures represents an essential prerequisite for a safe use in medical 
or industrial fields. Robust, sensitive and feasible tools are therefore required for 
efficient quality control of ESCs culture.
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The beginnings in Mass Spectrometry (MS) development in biology correspond 
with the discovery of soft ionization techniques, such as Electrospray Ionization 
(ESI) and Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption-Ionization (MALDI) by John Fenn 
(1988) and Koichi Tanaka (1988), respectively, who have been awarded with the 
Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2002 for these findings. MALDI MS coupled with 
Time-Of-Flight (TOF) analysis has been then successfully introduced to many 
fields beyond analytical chemistry, including proteomics, metabolomics, clinical 
microbiology and structural biology. MALDI TOF MS allows precise identification, 
structural analysis and quantification of various, predominantly soluble, analytes. 
MALDI TOF MS can generate molecular or spectral patterns that can be assigned 
to specific cell types or states, when intact cells are used as the analyte. Moreover 
it provides sufficient discrimination capacity due to a high variability in molecular 
species, constituting the whole spectrum a biomarker even without preceding peak 
identification.

2. Embryonic stem cells and the need of quality control

Shortly after fertilization, early human embryo is composed of blastomeres - 
equal undifferentiated cells, which have an unlimited potential to develop into any 
type of embryonic as well as extraembryonic tissue. When the embryo reaches the 
8-cell stage, its blastomeres start forming intercellular junctions, maximizing the 
contact with each other, in a process called compaction. Already in the 16-cell forma-
tion, called morula, cells with no contact with the outer environment - the inner cell 
mass (ICM) - can be recognized. Prior to implantation, morula develops a small cav-
ity, becoming a blastocyst, in which ICM further proliferates and forms embryoblast. 
Cells of embryoblast, still being pluripotent, differentiate rapidly and build bilaminar 
germ disc with the distinct layers - hypoblast and epiblast. Epiblast cells represent 
the essential developmental source for principal embryonic germ layers - ectoderm, 
mesoderm and endoderm [1].

Mammalian ESCs are derived from undifferentiated ICM of early preimplanta-
tion blastocyst. While the embryoblast represents an ephemeral stage in embryonic 
development, the ESCs, when transferred into long term in vitro culture share some 
characteristics with an immortalized cell line. Specific conditions of the in vitro 
culture prevent differentiation of the ESCs into the embryonic structures, and allow 
ESCs to keep the molecular machinery necessary for the maintenance of pluripo-
tency and unlimited cell divisions [2].

Development of differentiated structures from embryonic precursor cells is a 
tightly regulated process. Pluripotent cells, which have not differentiated properly 
in their developmental time window, or persist ectopically, can form peculiar 
tumors – teratomas. Teratomas contain regions with haphazard accumulation of 
mature tissues, such as hair, cartilage, bone, or teeth. Despite the inherent abnor-
mality of teratomas, they were a unique model, which contributed significantly to 
understanding of embryonic pluripotency and differentiation principles. Indeed, 
the first cell lines that harbored traits of stem cells were derived from mouse 
testicular teratocarcinomas [3]. These cells share many features with primordial 
germ cells, thus they, at the time, served as the first principle model of cell plasticity 
and embryonic differentiation. Genuine embryonic stem cells were derived from 3.5 
dpc mouse blastocyst in 1981 [4], and the long-term culture conditions preventing 
differentiation were adopted from teratocarcinomas culture protocols [5]. Later, 
soluble factors critical for maintaining the pluripotency of mouse ESCs (mESCs), 
e.g. mLIF – mouse leukemia inhibitory factor, and BMP4 – bone morphogenetic 
factor 4, were identified and allowed mESCs propagation [6, 7].
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The embryonic development of primates including humans, however, differs 
from embryonic development of rodents. That is why the derivation of human 
embryonic stem cells has not been achieved until seventeen years later by James 
Thompson [8]. Currently, hundreds of hESC lines and their derivatives are avail-
able through curated stem cell repositories and biobanks [9]. A breakthrough in 
stem cell research came in 2006 when genetic regulators essential for induction of 
pluripotency were discovered by Shinya Yamanaka [10]. These transcription factors 
can reprogram fully differentiated somatic cells, so they obtain undifferentiated 
stem cell-like phenotype. Such human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) 
provide a genuine stem cell model with no ethical burden associated with hESCs 
[11]. hiPSCs essentially complement the portfolio of cellular models for description 
of crucial molecular events during embryogenesis, tissue differentiation and cancer 
development. Nowadays, ESCs derived from embryoblasts and hiPSCs derived by 
reprogramming of somatic cells represent an important biological model and hold 
the promise to various clinical applications, including regenerative medicine, tailor-
made cell therapy and drug testing [12, 13].

The state of pluripotency is developmentally unstable and requires specific 
molecular machinery to maintain the stem cell phenotype [14, 15]. Developmental 
trajectories during normal embryogenesis are determined soon, so the complex 
differentiated structures evolve even in a very early embryo. Sophisticated micro-
environment of in vitro cell cultures, which is designed and optimized to stimulate 
unlimited propagation of stem cells and preservation of their full differentiation 
capability [16], is different from the conditions within the developing embryo. 
Protocols which represent the golden standard involve additional “feeder” cell layer, 
which supports cultured stem cells (Figure 1A).

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), human preputial fibroblasts, oviduct 
lining or fetal smooth muscle cells are commonly used as a feeder layer. Feeder cells 
provide necessary intercellular contacts and produce extracellular matrix (ECM) 
along with soluble factors, in order to recreate, to certain extent, the microenviron-
ment of a blastocyst [17]. However, co-culture of hESCs with feeder cells bears the 
risks of carry-over contamination and induction of the immune reaction in a patient 
being exposed to antigens derived from animal feeder layer upon grafting.

Culture protocols with animal additives are therefore not suitable for the direct 
use in humans. hESCs culture on defined surfaces coated with ECM mixtures or 
pure protein layers in complex medium supplemented with essential cytokines 

Figure 1. 
(A) Single colony of hESCs co-cultured with feeder fibroblast layer (MEFs) as visualized by light microscopy. 
(B) Scanning electron micrograph of intact hESCs mixed with matrix containing acidified sinapinic acid and 
spotted on the target plate of the MS instrument.
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(e.g. bFGF, activin) may be a solution, if combined with rigorous quality control of 
other culture parameters (Table 1) [18, 19].

2.1 Phenotype shifts and culture adaptation in hESCs

In prolonged culture, pristine hESCs adapt to a two-dimensional, biochemi-
cally and structurally less complex, in comparison to a blastocyst, microenviron-
ment [20]. However, the introduction into the in vitro culture inevitably induces 
selection: hESCs clones, which fit the artificial culture conditions the best, are 
being preferentially selected. Particularly those are clones which divide regu-
larly with optimal doubling time, show reduced sensitivity to programmed cell 
death, are resistant to passaging method and cell stress arising in culture. Despite 
stringent culture protocols, such clones can acquire non-random chromosomal 
aberrations, alterations of epigenetic landscape and changes in gene expression 
[21–24]. Often, genes which participate in tumor formation or dissemination are 
involved [25], similarly to those in undifferentiated stem cell lines derived from 
teratocarcinomas [26].

Darwinian selection in long-term hESC cultures, accordingly, generates cells 
which remarkably differ from pristine hESCs. Such culture-adapted cells can obtain 
hazardous phenotype [27], which is similar to a malignant cancer cell line, while 
keeping normal levels of transcription factors (e.g. Oct 3/4 and Nanog) and other 
stemness-related molecular markers (e.g. SSEA-4 and Alkaline Phosphatase) [28]. 
Paradoxically, such significant changes in hESCs, which have acquired the adapted 
phenotype, can stay unnoticed if cell morphology or expression of stemness factors 
are not affected. Thus culture-adapted cells can escape routine quality control, 
which is usually based on visual evaluation or monitoring of a several selected 
molecular markers. Incompatible cellular alterations are quickly eliminated in vivo, 
typically by the complete rejection of the embryo. In vitro, however, aberrant clones 
may become dominant in culture and disable the safe use of the particular hESCs 
for clinical or biotechnological applications.

At the moment, there is no routinely applicable method which can reveal 
hidden shifts in hESCs phenotype or to confirm general stability of a cell culture. 
The golden standard for authentication of in vitro cell lines, e.g. ones derived from 
individual patients’ tumors, is based on analysis of short tandem repeats (STRs). 
Repetitive sequences dispersed throughout the genome can provide a unique genetic 
profile and effectively reveal potentially misidentified cell lines [29]. However, 
STRs analysis is uninformative if used for specific cell culture modifications, such 
as co-culture of two cell types, analysis of differentiation stages within a single cell 
line, use of more cell subtypes derived from an individual. Similarly, techniques 
used for analysis of batch to batch variability, purity of cells, genome or proteome 
changes, as well as methods focused on a limited panel of biomarkers are not 

• microbial and viral contamination

• cell line cross-contamination

• carry-over of animal products in culture

• karyotype instability

• activation of oncogenes and risk of tumorigenicity in patient

• acquisition of immunogenicity and risk of graft rejection in patient

• failure of differentiation into functional phenotype

Table 1. 
Risk assessment in clinical grade hESCs culture.
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suitable for quality control in routine applications, because they are not informative 
and often are laborious and costly [30–32].

Successful implementation of pluripotent stem cells into clinical trials requires 
stringent assurance of the cell product quality and safety, including development 
of formal methodology for every step of the cells derivation and culture processes. 
Presence of an unwanted phenotype or deviation from the optimal state of cells 
in culture may inevitably result in failure of the product and a harm to a patient. 
Routinely used methods easily reveal microbial and viral contamination, cell mis-
identifications and chromosomal aberrations which occur in the culture. However, 
subtle phenotypic shifts or unapparent alterations cannot be detected by microscopy, 
narrow focused screening for molecular markers or other conventional methods.

Recently, we have been working on the introduction of techniques used in bioana-
lytical chemistry, chemometrics and in complex data analysis into stem cell field. We 
have demonstrated that method of choice can be the Intact (Whole) Cell MALDI TOF 
Mass Spectrometry coupled with sophisticated statistics. Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS is 
sufficiently robust, sensitive, and cost-effective approach for monitoring of long-term 
cultures stability and differentiation trajectories of ESCs, therefore it has a potential to 
complement the portfolio of quality control tools in clinical or bio-industrial  
applications [33].

3. Intact cell MALDI TOF MS

MALDI TOF MS employs the laser energy to desorb and ionize molecules of an 
analyte from the crystallized mixture with the matrix, and subsequently separates the 
resulting ions according to mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio. The organic matrix enhances 
energy transfer to analyte, preserves the structure of the ionized molecules, e.g. 
peptides, proteins or other biomolecules, and allows their precise structural analysis 
and identification. In cell biology, MALDI TOF MS is one of the preferred methods for 
proteomic analysis in a broad range of samples, such as purified or fractioned extracts 
of cells or tissues. The MS-based proteomics uses protein fragmentation for identifica-
tion and further generation of a list of unique peptide or protein signatures in wide 
range of m/z values [34]. However, the methodological complexity and the character 
of the data output may limit the use of traditional proteomics in routine quality 
control of stem cell cultures, even if coupled with transcriptomics or (meta)genomics.

Even when the intact (whole) cells are used as an analyte, MALDI TOF MS can 
generate rich spectra without the need of previous cell lysis, fractionation or protein 
extraction. Mass spectra contain signals for small proteins and peptides, and a 
variety of other low-mass molecules, including metabolites. Analysis of specific 
spectral (peak) signatures has been successfully introduced to clinical microbiol-
ogy, where MALDI TOF MS enables the rapid discrimination, or “biotyping”, of 
bacterial species without the necessity of complex sample processing [35, 36]. 
Generally the same approach - utilization of relevant spectral patterns as inputs for 
further processing and analysis [33] - can be used for discrimination of cancer cells 
[37, 38] or abnormal stem cells in long-term cultures, even in high-throughput setup 
[39, 40]. Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS was used to identify spectral signatures of glial 
cells and their classification to astrocyte, microglia and oligodendrocyte type [41]. 
Principal component analysis then revealed informative peaks for deeper spatial 
analysis using mass spectrometry imaging in whole brain sections. Similarly, mass 
spectra have demonstrated to contain sufficient information to reveal the immu-
nophenotype and activation state of immune cells, [42–45] or to classify distinct 
mammalian cell lines [46, 47]. Moreover, MS can reveal changes associated with 
molecular phenotype, which occur within cell lines and sublines of common genetic 
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(e.g. bFGF, activin) may be a solution, if combined with rigorous quality control of 
other culture parameters (Table 1) [18, 19].
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larly with optimal doubling time, show reduced sensitivity to programmed cell 
death, are resistant to passaging method and cell stress arising in culture. Despite 
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aberrations, alterations of epigenetic landscape and changes in gene expression 
[21–24]. Often, genes which participate in tumor formation or dissemination are 
involved [25], similarly to those in undifferentiated stem cell lines derived from 
teratocarcinomas [26].

Darwinian selection in long-term hESC cultures, accordingly, generates cells 
which remarkably differ from pristine hESCs. Such culture-adapted cells can obtain 
hazardous phenotype [27], which is similar to a malignant cancer cell line, while 
keeping normal levels of transcription factors (e.g. Oct 3/4 and Nanog) and other 
stemness-related molecular markers (e.g. SSEA-4 and Alkaline Phosphatase) [28]. 
Paradoxically, such significant changes in hESCs, which have acquired the adapted 
phenotype, can stay unnoticed if cell morphology or expression of stemness factors 
are not affected. Thus culture-adapted cells can escape routine quality control, 
which is usually based on visual evaluation or monitoring of a several selected 
molecular markers. Incompatible cellular alterations are quickly eliminated in vivo, 
typically by the complete rejection of the embryo. In vitro, however, aberrant clones 
may become dominant in culture and disable the safe use of the particular hESCs 
for clinical or biotechnological applications.

At the moment, there is no routinely applicable method which can reveal 
hidden shifts in hESCs phenotype or to confirm general stability of a cell culture. 
The golden standard for authentication of in vitro cell lines, e.g. ones derived from 
individual patients’ tumors, is based on analysis of short tandem repeats (STRs). 
Repetitive sequences dispersed throughout the genome can provide a unique genetic 
profile and effectively reveal potentially misidentified cell lines [29]. However, 
STRs analysis is uninformative if used for specific cell culture modifications, such 
as co-culture of two cell types, analysis of differentiation stages within a single cell 
line, use of more cell subtypes derived from an individual. Similarly, techniques 
used for analysis of batch to batch variability, purity of cells, genome or proteome 
changes, as well as methods focused on a limited panel of biomarkers are not 
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suitable for quality control in routine applications, because they are not informative 
and often are laborious and costly [30–32].

Successful implementation of pluripotent stem cells into clinical trials requires 
stringent assurance of the cell product quality and safety, including development 
of formal methodology for every step of the cells derivation and culture processes. 
Presence of an unwanted phenotype or deviation from the optimal state of cells 
in culture may inevitably result in failure of the product and a harm to a patient. 
Routinely used methods easily reveal microbial and viral contamination, cell mis-
identifications and chromosomal aberrations which occur in the culture. However, 
subtle phenotypic shifts or unapparent alterations cannot be detected by microscopy, 
narrow focused screening for molecular markers or other conventional methods.

Recently, we have been working on the introduction of techniques used in bioana-
lytical chemistry, chemometrics and in complex data analysis into stem cell field. We 
have demonstrated that method of choice can be the Intact (Whole) Cell MALDI TOF 
Mass Spectrometry coupled with sophisticated statistics. Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS is 
sufficiently robust, sensitive, and cost-effective approach for monitoring of long-term 
cultures stability and differentiation trajectories of ESCs, therefore it has a potential to 
complement the portfolio of quality control tools in clinical or bio-industrial  
applications [33].

3. Intact cell MALDI TOF MS

MALDI TOF MS employs the laser energy to desorb and ionize molecules of an 
analyte from the crystallized mixture with the matrix, and subsequently separates the 
resulting ions according to mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio. The organic matrix enhances 
energy transfer to analyte, preserves the structure of the ionized molecules, e.g. 
peptides, proteins or other biomolecules, and allows their precise structural analysis 
and identification. In cell biology, MALDI TOF MS is one of the preferred methods for 
proteomic analysis in a broad range of samples, such as purified or fractioned extracts 
of cells or tissues. The MS-based proteomics uses protein fragmentation for identifica-
tion and further generation of a list of unique peptide or protein signatures in wide 
range of m/z values [34]. However, the methodological complexity and the character 
of the data output may limit the use of traditional proteomics in routine quality 
control of stem cell cultures, even if coupled with transcriptomics or (meta)genomics.

Even when the intact (whole) cells are used as an analyte, MALDI TOF MS can 
generate rich spectra without the need of previous cell lysis, fractionation or protein 
extraction. Mass spectra contain signals for small proteins and peptides, and a 
variety of other low-mass molecules, including metabolites. Analysis of specific 
spectral (peak) signatures has been successfully introduced to clinical microbiol-
ogy, where MALDI TOF MS enables the rapid discrimination, or “biotyping”, of 
bacterial species without the necessity of complex sample processing [35, 36]. 
Generally the same approach - utilization of relevant spectral patterns as inputs for 
further processing and analysis [33] - can be used for discrimination of cancer cells 
[37, 38] or abnormal stem cells in long-term cultures, even in high-throughput setup 
[39, 40]. Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS was used to identify spectral signatures of glial 
cells and their classification to astrocyte, microglia and oligodendrocyte type [41]. 
Principal component analysis then revealed informative peaks for deeper spatial 
analysis using mass spectrometry imaging in whole brain sections. Similarly, mass 
spectra have demonstrated to contain sufficient information to reveal the immu-
nophenotype and activation state of immune cells, [42–45] or to classify distinct 
mammalian cell lines [46, 47]. Moreover, MS can reveal changes associated with 
molecular phenotype, which occur within cell lines and sublines of common genetic 
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origin. Such approach has been used recently by Povey et al., who demonstrated 
discrimination of neuroblastoma cell lines sensitive to chemotherapy [48], or by 
Cadoni et al. who classified ovarian cancer cells sensitive or resistant to cisplatin, 
based on phospholipid patterns generated by MS [37].

3.1 Intact cell MALDI TOF MS of hESCs

The first step of the preanalytical sample processing is the enzymatic or 
manual harvesting of hESCs under visual microscopic control. Next, cell clusters 
are enzymatically disaggregated and washed in isotonic buffers (e.g. phosphate 
buffered saline, PBS) to remove residual culture medium and additives. PBS has 
been reported not to interfere with MALDI TOF MS significantly [49]. However, we 
observed that it may induce random quenching of ionization and decreased inten-
sity of peaks. Therefore, we have added an additional wash with MS fully compatible 
buffers, such as ammonium acetate [41] or ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) [33], to 
our protocol, to remove traces of PBS in order to improve mass spectra quality. After 
cell number assessment, cell are resuspended in 150 mM ABC to desired concen-
tration. Dry cell pellets can be cryostored (at −80°C or lower) with no significant 
impairment of mass spectra quality.

The MS protocol for hESCs biotyping (fingerprinting) follows the established 
proteomic or microbiological workflow. Dependent on cell type, instrumentation 
type and matrix composition, we use typically 1000-25,000 cells per measurement 
in routine analysis. Cell number can be, though, reduced to several hundred in an 
optimized experimental design. Cells can be directly placed onto a steel target plate 
or on transparent indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides. The ITO coated glass 
slides enable correlative microscopic analysis in parallel to the MS. In addition, they 
can be used as a substrate for culture of adherent cells [50].

Sinapinic acid (SA) or α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) acidified with 
trifluoroacetic acid are used as a matrix predominantly. SA and CHCA generate 
uniform-sized crystals, in which cells can be embedded regularly (Figure 1B). 
Although, other matrices, such as 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) or 2-mer-
captobenzothiazole (MBT) can also provide informative output, they form long, 
needle-like crystals distributed over the target spot unevenly, and therefore are 
more suitable for solubilized samples.

Routinely, we analyze samples in linear positive mode in m/z range of 2-20 kDa, 
using the usual range of laser energy. Some of the dominant peaks, which have 
already been partially identified [41, 47, 51], are regularly observed also in hESCs. 
They correspond to modified histones, thymosin and presumably to ribosomal or 
other small structural proteins, and can provide an immediate verification of mass 
spectrum quality.

Processing of the mass spectrum prior to statistical analysis includes reduction 
of raw data matrix, smoothing of the spectrum, alignment of peaks, baseline sub-
traction and finally detection of peaks. Average spectrum is then calculated from 
technical replicates and used to generate a final dataset of m/z values with assigned 
intensities in mV or relative arbitrary units [33, 52, 53].

4. Data analysis

4.1 Mass spectrum as a biomarker

Mass spectrum recorded in a wide range of m/z values contains hundreds of 
charged molecular entities, which together form a spectral profile, or “fingerprint” 
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that can be uniquely assigned to a specific cell type, phenotype or state. However, 
MALDI TOF mass spectra generated from ionized molecules desorbed from the 
intact cells are complex and depend strongly on the experimental conditions and 
preanalytical errors, such as matrix choice, hardware setup and even operator skills. 
Despite the technical variability, individual mass spectra assembled to a correctly 
processed dataset may serve as input data for sophisticated mathematical analysis. 
After the reduction of the unwanted inconsistency, informative patterns in mass 
spectra can be identified. Finally, processed spectral dataset can be organized in two-
dimensional array of cases and intensities of selected peaks. Before statistical analysis 
is applied to the spectral dataset, preliminary examination of data quality is required. 
Such rigorous control of data quality includes verification of reproducibility, meticu-
lous calibration and elimination of apparent technical errors or outliers.

Mass spectra of complex biological samples usually contain numerous peaks 
with rather low intensities and low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the peak detec-
tion and recognition is dependent on precise calibration. Where appropriate, we do 
recommend using the clusters of isotopically pure elements, such as nanoparticles 
of gold (gold clusters) or black and red phosphorus as calibration standards [54, 55], 
next to commercially available peptide standards. Mono-isotopic calibrants provide 
well defined peaks corresponding accurately to predicted mass, allowing proper 
peaks alignment. Besides, they do not suffer with occasionally problematic indica-
tion of isotopic envelope of high mass peptides or proteins.

For evaluation of mass spectra similarity of technical replicates or experimental 
cohorts, mathematical approaches used in proteomics or metabolomics can be 
applied. Correlation analysis (e.g. Pearson’s correlation, Spearman’s correlation, 
Kendall rank correlation or cosine correlation) can provide a quantitative output 
that can globally evaluate the similarity of mass spectra [56].

Another relevant factor, which can interfere with the outputs of statistical 
analysis, is the presence of outlier values in the dataset (case) or within the mass 
spectrum (peak intensity). Despite the precise laboratory work, outlier values are 
inevitable and are probably associated with stochastic MALDI effects, as have been 
already described in bacterial Intact Cell MS [57]. One of the classical procedures, 
which allows to reveal outliers within the data, is provided by factor analysis and 
includes careful following of the rank of the data matrix by computing eigenvalues. 
The number of non-zero eigenvalues (rank of the matrix), visualized in a scree 
plot, immediately gives the crucial information related to the sample, such as the 
number of recognizable data groups in mass spectra (e.g. cell types or experimental 
conditions). In case of two data groups, the rank should equal to two. The presence 
of outliers is thus indicated by an increased value of the rank [58, 59].

The multivariate evaluation and validation can identify relevant groups or classes 
within the spectral data. The principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least 
squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) are commonly used. PCA reduces dimen-
sionality of the spectral data, and defines new vectors - principal components, which 
maximize the variance. Besides, it enables visual observation of the recognized 
groups of the samples. PCA is an unsupervised method with minimal bias, and its 
performance is optimal when the intra-group variability is significantly lower than 
the inter-group variability. It is a well-established tool for processing of complex 
spectral data, e.g. in proteomics or microbiology [60, 61]. PLS uses different math-
ematical model than PCA for the distinction of groups. It represents a supervised 
discriminant analysis, which involves the group information in the algorithm. PLS 
can provide an excellent discrimination, however, it can suffer from inherent ten-
dency to over-fit the data and identify the clusters even in a uniform spectral dataset. 
The validation on independent data is therefore recommended [62]. The workflow of 
data processing in routine analysis of hESCs is summarized in Figure 2.
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origin. Such approach has been used recently by Povey et al., who demonstrated 
discrimination of neuroblastoma cell lines sensitive to chemotherapy [48], or by 
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type and matrix composition, we use typically 1000-25,000 cells per measurement 
in routine analysis. Cell number can be, though, reduced to several hundred in an 
optimized experimental design. Cells can be directly placed onto a steel target plate 
or on transparent indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides. The ITO coated glass 
slides enable correlative microscopic analysis in parallel to the MS. In addition, they 
can be used as a substrate for culture of adherent cells [50].

Sinapinic acid (SA) or α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) acidified with 
trifluoroacetic acid are used as a matrix predominantly. SA and CHCA generate 
uniform-sized crystals, in which cells can be embedded regularly (Figure 1B). 
Although, other matrices, such as 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) or 2-mer-
captobenzothiazole (MBT) can also provide informative output, they form long, 
needle-like crystals distributed over the target spot unevenly, and therefore are 
more suitable for solubilized samples.

Routinely, we analyze samples in linear positive mode in m/z range of 2-20 kDa, 
using the usual range of laser energy. Some of the dominant peaks, which have 
already been partially identified [41, 47, 51], are regularly observed also in hESCs. 
They correspond to modified histones, thymosin and presumably to ribosomal or 
other small structural proteins, and can provide an immediate verification of mass 
spectrum quality.
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traction and finally detection of peaks. Average spectrum is then calculated from 
technical replicates and used to generate a final dataset of m/z values with assigned 
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that can be uniquely assigned to a specific cell type, phenotype or state. However, 
MALDI TOF mass spectra generated from ionized molecules desorbed from the 
intact cells are complex and depend strongly on the experimental conditions and 
preanalytical errors, such as matrix choice, hardware setup and even operator skills. 
Despite the technical variability, individual mass spectra assembled to a correctly 
processed dataset may serve as input data for sophisticated mathematical analysis. 
After the reduction of the unwanted inconsistency, informative patterns in mass 
spectra can be identified. Finally, processed spectral dataset can be organized in two-
dimensional array of cases and intensities of selected peaks. Before statistical analysis 
is applied to the spectral dataset, preliminary examination of data quality is required. 
Such rigorous control of data quality includes verification of reproducibility, meticu-
lous calibration and elimination of apparent technical errors or outliers.

Mass spectra of complex biological samples usually contain numerous peaks 
with rather low intensities and low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the peak detec-
tion and recognition is dependent on precise calibration. Where appropriate, we do 
recommend using the clusters of isotopically pure elements, such as nanoparticles 
of gold (gold clusters) or black and red phosphorus as calibration standards [54, 55], 
next to commercially available peptide standards. Mono-isotopic calibrants provide 
well defined peaks corresponding accurately to predicted mass, allowing proper 
peaks alignment. Besides, they do not suffer with occasionally problematic indica-
tion of isotopic envelope of high mass peptides or proteins.

For evaluation of mass spectra similarity of technical replicates or experimental 
cohorts, mathematical approaches used in proteomics or metabolomics can be 
applied. Correlation analysis (e.g. Pearson’s correlation, Spearman’s correlation, 
Kendall rank correlation or cosine correlation) can provide a quantitative output 
that can globally evaluate the similarity of mass spectra [56].

Another relevant factor, which can interfere with the outputs of statistical 
analysis, is the presence of outlier values in the dataset (case) or within the mass 
spectrum (peak intensity). Despite the precise laboratory work, outlier values are 
inevitable and are probably associated with stochastic MALDI effects, as have been 
already described in bacterial Intact Cell MS [57]. One of the classical procedures, 
which allows to reveal outliers within the data, is provided by factor analysis and 
includes careful following of the rank of the data matrix by computing eigenvalues. 
The number of non-zero eigenvalues (rank of the matrix), visualized in a scree 
plot, immediately gives the crucial information related to the sample, such as the 
number of recognizable data groups in mass spectra (e.g. cell types or experimental 
conditions). In case of two data groups, the rank should equal to two. The presence 
of outliers is thus indicated by an increased value of the rank [58, 59].

The multivariate evaluation and validation can identify relevant groups or classes 
within the spectral data. The principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least 
squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) are commonly used. PCA reduces dimen-
sionality of the spectral data, and defines new vectors - principal components, which 
maximize the variance. Besides, it enables visual observation of the recognized 
groups of the samples. PCA is an unsupervised method with minimal bias, and its 
performance is optimal when the intra-group variability is significantly lower than 
the inter-group variability. It is a well-established tool for processing of complex 
spectral data, e.g. in proteomics or microbiology [60, 61]. PLS uses different math-
ematical model than PCA for the distinction of groups. It represents a supervised 
discriminant analysis, which involves the group information in the algorithm. PLS 
can provide an excellent discrimination, however, it can suffer from inherent ten-
dency to over-fit the data and identify the clusters even in a uniform spectral dataset. 
The validation on independent data is therefore recommended [62]. The workflow of 
data processing in routine analysis of hESCs is summarized in Figure 2.
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4.2 Classification by machine learning

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) represent a non-linear mathematical model, 
which resembles a brain neural architecture, and possess “learning” and “general-
ization” abilities. For this reason, ANNs belong to a group of artificial intelligence 
methods with wide spectrum of complex applications, ranging from purely sci-
entific to industrial or clinical. ANNs utilize diverse types of input data, which are 
processed in the context of previous training history on a defined sample database 
to produce a relevant output [64]. The unique chemical fingerprints generated by 
intact cell mass spectrometry allow the ANN to classify the samples even without 
preceeding identification of relevant peaks. Successful application of ANNs or 
any other machine-learning algorithms requires building-up a database of spectral 
patterns specific for individual cell types, phenotypes or states. This has been 
successfully achieved in clinical microbiology, however, in eukaryote biology, the 

Figure 2. 
(A) Example of raw mass spectrum generated from intact cells by MALDI TOF MS, (B) data processing 
workflow, (C) processed mass spectrum, (D) spectral dataset consisting of individual cases (ID1-IDn) and 
assigned values of peak intensities at defined m/z, (E) heat map graphically visualizing the dataset containing 
spectral data of hESCs and four differentiation stages (DIFA-D), (F) example of the output matrix of PCA 
with recalculated coordinates, (G) scree plot visualizing the number of significant factors contributing to the 
variability in the dataset, (H) PCA-based visualization of the differentiation trajectory of hESCs progressing 
towards endodermal phenotype through the four differentiation stages (DIFA-D). Adapted with permission 
from [63].
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complexity of cellular composition and cell plasticity in general represents a major 
issue. Nevertheless, for the “in-house” databases of well-defined cell models and 
conditions of their handling and analysis, the Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS coupled 
with ANNs is a powerful and robust approach that can be easily adapted to any 
specific application (Figure 3).

5.  Applications of intact cell mass spectrometry in quality control of 
embryonic stem cell cultures

Monitoring of clinical-grade stem cells during manipulation, banking or quality 
control by appropriate tools is the essential prerequisite for their application. We 
hypothesized that different cell and tissue types or their different states may vary 
in levels of numerous small molecules, metabolites or peptides and proteins. An 
unambiguous and unbiased chemical fingerprint obtained by MS can thus reflect 
such divergences with high sensitivity. In addition, spectral patterns can serve as a 
highly informative input for subsequent statistical analysis and classification.

To test this hypothesis we used a mouse model of primary hyperoxaluria I - a 
congenital disorder that affect enzymatic machinery of glyoxylate metabolism. 
Primary hyperoxaluria I causes oxalate deposits to localize in liver and kidneys, and 
ultimately lead to hepatorenal failure and extrarenal manifestation of the disease. 
Alterations of chemical composition within the tissue microenvironment of hyper-
oxaluric animals can be translated into specific patterns in mass spectra. A dataset, 
composed of peaks and their corresponding intensities obtained from diseased 
and healthy animals, was used as an input for cluster and classification analysis 
and machine learning (ANN) prediction. Spectral patterns clearly distinguished 
samples from healthy and hyperoxaluric animals and, in parallel, the ANN correctly 
predicted the category based solely on mass spectrum fingerprint [65].

Generally the same approach can be used for rapid discrimination of cells 
occurring in stem cell cultures. Mass spectra from pure populations of mESCs, 
hESCs, and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) contain enough information to 
distinguish the cell types by cluster analysis. Interestingly, these spectral profiles 
are not lost even in case of mixed populations of two cell types, such as in cross-
contaminated cell cultures. Therefore, they can serve as a basis for quantitative 
estimation of the individual cell types in the mixture. To model such scenario, a 
broad panel of binary suspension mixtures containing hESCs and MEFs or hESCs 
and mESCs in defined ratios was prepared. Mass spectra were recorded, processed 
and the spectral patterns assigned to known quantities of cells in suspension. 
Resulting dataset then represented calibration data matrix, suitable for quantitative 

Figure 3. 
Architecture of the representative artificial neural network used for prediction of hESC phenotype (output) 
using peak intensities arranged in a defined spectral matrix (input). Adapted with permission from [63].
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to produce a relevant output [64]. The unique chemical fingerprints generated by 
intact cell mass spectrometry allow the ANN to classify the samples even without 
preceeding identification of relevant peaks. Successful application of ANNs or 
any other machine-learning algorithms requires building-up a database of spectral 
patterns specific for individual cell types, phenotypes or states. This has been 
successfully achieved in clinical microbiology, however, in eukaryote biology, the 

Figure 2. 
(A) Example of raw mass spectrum generated from intact cells by MALDI TOF MS, (B) data processing 
workflow, (C) processed mass spectrum, (D) spectral dataset consisting of individual cases (ID1-IDn) and 
assigned values of peak intensities at defined m/z, (E) heat map graphically visualizing the dataset containing 
spectral data of hESCs and four differentiation stages (DIFA-D), (F) example of the output matrix of PCA 
with recalculated coordinates, (G) scree plot visualizing the number of significant factors contributing to the 
variability in the dataset, (H) PCA-based visualization of the differentiation trajectory of hESCs progressing 
towards endodermal phenotype through the four differentiation stages (DIFA-D). Adapted with permission 
from [63].
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complexity of cellular composition and cell plasticity in general represents a major 
issue. Nevertheless, for the “in-house” databases of well-defined cell models and 
conditions of their handling and analysis, the Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS coupled 
with ANNs is a powerful and robust approach that can be easily adapted to any 
specific application (Figure 3).

5.  Applications of intact cell mass spectrometry in quality control of 
embryonic stem cell cultures

Monitoring of clinical-grade stem cells during manipulation, banking or quality 
control by appropriate tools is the essential prerequisite for their application. We 
hypothesized that different cell and tissue types or their different states may vary 
in levels of numerous small molecules, metabolites or peptides and proteins. An 
unambiguous and unbiased chemical fingerprint obtained by MS can thus reflect 
such divergences with high sensitivity. In addition, spectral patterns can serve as a 
highly informative input for subsequent statistical analysis and classification.

To test this hypothesis we used a mouse model of primary hyperoxaluria I - a 
congenital disorder that affect enzymatic machinery of glyoxylate metabolism. 
Primary hyperoxaluria I causes oxalate deposits to localize in liver and kidneys, and 
ultimately lead to hepatorenal failure and extrarenal manifestation of the disease. 
Alterations of chemical composition within the tissue microenvironment of hyper-
oxaluric animals can be translated into specific patterns in mass spectra. A dataset, 
composed of peaks and their corresponding intensities obtained from diseased 
and healthy animals, was used as an input for cluster and classification analysis 
and machine learning (ANN) prediction. Spectral patterns clearly distinguished 
samples from healthy and hyperoxaluric animals and, in parallel, the ANN correctly 
predicted the category based solely on mass spectrum fingerprint [65].

Generally the same approach can be used for rapid discrimination of cells 
occurring in stem cell cultures. Mass spectra from pure populations of mESCs, 
hESCs, and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) contain enough information to 
distinguish the cell types by cluster analysis. Interestingly, these spectral profiles 
are not lost even in case of mixed populations of two cell types, such as in cross-
contaminated cell cultures. Therefore, they can serve as a basis for quantitative 
estimation of the individual cell types in the mixture. To model such scenario, a 
broad panel of binary suspension mixtures containing hESCs and MEFs or hESCs 
and mESCs in defined ratios was prepared. Mass spectra were recorded, processed 
and the spectral patterns assigned to known quantities of cells in suspension. 
Resulting dataset then represented calibration data matrix, suitable for quantitative 

Figure 3. 
Architecture of the representative artificial neural network used for prediction of hESC phenotype (output) 
using peak intensities arranged in a defined spectral matrix (input). Adapted with permission from [63].
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prediction by ANNs. Indeed, well-trained and validated network predicted the 
number of contaminating cell type with high accuracy in otherwise homogenous 
and morphologically uniform mixtures. The precision of prediction was dependent 
on a number of peaks and corresponding peak intensities included in the data 
matrix. The apparent, dominant peaks with high intensity, did not contribute 
significantly to the classification. Their exclusion had a negligible effect on the 
ANN performance, suggesting that there is rather a cumulative effect of minor, but 
informative peaks, essential for the analysis output [53].

In the long term cultures of hESCs, abnormal clones with the origin in pristine 
hESCs are inevitably being generated, selected and, finally, expanded. The CCTL 
14 hESC line, which has been propagated over hundreds of passages in vitro suffers 

Figure 4. 
Monitoring of differentiation of hESCs into early lung progenitors (ELEPs) by intact cell MALDI TOF MS. 
hESCs induced to ELEP differentiation lose gradually the gene signatures associated with pluripotency and 
acquire the phenotype of lung progenitors. Differentiation trajectory of cells goes through several immature 
stages and reaches the final, differentiated stage approximately at day 21. Samples for intact cell MALDI TOF 
MS were collected prior to induction of differentiation (hESCs) at days 1, 3, 8 and 10 (D1, D3, D8, D10) and 
finally at the final stage (ELEPs). The lung cancer cell line A549 was used as lung-associated, but abnormal 
sample class. Cluster analysis, such as PCA or a dendrogram, based only on spectral patterns shows clear 
separation of classes and indicate that ELEPs represent indeed a distinct cellular entity [66].
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from chromosomal abnormalities and shows an increased expression of CD30 and 
CD44 surface molecules, previously shown to be associated with acquisition of 
the adapted phenotype and karyotype instability [67]. In addition, adapted, high 
passage hESCs proliferated with reduced doubling time, and showed lower sensitiv-
ity to apoptotic stimuli and decreased capability of differentiation, than pristine 
hESCs. All the low (P29), mid (P72) and high passage (P269) cells maintained 
high and constant expression of stemness markers, e.g. Sox-2, and also share the 
 identical morphology [33].

We recorded mass spectra from intact P29, P72 and P269 hESCs cultured under 
identical conditions, processed and assembled into the dataset containing 255 m/z 
values with assigned peak intensities. The mass spectra showed a high level of 
visual similarity, however the Pearson’s correlation analysis revealed disparities in 
spectral patterns between P29, P72 and P269 cells. Principal component analysis 
then correctly discriminated P29-pristine and P269-adapted cell to individual 
distant cluster, while the P72-transition population cluster has been located and 
scattered between them. Therefore, such a robust dataset of spectral fingerprints 
recorded from intact hESCs contains sufficient information to distinguish normal 
and aberrant cells with otherwise identical morphology and expression of stemness 
markers. Next, we used the same approach to analyze CCTL 14 hESC line stimu-
lated to differentiation. Generally, cell differentiation means acquisition of novel 
phenotypic properties, and morphological hallmarks, as well as various molecular 
mechanisms, involved in cell functioning. Retinoic acid (RA) is a potent inducer of 
embryonic patterning and neurogenesis in vivo, so hESCs induced to the differen-
tiation by RA acquire the neuronal phenotype within several weeks. Mass spectra 
generated from cells treated with RA for only 24 hrs, contained spectral regions 
which allowed detection of such early differentiation events even prior to develop-
ment of clear morphological hallmarks [33].

To test a routine, pre-clinical application, we used Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS 
to monitor the differentiation of hESCs to early lung progenitors (ELEPs). ELEPs, 
being the direct precursors of lung cells (pneumocytes), represent an important 
resource for tissue engineering, pollutant testing and pharmacological analyses. 
ELEPs gradually differentiate from hESCs under specific culture conditions through 
several stages (D1-D10). Differentiating immature cells lack an unambiguous 
marker, which would distinguish them from ELEPs. In addition, during differentia-
tion process aberrant cells with unwanted properties may appear in culture. Intact 

+ Feasible, affordable, and robust technique

+ Intuitive, straight-forward approach

+ Unbiased and marker-free classification

+  Discrimination of unapparent, yet critical alterations in stem or progenitor cells, which are not detectable 
by other techniques

+  Stringent culture protocols and defined SOPs in clinical grade hESCs laboratories allow precise pre-
analytical phase

− Inherent instrumental and technical variability of MALDI TOF MS

− Necessity to build own specialized database of spectral patterns

− Calibration sensitivity

− Nontrivial processing and analysis of complex data

Table 2. 
Advantages (+) and limits (−) of Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS in quality control of hESCs culture in clinical 
grade laboratory.
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tiation by RA acquire the neuronal phenotype within several weeks. Mass spectra 
generated from cells treated with RA for only 24 hrs, contained spectral regions 
which allowed detection of such early differentiation events even prior to develop-
ment of clear morphological hallmarks [33].

To test a routine, pre-clinical application, we used Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS 
to monitor the differentiation of hESCs to early lung progenitors (ELEPs). ELEPs, 
being the direct precursors of lung cells (pneumocytes), represent an important 
resource for tissue engineering, pollutant testing and pharmacological analyses. 
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Cell MALDI TOF MS was able to distinguish individual immature stages from 
hESCs and from ELEPs, as well as from lung cancer cell line (Figure 4).

In summary, Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS coupled with advanced statistics 
provides an efficient tool for revealing aberrant cells in culture or following differ-
entiation trajectories of pluripotent stem cells and progenitors. The advantages and 
limits of Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS in quality control of clinical grade stem cell 
cultures are summarized in Table 2.

6. Conclusions

Intact Cell MALDI TOF MS reliably discriminates functionally different, but 
otherwise identical types or subtypes of stem cells of common genetic origin. 
Moreover, it reveals aberrant or differentiating clones of clinically relevant stem 
cells or committed tissue progenitors. Coupling the outputs of Intact Cell MALDI 
TOF MS with sophisticated statistics, such as cluster analysis or machine learning, 
may provide a feasible and easy-to-use routine tool for quality control of pluripo-
tent stem cells and progenitors long-term cultures.
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